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Dan Grossman

Zachary Tatlock

Recent democratization of fabrication techniques has revolutionized manufacturing. Desktop

versions of devices like 3D printers, laser cutters, and CNC mills are now available at afford-

able prices making them increasingly common among end-users, hobbyists, and non-experts.

While the reduced hardware cost of manufacturing devices has created new opportunity for

casual makers to innovate and explore, the corresponding software pipeline has not advanced

as dramatically. Design tools, mesh editing software, and CAD frameworks are developed

primarily for trained experts and thus pose a steep learning curve for beginners. Even with

crowd-sourced solutions, working with pre-existing models requires substantial expertise.

Together with the fact that the fabrication process (typically multi-stage) itself is slow and

hard to debug, these design level challenges frequently lead to delayed results, failed prints,

wasted resources, and frustration.

This thesis focuses on some of these challenges by viewing the entire computational

fabrication pipeline as a compiler. First, it provide formal semantics to commonly used

representations for 3D modeling. This formal foundation aids the development of a decom-

piler that automatically reverse engineers high-level computer-aided designs from low-level

representations by recovering latent structure. An equality saturation based second decom-

pilation phase discovers even high-level representations using dynamic rewrites and inverse

transformations. A second application of dynamic rewrites in the domain of carpentry shows

wider applicability of this approach for developing optimizing compilers for different kinds

of fabrication techniques. Both these equality saturation based approaches require manually

writing the rewrites which itself is tedious and error-prone. A novel framework for automat-

ically inferring rewrites shows how the entire pipeline can be automated, and be applied to

more traditional compilers.
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I must not fear.

Fear is the mind-killer.

Fear is the little-death that brings total obliteration.

I will face my fear.

I will permit it to pass over me and through me.

And when it has gone past, I will turn the inner eye to see its path.

Where the fear has gone there will be nothing.

Only I will remain.

— Frank Herbert, Dune
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Desktop-class 3D printers, laser cutters, and Computer Numerical Control (CNC) mills

are now available to millions of people. 1 The potential social benefits of broad access to these

technologies have been much hyped, but the current reality is that desktop-class hardware

and tools are often substantially less accurate, fast, and reliable than their industrial coun-

terparts where these processes are managed by trained professionals and require substantial

expertise. Without significant improvements, democratized manufacturing practice is bound

to fall short of its ambitious promise. Many compiler and programming language (PL) tech-

niques can address challenges in manufacturing; developing Computer Aided Design (CAD)

models and editing existing objects are analogous to synthesis; whereas generating accu-

rate, efficient tool paths or instruction sets from a CAD model is analogous to optimizing

compilation.

The work presented in this thesis is based on the fundamental insight that

viewing the computational fabrication pipeline as a compiler enables the use of (1) modern

PL theory to guide the systematic development and formal reasoning of this pipeline, and (2)

reverse compilation and compiler optimization techniques to build novel program synthesizers

and reliable compilers.

To validate this claim, this thesis presents several new tools that I have built with my

collaborators. Additionally, we have found that these ideas are applicable beyond compu-

tational fabrication and can be used to build better program synthesis tools and optimizing

compilers for other domains as well.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 1.1 provides an overview of

how computational fabrication pipelines work, Section 1.2 describes how we applied PL and

compiler techniques to various stages of the pipeline, and Section 1.3 discusses how the work

of this thesis generalizes to domains beyond computational fabrication. Section 1.4 lists new

content that appears only in this thesis and not in any published / under-review manuscripts.

1https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/3132417
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Idea/spec

G-code
1. Design

2. Compile

to mesh 3. Slice

4. Compile

to G-code 5. Print

6. Iterate

Figure 1.1: The 3D Printing Development Cycle. To 3D print a device: (1) An engi-

neer first designs a 3D model using standard CAD tools (e.g., Openscad OpenScad [2019],

Rhino Rhinoceros [2018], SolidWorks Solidworks [2018], or SketchUp SketchUp [2018]). (2)

This model is compiled into a low-level triangle mesh representation, (3) The mesh is then

sliced into horizontal 2D layers, (4) The layers are compiled into a sequence of low-level G-

code commands that corresponds to basic actions the printer can take (move the print head,

start/stop extrusion, lower the build plate, etc.). (5) The printer then directly executes the

G-code, producing a physical device.

1.1 Background

This section first provides necessary background on how typical computational fabrication

pipelines work, and then provides a brief overview of E-graphs Nelson [1980] and equality

saturation Tate et al. [2009], Willsey et al. [2021] which several later chapters rely on.

1.1.1 Computational Fabrication

To understand how PL and compiler techniques can be developed for computational fab-

rication, this section gives an overview of a typical fabrication pipeline by using additive

manufacturing as an example. Concretely, it describes how “cartesian fused filament fabri-

cation” (FFF) printers, one of the most common and affordable models, work. Later chapters

in the thesis will show how the techniques developed in this thesis apply to not just additive,

but also subtractive processes (e.g., carpentry). Figure 1.1 depicts the typical workflow for

a FFF 3D printer.

Just as programmers rarely write assembly directly, users of 3D printers do not write di-

rect instructions for the motors. They instead produce them via compilation from a high-level

design based on a specification or idea, created in a computer-aided design (CAD) software

such as Openscad OpenScad [2019], Rhino Rhinoceros [2018], SolidWorks Solidworks [2018],

or SketchUp SketchUp [2018]. This compilation process is complex and, similar to classical

compilers, typically proceeds through a sequence of intermediate languages. After designing

a model, the next step is to compile it to a surface mesh representation. A surface mesh is a

triangulation of the surface of the 3D object represented by the design. The third step slices

the mesh into 2D layers that are stacked on top of each other during the printing phase. The
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next step generates G-code, which is similar to assembly-level instructions for manufacturing

devices Smid [2003]. The G-code is then interpreted by printer firmware to control the print

(much as Postscript can be sent directly to many 2D printers).

In most desktop-class 3D printers, a spool feeds filament (typically a plastic) into an

extruder, which heats and melts the filament before extruding it through a nozzle onto a

print bed. It is this extruder that is controlled by the G-code, via low-level commands that

actuate stepper motors to move the print head in any of three dimensions.

After completing the printing step, the user compares the output with the original specifi-

cation and decides to either iterate over the above steps or terminate the process. Designing

a CAD model is analogous to writing a program in a high level programming language.

Converting it to a 3D mesh is similar to an intermediate representation. Slicing it and gen-

erating G-code is analogous to generating assembly. Viewing this workflow as a compiler

has multiple advantages. It brings the formalisms of programming languages theory to bear,

which in turn helps in reasoning about the correctness of the pipeline. It also supports the

implementation of additional tools that can make these systems more accessible to end users.

1.1.2 E-graphs and Equality Saturation

Several chapters rely on equality saturation, so this section provides a high-level overview

of the technique. Later chapters may have additional details on equality saturation and

e-graphs as required. In all the uses of E-graphs in this thesis, the goal is always to either (1)

optimize an input program given a set of cost metrics (Chapter 5), (2) synthesize a smaller

program from a potentially large input program (Chapter 4), 2 or (3) find equivalences

between large sets of programs thereby shrinking the space of candidates to explore during

program synthesis (Chapter 6).

An E-graph is a set of eclasses, and each eclass is a set of equivalent enodes. An enode is

an operator (+, ×, literal, etc.) applied to zero or more child eclasses. An eclass c represents

expression e if c contains an enode n with the same operator as e and the children of n repre-

sent the children of e. Each eclass represents an exponential number of equivalent expressions

(w.r.t. the number of enodes), since each of its enodes point to eclasses themselves.

Adding an expression to an E-graph works bottom up: first add the leaves as enodes

each in their own eclasses, then recursively add operators as enodes pointing to the eclasses

of their operands as children. Hashconsing (also known as memoization) ensures enodes

are never duplicated in an E-graph Willsey et al. [2021]. This sharing compactly represents

many equivalent expressions.

2This can also be viewed as a form of optimization. On the other hand, from a synthesis point of view,
the input program can be viewed as a specification — the synthesized program must be equivalent to the
input.
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E-graphs also provide a unify operation that combines two eclasses and maintains their

congruence closure. For example, if eclasses c1 and c2 represent (+ x y) and (+ x z) respectively,

then unifying the eclasses representing y and z would cause c1 and c2 to be unified as well

since they both contain “+” enodes with equivalent children.

E-graphs can easily be extended with syntactic rewrites a  b: whenever an eclass c

represents an expression that matches pattern a under substitution φ, the eclass represent-

ing φ(b) is found (or constructed) and unified with c; the resulting eclass will represent

both expressions φ(a) and φ(b). An advantage of E-graph-based optimizers over sequential

rewrite engines is that they avoid the phase ordering problem. Phase ordering occurs when

optimizations are applied destructively in sequential order, thereby causing the quality of the

resulting code to depend on the order of application of the optimizations Bansal and Aiken

[2008], Whitfield and Soffa [1990, 1997b]. In E-graph-based rewrite systems, the rewrites

only expand the E-graph and therefore all previous expressions are still represented.

The process of repeatedly applying rewrites to grow an E-graph is called equality satu-

ration Tate et al. [2009], Willsey et al. [2021]. In most applications of equality saturation,

a final program must be extracted from the E-graph after saturation (i.e., when further ap-

plication of rewrites does not change it), or when a timeout is reached. Typically, a cost

function Tate et al. [2009], Willsey et al. [2021] is used to extract the optimal expressions

from each eclass which are then composed to return the best program from the E-graph.

Later chapters provide further details on the cost functions this thesis has explored.

1.2 My Work

This section describes new PL and compiler techniques we have developed for improving

different stages of the fabrication pipeline described above.

λCAD is a new functional domain specific language (DSL) we developed for representing

CAD models. We provided denotational semantics for λCAD using regular open sets.

We also developed a language for representing surface meshes that closely resembles

those used in commercial mesh editing and rendering tools, and provided semantics

using ray intersection. We then developed a compiler from λCAD to mesh and proved

that it is semantics preserving (Chapter 2). These results were published at ICFP

2018 Nandi et al. [2018].

Reincarnate Using the compiler and semantics of λCAD, we developed a decompiler /

synthesizer called Reincarnate that automatically infers a high-level CAD program in

λCAD from a low-level triangle mesh (Chapter 3). Reincarnate is useful for exposing

high-level structure from low-level representations commonly shared in online 3D de-

sign forums (Thingiverse [2019], GrabCAD [2019]), thereby making the designs more
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readable and editable. These results were also published at ICFP 2018 Nandi et al.

[2018] together with λCAD.

Szalinski Even with Reincarnate, the resulting programs in λCAD can still be too long

to be useful, especially for large, repetitive models. To mitigate this problem, we

developed a new tool, called Szalinski, that uses equality saturation Tate et al. [2009] to

automatically infer maps and folds from flat, loop-free programs (Chapter 4). Szalinski

was published at PLDI 2020 Nandi et al. [2020].

HELM A key insight in Szalinski was the use of dynamic rewrites to discover new equiv-

alences. We used the same insight to develop an optimizing compiler for carpentry.

This work was published at SIGGRAPH Asia 2019 Wu et al. [2019b].

Ruler Based on the two previous projects that use equality saturation for program synthesis

and optimizing compilation, we observed that a key challenge in equality saturation

based systems is the effort required to manually write the rewrite rules. To mitigate this

problem, we developed Ruler, a framework for automatically inferring rewrite rules for

any domain, given a grammar and an interpreter (Chapter 6). Ruler will be published

at OOPSLA 2021 Nandi et al. [2021].

1.3 Beyond Computational Fabrication

Several ideas in this thesis are are applicable in domains beyond computational fabrication.

This section highlights them.

• Beyond Syntactic Rewrites: Both Szalinski and HELM rely on term-rewriting — specif-

ically equality saturation. They both use dynamic rewrites and eclass-analyses to find

non-syntactic equivalences (Chapter 4). These ideas have since been applied in other

equality saturation based tools Smith et al. [2021], Wang et al. [2020], VanHattum

et al. [2021] and also inspired the egg Willsey et al. [2021] equality saturation engine

to support dynamic rewrites and eclass-analyses as basic features. Further details are

in Chapter 4.

• Rewrite Inference: Ruler has proved to be useful for a variety of domains like bitvectors,

rationals, floats, integers, and strings (Chapter 6).

1.4 Delta Between Published Papers and this Thesis

Most of the work in this thesis is already published or under-review. This section summarizes

any new additions the rest of the chapters may have.
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• Chapter 2 has additional details about λCAD and the compiler’s correctness proof (e.g.,

reasoning about mesh splitting) that did not appear in the published manuscript.

• Even though the core synthesis algorithm in Reincarnate has not changed, Chapter 3

shows additional results and a more elaborate explanation of the use of evaluation

context that did not appear in the ICFP 2018 paper.

• The CAD language in the PLDI 2020 paper on Szalinski was called Caddy — Sza-

linski inferred high-level Caddy programs from a subset called Core Caddy that only

supported Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) primitives. Chapter 4 unifies the input

language to Szalinski with the output language of Reincarnate (λCAD) because these

two tools are intended to be used together.

• The content in Chapter 5 is identical to the SIGGRAPH Asia 2019 paper. If you have

read the paper, you may want to skip this chapter.

• The content in Chapter 6 is identical to the OOPSLA 2021 paper which is soon to be

published. If you have read the paper, you may want to skip this chapter.
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Chapter 2

COMPILERS FOR GEOMETRIC LANGUAGES
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A computer-aided design program denotes a geometric object.

Democratized computer-aided manufacturing has made available—at modest cost—design

and fabrication capabilities that were previously reserved for large-scale commercial appli-

cations. Desktop-class 3D printers, laser cutters, and computer numerical control mills

affordably enable educators, hobbyists, and researchers to rapidly prototype designs, man-

ufacture tool parts, and even create custom prostheses The Future [2018]. 3D-printers in

particular are now standard tools in maker communities and may some day replace the need

for small-scale manufacturing much as conventional printers fundamentally changed the role

of commercial printing shops.

However, despite the wide availability of hardware components at much lower costs than

ever before, the corresponding software pipeline does not sufficiently support even tech-savvy

early adopters. For democratized manufacturing techniques to reach their full potential,

makers must be able to design and manufacture a wide variety of objects on demand.

The current state of tools in this space expects users to compose idiosyncratic CAD

packages that are incompatible and whose interfaces are not clearly specified. Together with

the fact that most of these tools are also proprietary, it makes the design experience for

novice users and hobbyists unnecessarily awkward. The lack of specification also hampers
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efforts to build other tools that can make CAD programming more accessible to amateur

enthusiasts. For example, it would benefit users to have tools for debugging their designs

before printing to avoid waste of time and material, optimizing them to find an equivalent

but simpler program, doing program analysis to detect violations of various geometric and

physical properties, or synthesizing CAD programs for them so that they do not have to

program from scratch.

This chapter addresses some of these challenges from a programming-languages perspec-

tive. Our first contribution is based on the insight that the desktop manufacturing pipeline

is inherently compositional and functional in nature. We view this pipeline as a compilation

task by modeling 3D solid geometry as a purely functional programming language equipped

with a natural and tangible denotation to 3D solids. To relate this high-level CAD language

to intermediate mesh representations, we formalize the popular STL mesh format Grimm

[2004] as a low-level language and define a meaning-preserving compiler from CAD programs

to meshes. We have designed and implemented a prototype of our declarative CAD lan-

guage called λCAD that supports 3D primitives such as cubes, spheres, and cylinders; affine

transformations such as translation, scaling, and rotation; and binary or constructive solid

geometry (CSG) operations such as difference, intersection, and union. λCAD also supports

standard functional features such as let bindings, functions, recursion, and conditionals.

Having developed this foundation, we define compiler correctness in terms of solid geom-

etry, and provide a proof that our compiler is correct under this definition. Our approach

toward formalizing CAD and STL then leads to the other main contribution — the first

synthesis algorithm to our knowledge that converts meshes back into CAD programs, which

we view as a reverse compilation task (Chapter 3).

Ultimately, my vision is to use tools and techniques from functional programming to

build a new generation of tools that can enable non-expert end users to effectively work with

desktop manufacturing devices. This chapter presents a first step in that direction by laying

the programming languages foundation necessary to approach the problem in a rigorous and

principled way.

2.1 Formalizing CAD and Mesh

CAD and mesh can be viewed as two fundamentally different ways of representing an object

in 3D space. While CAD representations are based on solid geometry, mesh representations

are based on surface geometry. Any translation between these two conceptually different

approaches requires finding a way to map the concepts from one to the other. To that

end, this section presents the syntax and denotational semantics for two languages for 3D

modeling, λCAD, a high-level functional programming language, and Mesh, an intermediate

surface representation based on industry-standard formats.
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2.1.1 λCAD Language

We designed and implemented λCAD, a functional programming language with primitives

for representing and manipulating geometric objects. Since the other features are standard,

this section focuses on the syntax and semantics of the geometric fragment of the language.

Figure 2.1 shows the syntax of the geometric core of λCAD. It supports (1) 3D primi-

tives such as Cuboid, HexPrism, Cylinder , etc., (2) affine transformations such as translation

(Translate), rotation about X, Y, and Z axes (Rotate), uniform and non-uniform scaling

(Scale) shown in Figure 2.2, and, (3) set-theoretic operations (binops): Union, Difference,

and Intersection. The primitives are parametrized by their dimensions — whenever we skip

them in code snippets and figures, it indicates unit dimensional primitives. For example,

Cuboid has all sides of unit length and the bottom left corner at the origin, (0, 0, 0) and is

written as Cube in the rest of the thesis. Cylinder is a cylinder with unit radius and height

whose base is centered at the origin. Similarly, HexPrism is a cylinder with 6 vertical sides

along with a top and a base which are hexagonal. In general, both Cylinder and HexPrism

take a 2D vector, v2, as parameter, where the first element represents radius and the other,

height. Cuboid takes a 3D vector, v3, as parameter to represent length, breadth, and height.

Note that as presented, all primitive objects are piecewise linear, thus requiring curves (e.g.,

spheres, and cylinders) to be approximated. Truly curved primitives are interesting and pos-

sible, but complicate the semantics, compilation, and synthesis approaches discussed in this

chapter. The possibility of developing a compositional notion of equality between piecewise-

linear approximations to curves in a way that supports correctness proofs for compilation

and synthesis is a significant challenge left for future work. This work represents curves

using approximations—for example, to represent a cylinder we set n = 50 as a default for

Cylinder . All the affine transformations are represented using an invertible 3×3 matrix and

a 3D vector Brannan et al. [1999] in the core CAD syntax in Figure 2.1. λCAD also supports

user-provided raw meshes using the Mesh construct. Figure 2.1 also describes a denotational

semantics based on regular open sets Ronse [1990] for CAD that maps each object to the set

of 3D points inside it. The primitive Empty maps to the empty set, while Cuboid [X ,Y ,Z ]

maps to the set of all points: {(x, y, z) | 0 < x < X, 0 < y < Y, 0 < z < Z}. Other

primitives are similarly straightforward. Affine transformations are denoted by applying the

transformation to every point in the denotation of e. The denotation of Union e1e2 is the

union of the denotations of e1 and e2. Inter (intersection) and Diff (difference) are similar.

2.1.2 Surface Mesh

A surface polygon mesh is a geometric representation of the surface of an object in 3D space

using vertices, edges, and faces. The faces of a mesh are typically convex polygons. This

work formalizes triangular meshes as shown in Figure 2.3a. A mesh is a list of faces, each of
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op ::= + | - | × | / n ::= R | var | n op n v2 ::= [n, n] v3 ::= [n, n, n]

C ::= Mesh M | Empty | Cuboid v3 | HexPrism v2 | Cylinder v2 | . . .

| Affine R3×3 R3 C | binop C C

m ::= (R3,R3,R3)* binop ::= Union | Inter | Diff

J Mesh m K = Jm K

J Empty K = {}

J Cuboid [X ,Y ,Z ] K = {(x, y, z) | 0 < x < X, 0 < y < Y, 0 < z < Z}

J HexPrism [r , h] K = {(x, y, z) | − r < x < r, − r
√

3
2
< y < r

√
3

2
, 0 < z < h}

J Cylinder [r , h] K = {(x, y, z) | − r < x < r, − r < y < r, 0 < z < h}

J Affine p q c K = {pv + q | v ∈ J c K}

J binop c1 c2 K = J c1 K J binop K J c2 K

J Union K = ∪ J Inter K = ∩ J Diff K = \

Figure 2.1: Core λCAD syntax and semantics. λCAD programs denote to regular open

sets Ronse [1990] in R3. Affine transformations are given by an invertible 3× 3 matrix and

translation vector. Translate, Rotate, and Scale are syntactic sugar for affine transformations

depending on the first two arguments (Figure 2.2). Binary operators denote to set operations.

Mesh denotation (Jm K) is detailed later in the chapter.
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Translate[x , y , z ] = Affine

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

 xy
z



Rotate[x , y , z ] = Affine

(cos(z) −sin(z) 0

sin(z) cos(z) 0

0 0 1

 cos(y) 0 sin(y)

0 1 0

−sin(y) 0 cos(y)

1 0 0

0 cos(x) −sin(x)

0 sin(x) cos(x)

) 0

0

0



Scale[x , y , z ] = Affine

x 0 0

0 y 0

0 0 z

 0

0

0


Figure 2.2: Translation, Rotation, and Scale are syntactic sugar for affine transformations,

depending on the parameters. Translate only requires a translation vector and the 3 × 3

identity matrix. Rotate requires a 3 × 3 rotation matrix, whose entries determine the axes

of rotation. Rotation is first about x-axis, then y-axis, and then z-axis and is defined by the

angles. Scale is determined by a diagonal matrix wholes entries determine the scaling factors

along each axis.

which is a triangle represented by its three vertices. Note that for brevity, we use the term

“triangle” or simply “face” to refer to triangular faces. This simple and flat representation

is as expressive as other representations Grimm [2004] yet serves as a high-level executable

specification, which could be used, for example, to differentially test against more sophis-

ticated implementations such as STL and OFF Grimm [2004], OFF [2018]. Section 2.1.2

describes how we use normals to determine which side of a triangular face is inside/outside

a 3D object (Norm in Figure 2.3b).

A mesh partitions the 3D space into (1) a space that is in the interior of the 3D object

represented by the mesh (inside of the mesh), (2) a space that is in the exterior of the 3D

object represented by the mesh (outside of the mesh), and (3) the surface of the mesh itself.

Valid Mesh

In order for a 3D CAD model to be printable, the mesh should be valid or well-formed.

Invalid meshes can have a variety of problems such as zero volume, holes, and dangling

faces, which make them unfit for printing. A valid 3D mesh is one that satisfies the following

invariants:

• no overlapping or intersecting faces
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x, y, z ∈ R

pt ∈ point

::= (x , y , z )

f ∈ Face

::= (pt , pt , pt)

m ∈ Mesh

::= f *

(a) Syntax of Mesh.

r ∈ R
d ∈ Direction

d ::= (r, r, r)

h ∈ HalfLine

h ::= (pt, d)

Midpoint : Face → point

Norm : Mesh× Face → {L,R}
On : Mesh× Face → bool

Onpf : point× Face → bool

isect tri : Face → Face → point∗

isect tris : Face∗ → Face → point∗

triangulate : Face → point∗ → Face∗

equiv : Mesh → Mesh → bool

is vertex of : point× Face → bool

(b) Mesh functions used in the compiler (Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.3: Syntax and auxiliary definitions for mesh. In Figure 2.3b, Midpoint is the

centroid of a face. A point is Onpf a face if it is coplanar with the face, and is in the interior

of the face or on one of its edges (including vertices). On indicates whether syntactically, a

face f ∈ m, i.e., whether f appears in the list of faces of m.
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(a) 2D model with missing

face.
(b) 2D model with extra face.

(c) Flat 2D model with zero

area

Figure 2.4: Analogues of ill-formed meshes in 2D (used for simpler visualization). A 2D face

is a line segment whereas a 3D face is a triangular plane. Thus, a missing face in 3D would

be a missing triangle, an extra face would be an extra triangle, and a mesh with zero volume

would be a plane.

• no edges that occur in an odd number of faces

• must be a valid two-manifold i.e., should not have holes (or missing faces). This

happens if an edge is on an odd number of faces.

Figure 2.4 shows 2D analogues of some invalid meshes. We use 2D in the figure for simpler

visualization. In 2D, the faces are segments instead of triangular planes. The analogue of

edges in 2D are the vertices. The first figure in Figure 2.4 shows a 2D mesh that is open.

This can happen when a vertex appears in an odd number of segments. The second figure

is another example of an invalid mesh with a lone face. The 3D analogue of this is a mesh

with an extra triangular face. The third figure is an example of a mesh with zero area. An

example of this in 3D would be a mesh with just one triangular face, which would have zero

volume.

Point With Respect To Face

Relative to a triangular face, f , a point pt may be positioned in the following ways:

• pt is a vertex of f

• pt is on an edge of f

• pt is strictly in the interior of f where interior does not contain the edges or the

vertices.

• pt is outside f
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intersect : Face × HalfLine → {None, InteriorPt,Other}

InsideVia(m, pt , d) : Mesh × point× Direction → bool

InsideVia(m, pt , d) = let h = (pt , d) in

{f | f ∈ m ∧ intersect(f, h) = Other} = ∅
∧ |{f | f ∈ m ∧ intersect(f, h) = InteriorPt}| mod 2 = 1

J · K : Mesh → P(point)

Jm K = {pt | ∃d. InsideVia(m, pt , d)}

Figure 2.5: Semantics of Mesh using intersection of faces with halflines (rays).

Onpf(pt, f) (Figure 2.3b) is therefore true for the first three cases and false for the last

case.

Point With Respect To Mesh

Relative to a valid mesh, m, a point pt may be positioned in the following ways:

• pt is outside m

• pt is inside m

• Onpf(pt, f) = true for some triangle face, f ∈ m.

Sides of a Mesh

Knowing the vertices of the faces of a mesh is not sufficient to determine the inside and

outside of the shape. This information is given by normal vectors for each face of a mesh,

which are unit vectors orthogonal to the face that point toward the outside of the shape

(Norm in Figure 2.3b). We use L (left) and R (right) to indicate the two possible directions

for normals (Figure 2.3b), depending on whether the left-hand or right-hand rule should be

used on the given face. Typical industrial formats store normal vectors in the representation

of each face Grimm [2004], but for conceptual parsimony, we instead compute normals as

required using global properties of the mesh.

Specifically, in a valid mesh, the normal vectors can be computed once we have a way of

determining the position of a point w.r.t. the mesh. For this, we use the well-known method

of casting rays de Berg [1997]. A ray, or halfline, h is represented by a starting point, pt and
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a direction, d, as shown in Figure 2.3b. A point is inside a 3D mesh if there is a good halfline

starting at the point that crosses an odd number of faces of the mesh (Figure 2.5).

A good halfline is one that does not intersect the mesh at its vertices or edges. An

important result is that many good halflines exist for any point not on the boundary of the

mesh (Theorem 1).

Theorem 1. For any valid mesh m and point pt not on the boundary of m (i.e., Onpf(pt, t) =

false ∀ t ∈ m), almost all directions d result in good halflines (that is, all directions outside

a set of measure 0 result in good halflines).

Proof. The edges and vertices of m, when projected onto a unit sphere around pt , form a

set of measure 0. Any direction d on the sphere outside of this set forms a good halfline for

pt .

It is also essential that the choice of halfline does not matter in a valid mesh (Theorem 2).

Theorem 2. For any valid mesh m, point pt not on any face of m (i.e., Onpf(pt, f) =

false ∀ f ∈ m), and good halflines h1 and h2 each starting at pt , the halfline h1 intersects m

an odd number of times if and only if h2 intersects m an odd number of times.

Proof. First, note that there exists a plane containing h1 and h2. The intersection of this

plane and the mesh is a simple 2D polygon m2 (the mesh is valid so faces do not intersect)

containing pt (since both h1 and h2 contain pt). We must show that h1 and h2 intersect m2

with equal parity. As shown by, for example, Hormann and Agathos Hormann and Agathos

[2001], this parity is equal to a formula over the angles between m2’s edges, and must thus

be the same for h1 and h2.

We can now compute normals for a face using any test point pt in the interior of f (we

use Midpoint(f) in our implementation). Consider any good halfline h for pt . If h crosses

m an odd number of times, then h lies on the same side of f as the outward-facing normal.

Otherwise, it is on the opposite side.

Mesh semantics The above technique also determines a denotational semantics for meshes

that denotes a mesh to the set of points inside it, thus enabling easy comparison with the

denotation of CAD objects. Figure 2.5 defines this semantics based on face and good halfline

intersection. The intersection of a face and a halfline can have three outcomes: (1) None

indicates that the face and the halfline do not intersect at any point, (2) InteriorPt indicates

that the halfline goes through the face at exactly one point in its interior, and (3) Other

indicates all other possible interactions of a face and a halfline: they are coplanar and

the halfline goes through an edge or a vertex of the face (e.g., it is not a good halfline).
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InsideVia(m, pt, d) is a predicate that defines when pt is inside the mesh m: if there

exists a direction d, such that for the halfline h = (pt, d), (1) there is no face in m that

results in an Other intersection with h, and (2) h crosses the mesh at an odd number of

faces, then pt is inside the mesh, m. Notably, even though the choice of the halfline does not

have to be unique (in the sense that any good halfline would suffice), this technique provides

a deterministic semantics for meshes.

2.2 λCAD Compiler

This section presents a meaning-preserving compiler that generates a triangular mesh from a

subset of λCAD. The compiler’s specification is given in terms of the geometric denotational

semantics of the source and target languages. The straightforward compilation algorithm

described here is used in some form or another in all industrial CAD tools. Our contributions

are (1) to formalize it in terms of structural recursion and denotational semantics, which

enables (2) a proof of correctness and validity. Figure 2.6 defines the compiler as a recursive

function on the syntax of the CAD program.

Compiling Primitives and Affine Transformations. The output of compiling a Mesh

m construct is the underlying mesh, m. Compiling an Empty CAD model simply generates

an empty mesh. The mesh for Cube is as defined in Figure 2.6. Since we use pre-defined

meshes to approximate curves in this chapter, the output of compiling them is simply the

corresponding pre-defined mesh. For affine transformations, the compiler generates the mesh

by applying the transformation to the result of the recursive call, i.e., to the vertices of the

faces of the mesh returned by the recursive call.

Compiling Binops. Similar to primitives and affine transformations, the set-theoretic bi-

nary operations (binops) are also compiled by first obtaining the left and right meshes by

recursive calls on the children of the binop and then using the corresponding mesh-level func-

tions: mBop(Union)(m1,m2), mBop(Difference)(m1,m2), and mBop(Intersection)(m1,m2),

shown in Figure 2.6. These operations are, however, non-trivial for overlapping meshes, since

the faces of the resulting mesh are a complex subset of a refinement of both input meshes. If

two input faces overlap, then some parts of each face may be discarded in the output, while

other parts remain. Since faces can overlap in arbitrary ways, preserving the mesh invariants

defined in Section 2.1.2 requires first splitting the two meshes to ensure that the overlapping

faces are correctly re-triangulated and then applying the mesh-level binop.

Specifically, for the λCAD compiler to correctly compile the set-theoretic binops over two

meshes m1 and m2 (definition in Figure 2.6) and produce a valid output mesh, the conditions

in Property 3 must be satisfied. These properties are guaranteed by the relation split which,
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mcube = [ ((0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0))

, ((0, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0), (0, 1, 0))

, ((0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1))

, ((0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1), (0, 0, 1))

, ((0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1))

, ((0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 1), (0, 1, 0))

, ((0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1))

, ((0, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1), (0, 1, 1))

, ((1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 1))

, ((1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1))

, ((0, 1, 0), (1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 0))

, ((0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1))

]

compile(Mesh m) = m

compile(Empty) = []

compile(Cube) = mcube

compile(Affine p q c) = mapvertex (λv. pv + q) (compile(c))

compile(Binop c1 c2) = let m′1,m
′
2 s.t., split (compile(c1), compile(c2),m′1,m

′
2) in

mBop(Binop)(m′1,m
′
2)

mBop(Union)(m1,m2) = [f ∈ m1 | @d. InsideVia(m2,Midpoint(f), d)] ++

[f ∈ m2 | @d. InsideVia(m1,Midpoint(f), d)] ++

[f ∈ m1 | On(m2, f) ∧ Norm(m1, f) = Norm(m2, f)]

mBop(Difference)(m1,m2) = [f ∈ m1 | @d. InsideVia(m2,Midpoint(f), d)] ++

[f ∈ m2 | ∃d. InsideVia(m1,Midpoint(f), d)] ++

[f ∈ m1 | On(m2, f) ∧ Norm(m1, f) 6= Norm(m2, f)]

mBop(Intersection)(m1,m2) = [f ∈ m1 | ∃d. InsideVia(m2,Midpoint(f), d)] ++

[f ∈ m2 | ∃d. InsideVia(m1,Midpoint(f), d)] ++

[f ∈ m1 | On(m2, f) ∧ Norm(m1, f) = Norm(m2, f)]

Figure 2.6: Representative cases of CAD-to-Mesh compiler. Midpoint, On and Norm are

as defined in Figure 2.3b. split ensures that the meshes have no overlapping faces.

mBop(Union), mBop(Intersection), and mBop(Difference) are mesh level binops that oper-

ate on the valid meshes generated by split.
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as Figure 2.6 shows, generates the split meshes m′1 and m′2 for the mesh-level binops to

operate over.

Property 3. Pre-conditions of mBop / Post-conditions of split.

• m1 and m2 are valid meshes

• ∀ fi ∈ m1, fi is either inside m2, outside m2, or On m2

• ∀ gi ∈ m2, gi is either inside m1, outside m1, or On m1

• if fi ∈ m1 ∧ On(m2, fi) then fi ∈ m2 and if gi ∈ m2 ∧ On(m1, gi) then gi ∈ m1

• ∀ pt, if ∃ f ∈ m1 | Onpf(pt, f) = true ∧ ∃ f ′ ∈ m2 | Onpf(pt, f
′) = true then pt

is either a vertex of f ′ or on an edge of f ′, or f and f ′ coincide.

where, a face, f is outside a mesh, m, if all pt in the interior of f are outside m, and a

face, f is inside a mesh, m, if all pt in the interior of f are inside m.

2.2.1 Splitting Meshes

Since meshes are composed of triangular faces, mesh splitting ultimately operates on inter-

secting triangles (faces) to produce new faces that do not intersect.

Triangle-Triangle Intersections. In order to understand split, let us first look at various

way in which two triangles (faces) t1, t2 can overlap or intersect.

Coplanar. If t1 and t2 are coplanar:

• edges of t1 may intersect with edges of t2. In this case, we are interested in the

points of intersection.

• one or more vertices of t1 may be Onpf t2 (and vice versa) due to edge intersection

or t1 being contained inside t2. In this case, we are interested in the vertices that

are Onpf t2 and the points of intersection of the edges if any.

• they may share an edge.

• they may coincide.

Note that in the first two scenarios, unless the points coincide with vertices of the tri-

angles, they lead to a shared area between the two faces whose perimeter is determined

by the segments that connect the intersection points.
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Non-coplanar. If t2 and t2 are not on the same plane:

• edges of t1 may intersect with edges of t2. In this case, we are interested in the

points of intersection.

• edges t1 may go through or touch t2 at some points. In this case, we are interested

in those points. This also covers the case where a vertex of t1 touches t2.

• they may share an edge.

We define a function, isect tri (Figure 2.3b) that returns the above points of interest.

split. There are many ways to split two meshes. Figure 2.7 shows the splitting algorithm

in the λCAD compiler. split takes two valid meshes as input. equiv performs a face-wise

comparison of two meshes, i.e., two meshes m1 and m2 are equiv iff

∀ f1 ∈ m1, ∃ f2 ∈ m2 | f1 = f2 ∧ ∀ f2 ∈ m2, ∃ f1 ∈ m1 | f1 = f2

where f1 = f2 iff their vertices coincide. isect tris finds all the “interesting” points,

pts of intersection (see above) of a triangle, t, with a list of triangles, ts by using isect tri.

triangulate takes a triangle, t and a list of points, pts, and re-triangulates t to generate

new triangles, ts such that

Property 4. Triangulate Specification.⋃
ts = t ∧ ∀ t′ ∈ ts, if ∃ p ∈ pts | Onpf(p, t

′) = true then is vertex of(p, t′) = true

where is vertex of is defined in Figure 2.3b. Figure 2.7 shows a simple implementation

of triangulate in the λCAD compiler. In this implementation, connect to closest finds

the closest triangular face, t, such that p is Onpf t and connects p to all three vertices of t to

make new tris. However, we have found that this implementation of triangulate can lead

to needle-like triangles which cause rounding errors. The λCAD compiler implements two

solutions to mitigate that: (1) it sets an upper bound on the number of calls to loop in split

(Figure 2.7) to ensure termination so that the algorithm does not get stuck splitting very

tiny triangles, (2) it supports different implementations of triangulate that avoid needle-like

triangles like Delaunay triangulation de Berg [1997]. The latter is a more efficient approach

but we have found that the former works reliably in practice as well.

Property 5. split must ensure that after splitting fi in to fi1, fi2, ..., fin,

n⋃
j=1

fij = fi and ∀ fij fik . j 6= k =⇒ fij ∩ fik = ∅.
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let split m1 m2 =

let rec loop m1 m2 =

let (m1’, m2’) = split’ m1 m2 in

if equiv m1 m1’ && equiv m2 m2’

then

(m1, m2)

else

loop m1’ m2’

in

loop m1 m2

let triangulate t pts =

let rec loop acc pts =

match pts with

| [] -> acc

| p :: ps ->

let new_tris =

connect_to_closest p acc

in

loop new_tris ps

in

loop [t] pts

let split’ m1 m2 =

(* tris_of_mesh is a helper function to

* get the triangles from the mesh *)

let m1_tris = tris_of_mesh m1 in

let m2_tris = tris_of_mesh m2 in

let m1_tris’ =

List.map

(fun t ->

isect_tris m2_tris t

|> triangulate t)

m1_tris

in

let m2_tris’ =

List.map

(fun t ->

isect_tris m1_tris’ t

|> triangulate t)

m2_tris

in

( tris_to_mesh m1_tris’,

tris_to_mesh m2_tris’)

Figure 2.7: Mesh Splitting Algorithm in the λCAD compiler. Signatures of isect tris

and triangulate, are as defined in Figure 2.3b. We show a naive implementation of

triangulate here but in our current implementation, we use Delaunay triangulation de Berg

[1997] which is more efficient and does not produce needle-like triangles.
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In the case of no overlap between fi with faces from another mesh, this is trivially true

since split will simply return fi.

Axiom 6. Any implementation of split(m1 ,m2 ,m
′
1 ,m

′
2 ) must satisfy Properties 3 and 5.

2.2.2 Split’s Termination

As stated previously, two meshes can be split and re-triangulated in various ways, as long as

the resulting meshes satisfy the properties in Property 3. We provided example triangulation

strategies that the λCAD compiler implements in Section 2.2.1 that are fast and produce

better triangles. In order to demonstrate that mesh splitting can be done in a way that

succeeds and terminates, we present yet another splitting strategy (Figure 2.8) which is

simpler to reason about. The termination guarantee is required for proving total correctness

and validity of the λCAD compiler in later sections.

This approach first finds all the intersections between m1 and m2 and re-triangulates only

those faces that intersect, leaving the rest of the meshes untouched. In Figure 2.8, we define

isect cat to represent the nature of intersection between two triangles. As section 2.2.1

described, two triangle faces, t1, t2 can intersect in multiple ways: Point captures intersec-

tions where a vertex from t2 is Onpf t1. Edge captures intersections resulting in two points

that are Onpf t1. This leads to an edge. Area captures intersections resulting in three or

more points that are Onpf t1. This leads to an area shared between the two faces. Figure 2.9

shows some examples of these types of intersections.

isect tris’ takes the triangles from two meshes and splits the ones from the latter

w.r.t. the former. It generates a tuple (P, E, A) that classifies the intersection based

on isect cat. The points from all of these intersections are accumulated in all isects

and used to re-triangulate (triangulate’) the two meshes while satisfying the following

constraints together with the constraint previously stated for triangulate in Property 4.

While we do not show an implementation of triangulate’, we rely on the fact that given

an area to triangulate and a set of points to be used, such a triangulation can be done.

• the vertices and edges of the original triangles must be retained. This is essential

for ensuring that more intersections between the new faces and the old faces are not

introduced by triangulate’.

• the shared areas (A) must be triangulated the same way for all the involved triangles

from both meshes.

• no new triangles must intersect with the edges in E.

Theorem 7. The splitting algorithm in Figure 2.8 terminates.
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type isect_cat =

| Point

| Edge

| Area

type isect’ =

{ curr: Tri

; others: Tri list

; pts: Point list

; cat: isect_cat

}

let split m1 m2 =

let m1_tris = tris_of_mesh m1 in

let m2_tris = tris_of_mesh m2 in

let (P1, E1, A1) : (isect’ list * isect’ list * isect’ list) =

isect_tris’ m2_tris m1_tris

in

let (P2, E2, A2) : (isect’ list * isect’ list * isect’ list) =

isect_tris’ m1_tris m2_tris

in

let all_isects =

P1.pts ++ P2.pts ++ E1.pts ++ E2.pts ++ A1.pts ++ A2.pts

in

triangulate’ all_isects (P1, E1, A1) (P2, E2 A2)

Figure 2.8: A simpler splitting algorithm.
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Figure 2.9: Examples of P, E, and A respectively for the simpler splitting algorithm in

Figure 2.8. The first is an example of another non-coplanar triangle’s vertex touching this

triangle at the point. The second is an example of another non-coplanar triangle going

through this triangle at the two points which form a segment. The third is an example of

two coplanar triangles intersecting.

Proof. Algorithm 2.8 does not recursively split using newly created triangles. all isects

is a finite set of points which are then used in triangulate’ to generate a finite set of

non-intersecting triangles. Since no new intersections are introduced, this split terminates

once triangulate’ is done.

2.2.3 Implementing Binops over Split Meshes

Mesh splitting gets rid of any partial triangles or overlaps that lead to non-triangular sur-

faces after which the mesh functions for the binary operations: mBop(Union)(m1,m2),

mBop(Difference)(m1,m2), and mBop(Intersection)(m1,m2) determine which faces from the

split meshes m′1 and m′2 should be kept in the final mesh and which ones should be discarded.

• mBop(Union)(m′1,m
′
2) keeps faces from m′1 that are outside m′2 as well as faces from

m′2 that are outside m′1. For faces from m′1 that are also On m′2 (On is defined in

Figure 2.3b), if the face has the same normal, then it is kept, otherwise it is discarded.

This is illustrated (in 2D) in Figure 2.10.

• mBop(Difference)(m′1,m
′
2) keeps faces from m′1 that are outside m′2, faces from m′2

that are inside m′1. For faces from m′1 that are also On m′2, if the face has the same

normal (L or R), then it is discarded, otherwise it is kept.
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∪ =

(a) Keeping a common edge during mesh union.

∪ =

(b) Removing a common edge during mesh union.

Figure 2.10: Examples (in 2D) demonstrating when common faces are retained or removed by

mBop(Union). The rules for mBop(Intersection) and mBop(Difference) are in Section 2.2.1.

• mBop(Intersection)(m′1,m
′
2) keeps faces from m′1 that are inside m′2, faces from m′2

that are inside m′1. For faces from m′1 that are also On m′2, if the face has the same

normal (L or R), then it is kept, otherwise it is discarded.

2.3 Compiler Validity

We prove that the λCAD compiler produces a valid mesh.

Theorem 8 (Compiler Validity). For all CAD expressions e, compile(e) is a valid mesh.

Proof. By induction on e.

Case Empty: compile(Empty) = ∅ which is valid.

Case Cube: compile(Cube) is the predefined valid mesh of Cube shown in Figure 2.6.

Case Affine p q e′: For affine transformed expressions, since the transformations only move

the position of the mesh but do not introduce new faces, if the underlying mesh is valid,

the affine transformed mesh is also valid. The invertibility of the matrix p ensures that

applying the transformation on a triangle face preserves the triangular shape of the

face, i.e., the lines connecting the vertices are preserved Brannan et al. [1999].

Case binop o c1c2: For binary operations, we must show that validity is preserved even

when the underlying meshes have overlapping faces, i.e., we show that the resulting

mesh does not have (1) overlapping faces (2) edges that occur in an odd number of

faces. Axiom 6 which is strictly stronger than mesh validity, Theorem 7, and the face

dropping/keeping strategy of binops (Section 2.2.3) ensure that (1) holds after mesh

splitting.

Since Axiom 6 holds for split and it is strictly stronger than mesh validity, (2) is also

satisfied by split. For clarity, here we provide further intuition for how split guarantees
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(2). After splitting, every edge in the new meshes is either (a) a new edge added in

the interior of an original face, or (b) a subedge of an existing edge in the original face.

Let us first look at (a): Since Property 5 ensures that
⋃n

j=1 fij = fi, where fij are the

new faces fi is split into, there cannot be any odd-faced edge because the only way it

can happen is if there were fewer triangles whose
⋃

led to fi. In other words, since no

space inside fi is left un-triangulated, each new pair of triangles must share an edge.

Otherwise, there will be space left in side fi that is not a triangle. Now let us look at

(b): Every edge e in (b) will be an edge for exactly one sub-triangle of each original

triangle that used the edge that e is a subedge of. The number of such faces e is part

of is still an even number; in fact it is the same number as the edge e is a subedge of

had.

Now we need to show that the mesh-level binops operating on the split meshes also

guarantees (2) which we prove in Lemma 9.

Lemma 9. Given two meshes, m1, m2 that satisfy Property 3, mBop(Union)(m1,m2),

mBop(Intersection)(m1,m2), mBop(Difference)(m1,m2), mBop(Difference)(m2,m1) are valid

meshes.

Proof. For faces of m1 and m2 that are completely inside / outside each other, all three mesh

binops keep or discard them and all other faces that have a common edge. Therefore the

edges of these faces are either discarded or still have an even number of faces that share

them. Let’s focus on (1) faces that are on both meshes and (2) faces from m1 and m2 that

share a common edge. Mesh binops must guarantee that they generate even-faced edges in

these two scenarios in order for the final mesh to be valid.

Consider the first case where two valid meshes share an entire face f , i.e., the face is On

both m1 and m2. Since both meshes are valid, all its edges must appear on an even number

of faces. If the common face is to be discarded from the final mesh by the binop, then it

must be removed twice — once from m1 and once from m2. Since this leads to the removal

of an even number of faces, the edges will continue to appear on an even number of faces. If

the common face is to be kept, it will still only appear once in the final mesh and therefore

is removed once from one of the meshes together with any other faces of that mesh sharing

an edge with this face. Since both meshes were originally valid, this still ensures validity.

Next, consider the second case where two valid meshes have faces that only have an edge

in common. Since each edge in both valid meshes m1 and m2 are on an even number of

faces, the faces must form pairs that lead to wedges. A wedge is the angle formed by two

triangle faces, f1 and f2, and their common edge e such that this angle is inside the mesh
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and no other face that shares e lies in the space between f1 and f2 inside the mesh. If the

faces of m1 and m2 do not form these pair-wise wedges, then they are not valid meshes to

begin with. Now let us take an arbitrary wedge made by faces f1 and f2 in m1 and call the

shared edge in the wedge e. We proceed by considering the number of faces of m2 inside

the wedge. Case 0 and Case 1 below are special cases of the latter ones, but we state them

separately to give better intuition before stating the general cases.

Case 0. If no face of m2 is inside the wedge then for

(1) mBop(Union)(m1,m2): both f1 and f2 will appear in the final mesh,

(2) mBop(Intersection)(m1,m2): neither f1 nor f2 will appear in the final mesh,

(3) mBop(Difference)(m1,m2): both f1 and f2 will appear in the final mesh and,

(4) mBop(Difference)(m2,m1): neither f1 nor f2 will appear in the final mesh.

Therefore, in all cases, either both faces (precisely 2 faces) are kept or discarded, which

results in the shared edge appearing in an even number of faces after the mBop.

Case 1. If one face, g1 of m2 is inside the wedge, then g1 must also be paired with some g2

to form a wedge since m2 is a valid mesh. This also means that g2 is outside the wedge

formed by f1, f2, and the common edge e. For

(1) mBop(Union)(m1,m2): g2 and only one of f1 and f2 are in the final mesh (depend-

ing on whether f1 or f2 is outside the wedge made by g1, g2, and e),

(2) mBop(Intersection)(m1,m2): g1 and only one of f1 and f2 are in the final mesh

(depending on whether f1 or f2 is inside the wedge made by g1, g2, and e),

(3) mBop(Difference)(m1,m2): g1 and only one of f1 and f2 are in the final mesh

(depending on whether f1 or f2 is outside the wedge made by g1, g2, and e),

(4) mBop(Difference)(m2,m1): g2 and only one of f1 and f2 are in the final mesh

(depending on whether f1 or f2 is inside the wedge made by g1, g2, and e).

In all cases, only two faces are kept in the final mesh, which again ensures that the

edge, e, will appear in an even number of faces.

Case n > 1 | n % 2 = 0. There are two sub-cases. First, let’s consider the case where 0 of

these n faces of m2 have a wedge parter outside the wedge formed by f1 and f2. We

end up with all n faces of m2 inside the wedge. In this case, for

(1) mBop(Union)(m1,m2): only f1 and f2 are in the final mesh,
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(2) mBop(Intersection)(m1,m2): only the n faces of m2 are in the final mesh,

(3) mBop(Difference)(m1,m2): f1, f2, and all the n faces are in the final mesh,

(4) mBop(Difference)(m2,m1): none of the faces are in the final mesh.

In all cases, an even number of faces sharing e are in the final mesh.

Next, let us consider the case where two more faces, g1 and g2 from m2 are outside the

wedge, one on either side of f1 and f2, and the rest of the n faces are inside the wedge,

i.e., f1, f2, and the n faces of m2 are inside a wedge made by g1, g2, and e. In this

case, for

(1) mBop(Union)(m1,m2): only g1 and g2 are in the final mesh,

(2) mBop(Intersection)(m1,m2): f1, f2, and the n faces are in the final mesh,

(3) mBop(Difference)(m1,m2): only the n faces are in the final mesh,

(4) mBop(Difference)(m2,m1): g1, g2, f1, f2 are in the final mesh.

Again, in all cases, an even number of faces sharing e are in the final mesh.

Case n > 1 | n % 2 6= 0. If an odd number (n) of faces of m2 are inside the wedge, it means

that one additional face, g1 of m2 must be outside the wedge. In this case, for

(1) mBop(Union)(m1,m2): g1 and only one of f1 and f2 are in the final mesh (depend-

ing on whether f1 or f2 is outside the wedge made by g1, one of the other n faces, and

e),

(2) mBop(Intersection)(m1,m2): the n faces, and only one of f1 and f2 are in the final

mesh (depending on whether f1 or f2 is inside the wedge made by g1, one of the other

n faces, and e),

(3) mBop(Difference)(m1,m2): all the n faces of m2 and only one of f1 and f2 are in

the final mesh (depending on whether f1 or f2 is outside the wedge made by g1, one of

the other n faces, and e),

(4) mBop(Difference)(m2,m1): g1 and only one of f1 and f2 are in the final mesh

(depending on whether f1 or f2 is inside the wedge made by g1, one of the other n

faces, and e).

In all cases, an even number of faces sharing e are kept in the final mesh.
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2.4 Compiler Correctness

Our definition of compiler correctness is based on the denotational semantics we described

in Section 2.1. Specifically, we prove that the compiler returns a valid mesh with the same

denotation as the input CAD program. For binary operations, we provide the proof for

union. The cases for intersection and difference are similar and hence omitted. We prove

compiler correctness for a subset of λCAD that only has Cube and Cuboid as 3D primitives
1. The λCAD compiler uses approximations for cylinders and spheres since it currently does

not support true curves.

Theorem 10 (Compiler correctness). For all CAD expressions e, J compile(e) K = J e K.

Proof. By induction on e. We show a few representative cases.

Case Empty:

J compile(Empty) K = J [] K By definition of compile().

= ∅ By definition of mesh J K.
= J Empty K By definition of CAD J K.

Case Cube:

J compile(Cube) K = Jmcube K By definition of compile().

= J Cube K By Lemma 11.

Case Affine p q e′: Let m′ represent compile(e′).

J compile(Affine p q e′) K = J mapvertex (λv. pv + q) (m′) K By definition of compile().

= {pv + q | v ∈ Jm′ K} By Lemma 12.

= {pv + q | v ∈ J e′ K} By induction hypothesis.

= J Affine p q e′ K By definition of CAD J K.

Case Union e1 e2: Letm1, m2 represent compile(e1) and compile(e2) respectively. mBop(Union)

first splits m1 and m2 to generate two meshes m′1 and m′2 which satisfy Property 3.

Lemma 13 ensures that the split meshes are semantically equivalent to the original

meshes.

J compile(Union e1 e2) K = J mBop(Union)(m1,m2) K By definition of compile().

= Jm1 K ∪ Jm2 K By Lemma 14.

= J e1 K ∪ J e2 K By induction hypothesis.

= J Union e1 e2 K By definition of CAD J K.

1Cuboid can be obtained from Cube by applying non-uniform Scaling.
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Lemma 11. Jmcube K = JCube K

Proof. (⊆) Suppose pt ∈ Jmcube K. Then there exists d such that InsideVia(m, pt , d). Let h

be the half-line from pt in direction d. Since mcube is convex, there is exactly one face

through which h passes. Let f0 be this unique face and consider the intersection of

f0 and h. Since h intersects mcube exactly once, h must leave the cube at f0. So just

before leaving the cube at f0, h is inside the cube. Unless pt ∈ Cube, h would leave

the cube again.

(⊇) Suppose pt ∈ J Cube K. If pt is on the boundary of Cube, say on face f , then let d be the

outward-facing normal of f , so that h = (pt , d) intersects mcube exactly once. On the

other hand, suppose pt is in the interior of Cube. Then choose d = (0, 0, 1), somewhat

arbitrarily. Again, h = (pt , d) intersects mcube exactly once.

Lemma 12. For all meshes m and invertible affine transformations given by p and q,

{pv + q | v ∈ Jm K} = J mapvertex (λv. pv + q) m K.

Proof. Let pt be arbitrary.

pt ∈ {pv + q | v ∈ Jm K} ⇐⇒ p−1(pt − q) ∈ Jm K
⇐⇒ ∃d. InsideVia(m, p−1(pt − q), d)

⇐⇒ ∃d′. InsideVia(mapvertex (λv. pv + q) m, pt , d′)

⇐⇒ pt ∈ J mapvertex (λv. pv + q) m K

Lemma 13 (Mesh splitting correctness). Given two valid meshes, m1 andm2, split(m1,m2,m
′
1,m

′
2)

generates two meshes, m′1 and m′2 such that:

Jm1 K = Jm′1 K and Jm2 K = Jm′2 K

Proof. We prove Jm1 K = Jm′1 K; the proof for the second part is similar. Let pt be an

arbitrary point. We show pt ∈ Jm1 K ⇐⇒ pt ∈ Jm′1 K. Consider any halfline h that is good

for pt and m′1 (such a halfline exists by Theorem 1), and consider the points of intersection

between h and the two meshes m1 and m′1. Since split ensures that the intersection of split

faces are disjoint (Property 5), each point of intersection between h and m1 lies on exactly

one face of m′1. Conversely, split also ensures that the union of split faces give the original

face (Property 5), so each intersection point between h and m′1 also lies on a face of m1.

Thus the intersection points along h are exactly the same for m1 and m′1.
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pt
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(a) Before

pt

h

(b) After

Figure 2.11: Examples demonstrating (in 2D) several cases in the proof of Lemma 14.

Lemma 14. For all meshes m1 and m2,

J mBop(Union)(m1,m2) K = Jm1 K ∪ Jm2 K.

Proof. Let m3 = mBop(Union)(m1,m2) and let pt be an arbitrary point. We show pt ∈
m3 ⇐⇒ pt ∈ Jm1 K ∨ pt ∈ Jm2 K. Consider a ray h that intersects only interior points

of the faces of m1 and m2 (and thus also of m3). It suffices to show that h crosses an odd

number of faces in m3 iff it crosses an odd number of faces of m1 or an odd number of faces

of m2. Subdivide h into n contiguous regions hi, separated by h’s intersections with m1 and

m2, which we call crossing points. The first region, h0, starts at infinity and proceeds to the

first crossing point. Each subsequent pair of regions is divided by a crossing point on the

face of one or several of m1, m2, and m3. These crossing points are not considered to be

included in any regions. Finally, the region hn−1 ends at pt , which is considered a part of

that region, since it is not itself a crossing point.

Since m1 and m2 are split, each hi is entirely inside or outside of m1 and m2. Since each

face of m3 is a face of either m1 or m2, each region hi is also entirely inside or outside of m3.

We now show that hi is inside m3 iff it is inside m1 or inside m2.

We proceed by induction on i:

Case i = 0: The statement follows since h0 is the infinitely long region, which lies outside

all three meshes.

Case i+ 1: Consider the crossing that happens between hi and hi+1. There are 16 cases

in total, depending on whether hi and hi+1 lie inside or outside of m1 and m2. We

illustrate four typical cases. A 2D example is described in Figure 2.11.
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Case hi outside m1 and m2; hi+1 inside m1 but outside m2: Consider the face f that

divides hi and hi+1. The case hypothesis implies that f is a face of m1 but not

m2. This further means that f is entirely outside of m2, and so f is also a face

of m3 by definition of mBop(Union). Thus h also crosses m3 at f , and so hi+1 is

inside m3.

Case hi inside m1 but outside m2; hi+1 inside both m1 and m2: The crossing face f

is a face of m2, which is entirely inside m1, and thus not included in m3. In-

ductively, hi is inside m3, and since f is not in m3, hi+1 is also inside m3.

Case hi inside both m1 and m2; hi+1 outside both m1 and m2: The crossing face f is

a face of both m1 and m2, and f ’s normals with respect to each mesh point in

the same direction. Further, these normals are on the same side of f as pt . Thus

f is a face of m3. Inductively, hi is in m3, and so it crosses out of m3 for hi+1.

Case hi inside m1 but outside m2; hi+1 inside m2 but outside m1: The crossing face f

is a face of both m1 and m2, but the normals point in opposite directions. In m1,

the outward normal is on the same side as pt , while for m2 it is on the opposite

side. Thus, no copy of the face appears in m3. Inductively, hi is in m3, and since

the crossing face is not in m3, hi+1 is as well.

The remaining cases are similar.

2.5 Implementation and Challenges

λCAD and its compiler are implemented in OCaml. Implementing the CAD compiler re-

quired several nontrivial computational geometry routines, which involved issues from 3D

geometry as well as numerical computing. This section describes some design decisions

targeted at reducing the burden of implementing the compiler.

1D → 3D

Problems that arise in 3D geometry often have analogous problems in lower dimension.

Understanding which parts of the problem cut across all dimensions versus those that arise

only in 3D helped us develop clean solutions that are as dimension-agnostic as possible. To

that end, we first implemented a 1D CAD compiler, then moved on to 2D and finally to

3D. λCAD supports all three dimensions. An example of a dimension agnostic concept in

our compiler is the technique for compiling CSG operations in Section 2.2.1. On the other

hand, the technique for finding the intersection of a face and a halfline in Section 2.1.2 is
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1D 2D 3D

Translate [5]

(Scale [7] Segment)

Union

Square

(Translate [−0.5,−0.5] Square)

Union

Cube

(Translate [0, 0.5, 0.5] Cube)

Figure 2.12: Examples of 1D, 2D, 3D CADs and meshes. In order to keep the figures simple,

the axes are not shown to intersect at the origin.

a geometric operation, which is more complex in 3D where faces are triangular planes and

halflines are 3D rays than in 2D where faces are 2D segments and halflines are 2D rays.

1-dimensional CAD : 1D CAD objects are simply line segments represented by 1D end

points. The only affine transformations in 1D are translation and scaling. The binary set-

theoretic operations are analogous in all dimensions. A 1D CAD compiler compiles a 1D

CAD program to generate a 1D mesh. Figure 2.12 shows a 1D CAD program and the

corresponding mesh. Segment represents a unit segment starting at 0 and ending at 1. A

face of a 1D mesh is merely a 1D point. As explained in section 2.1.2, a valid 1D mesh

should not have repeating faces or odd number of faces.

2-dimensional CAD : 2D CAD objects include rectangles, squares, circles, triangles etc.

In 2D, affine transformations include those from 1D (i.e. translation and scaling, but with 2D

vectors) together with rotations about the origin. A 2D mesh consists of faces that are line

segments ending in vertices. Figure 2.12 shows a 2D CAD program and the mesh generated

by our compiler.

3-dimensional CAD : In 3D, rotations about many different axes are possible. In our im-

plementation, we provide convenient syntax for rotating about the coordinate axes, X, Y, Z.

Translation and scaling use 3D vectors. Figure 2.12 shows a 3D CAD program and the

corresponding triangular mesh.
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2.5.1 Fully Functorial Design

We designed our compiler infrastructure in a hierarchical manner using a fully functorial

approach which allows us to swap out components of the compiler with other implementa-

tions. OCaml’s module system facilitated this design decision. This is particularly useful

for differential testing our compiler against other solid geometry based tools such as Open-

SCAD OpenScad [2019], swapping our geometry module with another computational geome-

try library for comparison, and in tackling numerical issues. The geometric functionalities in

our compiler and synthesis implementation are conceptually designed to execute using real

numbers. Since reals are only approximated by floating point numbers, running these rou-

tines using floating point often leads to rounding errors due to semantic mismatch between

floats and reals, and undecidable branching. We implemented several number systems with

varying levels of accuracy and were able to use them interchangeably as and when required.

All modules are functorized over a number system, whose signature contains basic arithmetic,

square root, and trigonometric operations.

2.5.2 Limitations and Future Work

This section briefly surveys some opportunities for future work to build upon our programming-

languages foundation for 3D printing tools. We focus on numeric and computational geome-

try challenges to improving mesh-to-CAD synthesis in particular and discuss some directions

for exploring further stages of the 3D printing software pipeline.

Exact Arithmetic

One challenge to implementing the semantics described in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 is the

need to implement mathematical operations such as square roots and trigonometric func-

tions. Standard floating-point arithmetic and its inherent rounding error is unattractive for

reasoning about numerical equivalence Goldberg [1991], Panchekha et al. [2015]. However,

standard exact approaches such as rational arithmetic lack support for trigonometric func-

tions, which are essential in geometry. We have started to investigate the problem of accurate

mathematical computation based on the insight that most angles in CAD programs are ratio-

nal multiples of π. Such values are algebraic, so can be represented in a splitting field Artin

[2011] of the rational numbers with exact operations and decidable equality/inequality. We

can choose a representation of the splitting field where any number is represented by the

field size n, integer coefficients ai and denominator d, representing the value

1

d

n−1∑
i=0

ai cos
πi

2n
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We implemented a prototype of arithmetic operations over these values, including decid-

able ordering and equality functions, and symbolic square root and arctangent functions, all

free from any rounding error. With an overhead of roughly 600×, these exact operations are

substantially slower than floating-point operations, but competitive with arbitrary-precision

packages. Thanks to our fully-functorial design, users can choose whether to use floating-

point or exact arithmetic for their CAD programs, depending on whether speed or high

assurance is more important to them. Independently from its benefit to users, this design

also allowed us to easily test and debug floating-point code. As a result, though our CAD

compiler carries weaker guarantees when run in floating-point mode, we have fairly high

confidence that the code is correct. In the future, we would like to pursue this direction

further and investigate ways to make the number system more complete and performant.

Hull

Computing the convex hull of an object can be added as a built-in unary operator in CAD,

and it is a useful one provided by various other tools. The λCAD implementation already

has support for convex hull, but it causes a number of semantic complications that we have

not yet fully investigated. Notably, the denotation of the hull operation is not compositional

— we need to “inspect” the object whose hull is being computed for things like minimal and

maximal points in various dimensions. Semantically this is no problem since we can specify

such points with existential quantifiers, but the connection to how hull is compiled is much

more subtle.

Challenges in Computational Geometry

Implementing computational geometry involves numerous challenges relating to robustness

and performance Demmel and Hida [2004]. Many of these challenges are due to numerical

precision problems Shewchuk [1997] and as mentioned in Section 2.5.2, we have started some

preliminary investigation in this direction. However, this work’s main focus has been on

using programming languages to address orthogonal issues of formal specification, correctness

and synthesis for CAD. These ideas generalize beyond the details of specific computational

geometry techniques and can serve as a foundation for future research.

Compiling down to G-code

Section 1.1 described that after compiling a CAD program to a mesh, there are two more main

compilation steps: slicing and generation of G-code. We have implemented prototypes of

both but have not yet proven correctness in terms of semantics. Slicing inherently introduces

approximation via discretization since each slice must have a small but nonzero height. Also,
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not all approaches to slicing produce achievable print strategies due to issues like gravity and

the size of the printer.

2.6 Related work

This section discusses related projects and tools on semantics and sound compilation of

computational geometry.

2.6.1 Soundness and formal semantics for 3D modeling

Recently, Sherman et al. Sherman et al. [2019] proposed a technique for sound and robust

solid modeling using exact arithmetic and continuity in a library called StoneWorks. Here,

continuity implies that to compute the output of a function’s application to any finite level

of precision, it is sufficient to represent the input to the function to a finite level of preci-

sion. They introduce a new representation for solids, compact-representation (k-rep), that

can express complex properties of 3D solids such as volume, nonemptiness, and Hausdorff

distance. They rely on Marshall Bauer [2008], CGAL [2019], which is a functional pro-

gramming language supporting exact real arithmetic. To support computation of volume

and other properties, they extend Marshall with Booleans and integrals. This variant of

Marshall is called MarshallB. The semantics of MarshallB are based on category theory and

topology. StoneWorks supports two different representations for solids: k-rep and open rep-

resentation (o-rep) Edalat and Lieutier [2002]. The o-rep of a shape is a partial map such

that o(x) = tt if x is in the interior of the shape, o(x) = ff if x is in the exterior of the shape.

o diverges for boundary points. A k-rep is defined as the following mapping: k: (E → B)

→ B. For a predicate, p: E → B, k(p) = tt if the predicate is true for all points in a shape,

k(p) = ff if the predicate is false for some point in the shape. To evaluate the language’s

implementation, they show the example of a ray tracing algorithm and verify a cam-piston

system. Since the library is implemented in exact arithmetic, there are no rounding errors

due to floating point, which makes their implementations sound. On the other hand, exact

arithmetic makes the system slow—it took more than two hours to create a 2D depth map

from a 3D model whereas for commercial systems it takes seconds to generate a depth map.

Edalat et al. Edalat and Lieutier [2002] use a domain theoretic approach to reason about

the soundness of a solid modeling framework. They introduced O-reps as a language for

solids. Both Sherman et al. and Edalat et al. have demonstrated that their frameworks can

soundly compute complex features such as Minkowski sums. Unlike Sherman et al. the latter

authors do not present an implementation of their framework. However, O-reps Edalat and

Lieutier [2002] have been implemented by Sherman et al. in MarshallB.

Hoffman et al. Hoffmann et al. [1988] proposed approximate primitives that are ε-correct.
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In this definition, a polygon is ε-correct if the vertices are within ε of a model polygon. The

authors present sound and robust implementations of several geometric algorithm such as

line segment intersection, and polygon intersection. However, they were not able to prove

the robustness of polyhedral intersections which makes it unclear whether their approach can

be easily applied to 3D geometry. They were also not able to guarantee that their algorithms

would have good numerical behavior.

Boundary-representations (B-reps) and Function-representations (F-reps) Pasko et al.

[1995] are two other representations used in solid modeling and computer graphics. B-

reps are the standard in many state-of-the-art CAD tools due to their rich expressivity.

They can represent many complex functions such as chamfers and fillets. F-reps define

objects as continuous real-valued functions over points. Sharma et al. Yap and Sharma [2008]

proposed a system that can provide similar soundness guarantee for geometric computations

as Sherman et al, but on F-reps. Even thought B-reps are a popularly used data structure,

there are no frameworks that have been able to reason about soundness of algorithms that

use B-reps due to their complex representation.

Sherman et al.’s StoneWorks is closely related to λCAD and its semantics. λCAD has

been the first attempt towards viewing the CAD/CAM pipeline as a compiler and apply-

ing PL reasoning to this domain. While StoneWorks introduces a new representation for

3D solids (k-reps), λCAD formalizes an existing widely used representation, CSG. The

StoneWorks semantics relies heavily on a combination of topology and category theoretic

reasoning of various geometric operations. In λCAD, the semantics of CAD are based on

regular open sets and the semantics of meshes are based on ray-intersections. Stonework’s se-

mantics are more complex than λCAD’s, but on the other hand, while λCAD’s semantics can

be applied to reason about simple geometric operations such as affine transformations and

boolean operations, StoneWorks can reason about more advanced concepts like Minkowski

sums.

2.6.2 Compilers for 3D Printing

Sutherland’s Sketchpad Sutherland [1964], invented in the 1960s, is one of the first computer-

aided design tools. It revolutionized the field of graphical user interfaces and computer-

aided simulations. Since then, numerous CAD tools have been developed Solidworks [2018],

Rhinoceros [2018], SketchUp [2018]. Unfortunately, many of these are proprietary and do

not provide clear semantics, so it is difficult to reason about them formally.

The core CAD components of λCAD are similar to OpenSCAD OpenScad [2019], which

is a popular programmatic CAD tool in the 3D design sharing community Thingiverse [2019].

OpenSCAD builds on the CGAL CGAL [2018] computational geometry library. There are

other programmatic CAD languages such as ImplicitCAD ImplicitCAD [2019] which is im-
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plemented in Haskell. ImplicitCAD is similar to OpenSCAD but provides more functionality.

Our language and formalism inherits certain restrictions that are also present in OpenSCAD

such as lack of direct support for fillets. Unlike our tool, both OpenSCAD and ImplicitCAD

lack formal semantics for reasoning about CAD programs. We show that functional pro-

gramming techniques can be extended to provide a rigorous foundation for reasoning about

the implementation and composition of CAD tools. Several projects have investigated 3D-

printing performance. WirePrint Mueller et al. [2014a] and faBrickator Mueller et al. [2014b]

show how non-uniform height slicing and hybrid build approaches can expedite rapid proto-

typing. OpenFab Vidimče et al. [2013b] is a framework for specifying material and texture

properties for 3D printing with the help of a domain-specific language.

Several projects have developed CAD compilers for unconventional tasks like automated

knitting McCann et al. [2016]. There are also design tools to use 3D printing for modifying

existing objects Chen et al. [2016, 2015] and tools that allow users to correct for measurement

errors in CAD models Kim et al. [2017]. Dumas et al. Dumas et al. [2015] proposed a

texture-synthesis technique that can be used to synthesize texture based on input patterns.

Schulz et al. Schulz et al. [2014] have designed a system that lets casual users design 3D

models by example. They first create a database of design templates based on designs

by experts, and then let users choose a template and change the parameters. We have

previously proposed using PL techniques for 3D-printing, but presented only a preliminary

vision without results Nandi et al. [2017].

2.6.3 Analysis of CAD Models

CAD models can be analyzed before printing to check for structural defects using proper-

ties related to materials and geometry Stava et al. [2012], Zhou et al. [2013]. There are

interactive interfaces McCrae et al. [2014] that let user specify functional parts and pro-

vide real-time simulations visualizing stress. Print orientation is a well studied area that

focuses on statically analyzing CAD models for maximizing mechanical strength Umetani

and Schmidt [2013]. Other constraints to optimize for could be minimal material usage.

Patching existing prints Teibrich et al. [2015] and analyzing strength properties at the CAD

level Galjaard et al. [2015] are two techniques to accomplish this. Smooth surface finish is

another interesting requirement. Delfs et al. Delfs et al. [2016] developed a tool that achieves

smooth surfaces by optimizing the orientation of the part during printing. Krishnamurthy

et al. Krishnamurthy and Levoy [1996] introduced a technique that uses b-splines to smooth

models at the mesh level. This work has witnessed tremendous application in the graphics

community for rendering 3D characters.
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2.7 Conclusions

This chapter presented a functional-programming approach to designing and implementing

computer-aided design tools. It introduced λCAD, a functional programming language that

supports CAD features, and formalized both λCAD and surface mesh using denotational

semantics. This chapter then presented a compiler from λCAD to mesh and provided a

correctness proof using the concept of regular-open sets.
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Chapter 3

DECOMPILING MESH TO CSG

To demonstrate how the foundations established in Chapter 2 can help develop better

tools for desktop-manufacturing users, this chapter describes a novel algorithm for “reverse

compiling” meshes to CAD programs that recaptures the high-level structure of a design;

our CAD and mesh formalizations suggest a natural search strategy for synthesis. It turns

out that reverse compilation may have the potential to solve a key problem for the current

state of the 3D-printer enthusiast community: Many hobbyists and makers lack the requisite

expertise to translate their ideas into CAD programs from scratch. To overcome this barrier,

they often download and print existing designs from online communities Thingiverse [2019],

GrabCAD [2019] where experts share their work freely. These repositories distribute de-

signs as polygon meshes instead of CAD programs because CAD does not have standardized

representations, so meshes, in the standard STL format, are the cross-platform distribution

language. However, users are rarely able to customize designs shared as meshes Alcock et al.

[2016], Hudson et al. [2016]. Mesh modification tools Meshmixer [2018] are useful for only

some types of low-level modifications, and even then are difficult to use because they can

easily break the model, thus making it invalid and unprintable. In large part, this is be-

cause mesh models have had all high-level design information “compiled away,” analogous

to how program binaries have had high-level operations compiled down to primitive machine

operations.

Reverse compilation extracts high-level structural information from the design that en-

ables rich edits to the design, which would otherwise require tedious low-level edits directly

on the surface mesh. The algorithm in this chapter combines basic computational geometry

with program synthesis to elegantly search the space of possible CAD programs. It repur-

poses the traditional PL machinery of evaluation contexts to guide the search of the synthesis

algorithm toward the lowest-cost (ideally, the most “human-editable”) CAD program. We

built the algorithm in the form of a tool, Reincarnate. Figure 3.1 shows Reincarnate’s work-

flow using an example of creating a triangle candle holder by starting with a hexagonal one

in mesh form, synthesizing CAD, then changing the primitive before printing the desired

object.
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Mesh

synth

Difference

(Scale [2, 2, 2]

HexPrism[1, 1])

Cylinder[1, 1]

edit

Difference

(Scale [2, 2, 2]

TriPrism[1, 1])

Cylinder[1, 1]

print

Figure 3.1: Reincarnate’s Synthesis workflow: starting with a mesh for a 3D model, Reincar-

nate reverse engineers a CAD program in λCAD, which can be easily edited to get a different

3D model.

(a) Candle holder. (b) Rendered mesh.

facet normal 0.866025 0.5 0

outer loop

vertex 1.0 0.0 1

vertex 0.5 0.866025 0

vertex 0.5 0.866025 1

endloop

endfacet

(c) Snippet from the STL mesh.

Figure 3.2: Candle holder from Thingiverse Thingiverse [2018a] after printing, a 3D rendering

of its STL mesh, and a snippet from the STL mesh showing one triangular face. Each face is

represented by three vertices and a normal vector that points outward from the 3D object.

3.1 Synthesis Example

Consider the model of a hexagonal candle holder from Thingiverse Thingiverse [2018a] shown

in Figure 3.2a. Like most models shared in online repositories, it is shared as a mesh.

(Figure 3.2b shows the rendering of the mesh.) Figure 3.2c shows a very small snippet from

the mesh showing just one face and its normal direction vector. The full mesh is made of

548 triangular faces and is about 4000 lines long in the STL format. This vast sea of triangle

vertices does not explicitly convey structural information about the object’s shape.

A user may want to make different modifications to the model. For example, they may

wish to (1) change the depth/width of the candle hole, (2) tilt the hole (to make a holder

for other items), (3) change the shape of the hole from a cylinder to a star-like prism or a
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cuboid, or (4) make a larger holder for two candles by combining two copies of the object.

Making these edits to the mesh is non-trivial because the user must maintain certain geo-

metric well-formedness constraints in order to ensure that the model is printable. On the

other hand, having access to a higher-level representation of the model that contains more

structural information such as any CAD representation would make these tasks quite easy.

Figure 3.3a shows the code for this model in our language, λCAD. It shows that to make this

model, one can create a 6-sided prism primitive (HexPrism) and subtract a (high-degree ap-

proximation of a) cylindrical hole (Cylinder) 1 from its center. With access to this program,

editing it is straightforward. Figure 3.3b shows a modification to the model that changes the

dimensions of the hole; an example of a modification requested by a user on the Thingiverse

website Thingiverse [2018a].

To summarize, (1) designing 3D models in CAD from scratch is difficult but editing an

existing CAD program is relatively easy, and, (2) sharing models in a standardized mesh

format makes them more accessible to users but editing them is difficult and even impossible

in some cases. Based on these two observations, we came up with an alternate strategy

that has the best of both worlds: We describe the first synthesis algorithm (Section 3) that

automatically finds a CAD program from a surface mesh. Our tool gives the users a high

level CAD program to get started with and prevents them from having to make tedious mesh

modifications while still allowing them to download mesh models from the internet.

3.2 Specifying Reverse Compilation

Just as in traditional compilation, translating a CAD program to a mesh loses source-level

information. For example, consider the intersection of two cylinders placed side-by-side to

form a rounded lozenge in Figure 3.5a. The resulting mesh only contains fragments of the

cylinder primitives the programmer originally specified, yet intuitively we expect synthesis

to “figure it out”.

To develop the synthesis algorithm, we first rephrase our CAD compiler as an equivalent

small-step relation using evaluation contexts and then “flip the arrows” to formalize possible

reverse compilations. The resulting synthesis relation captures the fact that many distinct

CAD designs may compile down to the same mesh, leading us to introduce a notion of

geometric oracles which model the mesh-level heuristics necessary to guide synthesis toward

more-editable CAD programs. Following the synthesis relation, our algorithm provides a

principled approach to reverse compiling meshes to CAD and enables proving properties of

the algorithm as well as clearly delineating the role of heuristics. We assign specifications for

the oracles and prove that our synthesis algorithm is correct, i.e., that it preserves semantics.

1Our approximation of a cylinder uses 50 sides.
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(Translate [0, 0, 0.3]

Cylinder [1, 1]
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(a) λCAD program for candle holder.

Difference

(Scale [4.0, 4.0, 2.0]

HexPrism [1, 1]

)

(Scale [2.5, 2.5, 3.5]

(Translate [0, 0, 0.3]

Cylinder [1, 1]

)

)

(b) Edited λCAD program in blue.

Figure 3.3: λCAD program for the hexagonal candle holder in Figure 3.2, and example of

a modification that changes the dimension of the hole (in blue). The hexagonal outer part

is represented by HexPrism (a cylindrical prism with 6 sides), and the hole is represented

by Cylinder. As shown, in λCAD this edit is done by changing the scaling factor for the

cylindrical hole.

The small step relation →c for the CAD compiler from Chapter 2 is in Figure 3.4. It

satisfies the property

c→∗c Mesh m ⇐⇒ compile(c) = m

At this point, we could specify the target of synthesis as the inverse of →c
∗. However,

a key component of any mesh-to-CAD synthesis algorithm will be heuristics which infer

information lost during compilation. To support reasoning about heuristics’ role in synthesis,

we instead define the synthesis relation →s on the right of Figure 3.4. The geometric oracle

Ωprim provides the base case for synthesis by directly recognizing meshes that correspond to a

sequence of affine transformations applied to a primitive, while Ωadd and Ωsub indicate when

a mesh can be generated by unioning or differencing two “simpler” meshes:

c ∈ Ωprim(m) =⇒ Jm K = J c K
(m1,m2) ∈ Ωadd(m) =⇒ Jm K = J Union (Mesh m1) (Mesh m2) K
(m1,m2) ∈ Ωsub(m) =⇒ Jm K = J Diff (Mesh m1) (Mesh m2) K

Assuming these oracle specifications, Mesh m→∗sc implies compile(c) = m. Also, in

principle, there exist oracles such that compile(c) = m implies Mesh m→∗sc. However,

synthesis does not assume that its input was generated by our compiler; in fact, we intend

synthesis to work for meshes obtained from arbitrary sources like online repositories and 3D
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op ::= + | - | × | / num ::= R | var | num op num

vec2 ::= [num, num] vec3 ::= [num, num, num]

E ::= [·] | affine vec3 E | binop E C | binop (Mesh m) E

S ::= A | binop S S A ::= P | affine vec3 A

affine ::= Translate | Scale | Rotate binop ::= Union | Diff

P ::= Cuboid vec3 | Cylinder vec2 | TriPrism vec2 | HexPrism vec2 | Sphere num

c→p c
′

E[c]→c E[c′] Cube →p Mesh mcube

mapvertex (λv. pv + q) m = m′, vec = p× q
affine vec (Mesh m)→p Mesh m′

mBop(binop)(m1, m2) = m′

binop (Mesh m1)(Mesh m2)→p Mesh m′

m→Ω c

E[Mesh m]→s E[c]

p ∈ Ωprim(m)

Mesh m→Ω p

(m1,m2) ∈ Ωadd(m)

Mesh m→Ω Union (Mesh m1) (Mesh m2)

(m1,m2) ∈ Ωsub(m)

Mesh m→Ω Diff (Mesh m1) (Mesh m2)

Figure 3.4: Representative cases of small step CAD compilation (→c, left) and synthesis

(→s, right) with evaluation contexts and synthesis target language (E, S ). Cube is syntactic

sugar for Cuboid [1, 1, 1].
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scanners. In such cases, it is impossible to know what CAD operations (if any) were used to

generate the input model.

Synthesis is inherently under-constrained since there is never a unique CAD program

that compiles to a given mesh, e.g., for all c, J c K = J Union c c K. Furthermore, for any mesh

m, there is a trivial “complete” synthesis strategy: simply map each face of m to the base

of an appropriate inward-facing tetrahedron and take the intersection of the resulting set

of tetrahedrons. Such approaches are clearly undesirable as they fail to recover any of the

higher-level structure of the original design. To address this, synthesis depends on a ranking

function c1 ≤edit c2 to capture the notion that c2 is “more editable” than c1. In general, the

right choice for ≤edit will depend on how a user wants to customize a given design, but we

have found that program size serves as a good default proxy.

Another challenge is the branching factor in the search space of CAD programs. To help

mitigate this issue we restrict the target language of synthesis to the subset S in Figure 3.4. S

only has two binary operators: Union and Diff and they are both positioned above all affine

transformations which in turn are positioned above all primitives in the program’s AST. In-

tuitively, these restrictions are mild since intersections A ∩ B can be equivalently expressed

as differences A − (A − B) and affine transformations distribute through CSG operations.

Two key benefits of this approach are that it focuses the search space by eliminating many

equivalent candidates and also suggests a high level strategy composing the primitive, addi-

tive, and subtractive oracles. One downside is that CAD programs where affine operations

have all been distributed down below CSG operations can be substantially larger. S treats

the sugared versions of the affine transformations as primitives — synthesized programs

therefore do not contain expressions with Affine R3×3R3, instead they contain expressions

with Translate, Rotate, Scale (Figure 2.2). While Affine R3×3R3 would be a much more

concise representation as it can combine multiple transformations into one, the choice of

synthesizing the sugared tranformations makes the programs more readable, even if poten-

tially longer. Chapter 4 shows a novel technique based on equality saturation that further

improves editability and optimizes the programs once a mesh has been synthesized up to the

CAD level.

Given these definitions and design considerations, we can prioritize some general guide-

lines for mesh-to-CAD synthesis algorithms with oracles Ω:

Correct: Synthesis must preserve semantics, J synthΩ(m) K = Jm K.

Useful: Synthesis should strive to generate editable CAD models, i.e., maximize ≤edit.

Predictable: Synthesis should be deterministic in that synthΩ(compile(synthΩ(m))) = synthΩ(m).

Complete: ≤edit should prefer CAD models without embedded meshes (e.g., in S ).
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(a) Information lost in compilation. (b) Composition depends on context.

Figure 3.5: Figure 3.5a shows how compiling a CAD to a mesh leads to loss of high level

structural information (the fact that the lozenge shape is obtained by intersecting two cylin-

ders). Figure 3.5b shows how evaluation context can be used to synthesize the union of two

spheres.

3.3 Decompilation Algorithm

Algorithm 3.6 shows our synthesis strategy synthΩ(). The core searchΩ function maintains a

worklist of candidate CAD programs reachable from the input mesh by the →s relation. In

each iteration, it pops the most promising candidate c from the front of the worklist, focuses

on a particular mesh m within c, applies oracles in Ω to m to generate new candidates, and

schedules those candidates in the worklist. The algorithm is bounded by a fuel parameter to

ensure termination and once it runs out or no candidates remain, searchΩ returns the most

editable result according to ≤edit.

Our synthesis algorithm is designed to be modular: it is straightforward to implement

and add new oracles to synthesize a greater variety of CAD programs and control the search

by modifying the fuel , focus , schedule, and ≤edit parameters. Below we describe strategies

for effectively implementing geometric oracles and setting these parameters. Since this the

goal of this section is to demonstrate the utility of our programming language foundation

for CAD, we describe geometric heuristics at a high level.

Ωprim This oracle recognizes meshes that can be generated by CAD programs in language

A from Figure 3.4, i.e., a sequence of affine transformations applied to a basic primitive.

This is straightforward when the mesh corresponds to a primitive in language P, but is more

challenging for meshes which correspond to rotated, translated, scaled, or skewed versions

of a primitive. In such cases, the oracle implementation canonicalizes the input mesh and

compares it to canonicalized versions of primitives. If a match is found, it reorients the
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synthΩ(m) = searchΩ([Mesh m], [], fuel)

searchΩ(cs , fs , 0) = max≤edit
(fs ++ cs)

searchΩ([], fs , fuel) = max≤edit
fs

searchΩ(c :: cs , fs , fuel) =

let E[Mesh m] = focus(c) in

let ps = map (λc. E[c]) Ωprim(m) in

let as = map (λ(m1,m2). E[Union (Mesh m1) (Mesh m2)]) Ωadd(m) in

let ss = map (λ(m1,m2). E[Diff (Mesh m1) (Mesh m2)]) Ωsub(m) in

let (fs ′, cs ′) = partition (λc. c ∈ S) (ps ++ as ++ ss) in

let cs ′′ = fold schedule cs cs ′ in

searchΩ(cs ′′, c :: fs ′ ++ fs , fuel − 1)

Figure 3.6: Core synthesis algorithm.

mesh using the inferred canonicalization parameters and returns the result. We describe

canonicalization in more detail in Section 3.3.4.

To implement mesh matching, we designed recognizers for the basic primitives in P. These

recognizers use geometric properties of the corresponding primitive 3D solids. For example,

in order to recognize a cuboid, we check that the mesh is composed of 6 face groups (sets

of adjacent faces with equivalent normals), and use the normals of each group to invert

any affine transformations which may have been applied to the underlying Cube primitive2.

To recognize spheroids, we similarly check for (potentially multiple) centroids that have

equivalent distances to the faces of the mesh. Similarly, for cylinder and hexagon, we partition

the mesh into face groups and use normals to heuristically invert affine transformations.

Ωadd We experimented with several mesh splitting strategies for this oracle, and ultimately

settled on three high level strategies. Disjoint split partitions the mesh by connected compo-

nents. Convex split identifies a splitting based on rings of coplanar gradient changes. Group

split identifies common features between face groups, e.g., being parallel/orthogonal, and

separates the mesh along those boundaries.

2Cube is syntactic sugar for Cuboid [1, 1, 1]
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Ωsub Given a mesh m, this oracle searches for a bounding mesh that snugly contains m

and returns the bound and its difference with m. In our current implementation, we limit

bounding meshes to those corresponding to CAD primitives. This can be relaxed, and we

have observed examples where it would be useful to recursively synthesize more complex

bounds, e.g., using convex hull.

Scheduling To effectively navigate the exponential synthesis search space, the function

searchΩ prioritizes meshes in its worklist deemed more likely to lead to editable CAD pro-

grams. As one example from our current implementation of the schedule parameter, we detect

when newly generated candidates have meshes of higher overall complexity than where they

started and insert such candidates later in the worklist.

focus In general, a CAD program can match many evaluation contexts. For compilation,

only one of these will leave a redex in the context’s hole, but for synthesis we may choose

any context that places a mesh in the hole. focus examines the full CAD program c and

decomposes it to select the most promising mesh. In our current implementation, meshes are

selected based on number of face groups and their height in the CAD syntax tree. Focusing

has a significant impact on synthesis performance, and more work is needed to characterize

the tradeoff between spending more time to accurately select the most promising mesh and

quickly exploring many candidates. We speculate that the tradeoff is actually dynamic in

the sense that it often seems to depend on the depth of a mesh within the CAD program.

3.3.1 Context and Sharing

The context of a mesh plays a critical role in synthesis. To understand, let’s walk through

the case of a union of two overlapping spheres3 in Figure 3.5b. Ωadd will use convex splitting

to break the model into two meshes, each of which corresponds to a truncated sphere. These

two truncated sphere meshes appear under a Union. No affine transformed primitive can

match these new meshes, i.e., Ωprim cannot successfully infer a λCAD from them. Further

splitting using different splitting oracles will only make the truncated sphere meshes smaller

but not easier to infer a λCAD for. Similarly, using Ωsub also does not lead to simpler meshes,

it only moves the position of the complex mesh in the AST. Without evaluation context,

synthesis would at best be able to return the union of the two meshes of the truncated spheres.

However, in context, using full spheres to match the truncated spheres works correctly. This

is because when we union the complete spheres, the parts of the spheres that are “lost”

inside each other are correctly compiled away, as we explained in Section 2.2.

3 This work approximates curves. To represent the sphere, we use a predefined mesh.
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Another important implementation technique is sharing common structure among eval-

uation contexts to limit memory usage. While the worklist may grow exponentially, we can

efficiently represent its contents by reusing common prefixes of each generated evaluation

context across the explored programs.

3.3.2 Synthesis Correctness

We briefly sketch the correctness of our synthesis algorithm below and defer evaluating other

criteria to the case studies in the following section. One property we rely on is that for any

CAD programs c1 and c2 and evaluation context E, J c1 K = J c2 K implies JE[c1] K = JE[c2] K
by the compositional definition of J K.

J synthΩ(m) K = Jm K. We first show that Mesh m→∗s c implies Jm K = J c K. To get a strong

enough induction hypothesis we generalize to prove that c →∗s c′ implies J c K = J c′ K, and

proceed by induction on the derivation.

Base Case: For 0 steps, c = c′ and the goal trivially holds.

Inductive case: c →s c′′ →∗s c′.
By inversion, c = E [ Mesh m ] and c′′ = E [ c∗ ] for some CAD c∗.

By the induction hypothesis, J c′′ K = J c′ K.
To show J c K = J c′ K, it is sufficient to establish J c K = J c′′ K. This follows from case

analysis on the synthesis step, the oracle specifications, and the compositional definition

of J K.

Now J synthΩ(m) K = Jm K follows from the invariant that all CAD programs in the

worklist during search are reachable under the synthesis relation and the fact that the result

of synthesis is drawn from the worklist.

3.3.3 Implementation and Challenges

We implemented the synthesis algorithm in the form of a tool, Reincarnate, to work with the

compiler tools in Chapter 2. Due to the compiler’s full functorial design strategy (Chapter 2),

we were able to implement synthesis as an extension to the existing system by making

Synthesis a functor over NumSys, Geometry, Mesh and CAD.
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3.3.4 Canonicalization and Re-orientation

In order to match a mesh to a primitive (from a list of predefined primitives) in an arbitrary

location and orientation in 3D space, Ωprim performs canonicalization, which is a series of

affine transformations applied at the mesh level. This normalizes a mesh with respect to affine

transformations—for a mesh, m, and an arbitrary sequence of affine transformations, given

by a matrix p and translation vector q, canonicalize m = canonicalize (pm + q). The

order in which the series of affine transformations in canonicalization are applied is important

due to the non-commutativity of affine transformations. The first step in canonicalization

is to identify three mutually perpendicular axes of m. We do this by identifying three

orthogonal directions along which the sum of the areas of the faces is the largest. We call

these three axes, xo, yo, and zo the object coordinate system. We already know the orthogonal

coordinates of the Cartesian coordinate system: x = (1, 0, 0), y = (0, 1, 0), and z = (0, 0, 1)

(we call this the world coordinate system). canonicalize solves a linear system of equations

using Euler angles Kim [2013] to find three rotations, about x, y, and z that can align the

world coordinate system to the object coordinate system. Note that this is the opposite of

our goal—we want to align the object coordinate system to the world coordinate system.

canonicalize does this by using the angles 4 obtained from Euler equations, but applying

them in the reverse order, and negating the value. If the Euler angles are rx, ry, and rz, then

after canonicalizing with respect to rotation, the new mesh is:

mr = Rotate[−rx, 0, 0] (Rotate[0,−ry, 0] (Rotate[0, 0,−rz] m))

After the axes are aligned, the next step is to Scale the mesh to unit dimensions.

canonicalize does this by first computing the dimensions of the bounding box of mr,

(dx, dy, dz) and scaling it by the reciprocal of the dimensions:

ms = Scale[1/dx, 1/dy, 1/dz] mr

The final step of canonicalization is to place the center of ms at the origin by translation

by finding the bounding box of ms and translating the mid point along each dimension to

(0, 0, 0). If cx, cy, and cz are the centers along x, y, and z respectively, then

mcanonicalized = mt = Translate[−cx,−cy,−cz] ms

Canonicalization is used for primitive matching. Once a primitive p is matched, to

synthesize the correct CAD, p has to be re-oriented to the original location in 3D space. For

this, the algorithm applies the above affine transformations to p in the order:

4Angles are represented in degrees in this Chapter.
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p′ = Rotate[0, 0, rz](Rotate[0, ry, 0](Rotate[rx, 0, 0](Scale[dx, dy, dz] p)))

The last step is to translate the scaled and rotate primitive, p′ to the right coordinates.

The distance to be translated is the distance between the center of compile(p′) and the center

of the original mesh m: (cp
′

x , c
p′
y , c

p′
z )− (cmx , c

m
y , c

m
z ).

poriented = Translate[(cp
′

x , c
p′

y , c
p′

z )− (cmx , c
m
y , c

m
z )] p′

The elegance of canonicalization and reorientation for primitives is that it pushes the

affine transformations to the leaves of the AST. This makes the rest of synthesis simpler

because it saves us from finding canonical orientations of arbitrary binary combinations of

CAD programs. This design decision was based on the key insight that while the order

of application of affine transformations cannot be changed within themselves, when affine

transformations appear with binary transformations, they can be pushed inside the binary

operations.

3.3.5 A Concrete Instance of the Synthesis Algorithm

Following is a concrete example of how the Reincarnate algorithm in Figure 3.6 works.

Consider the mesh m of the model in Figure 3.7 showing a hexagonal prism in arbitrary

location in 3D space. Initially, fuel is greater than 0 and the worklist, cs has one candidate,

Mesh m. Consequently, m is the mesh in focus. From Figure 3.6, we can see that the

algorithm will attempt to apply all three oracles to m. Ωprim will canonicalize the mesh and

apply the primitive recognizers. Figure 3.7 (second figure) shows the canonicalized mesh.

Since this already matches with an affine transformed primitive (HexPrism [1, 1]), ps will

be a list containing the corresponding λCAD program. This program is shown in Figure 3.7.

Next, the other two oracles, Ωadd and Ωsub will also be applied. Ωadd will return the original

candidate Mesh m since none of the splitting strategies will generate two sub-meshes from

m. Ωsub will return the same result as Ωprim since in this case, the snuggest fitting bounding

primitive is the affine transformed hexagonal prism. Hence, as will contain Mesh m and ss

will contain the same λCAD program as ps. The algorithm will concatenate ps, as and ss

and remove duplicates before applying the partition function. This will split the list into

two parts: fs ′ will contain the λCAD program shown in Figure 3.7, and cs ′ will contain the

remaining program, i.e. the result of applying Ωadd, which is the original program, Mesh

m. Before scheduling the next mesh to focus on, the algorithm checks whether any of the

current candidates were already explored in the previous step. In this case, Mesh m has

already been explored, so it will be removed from the list of candidates. At this point, cs ′′

thus is an empty list. Therefore, according to the third line in Figure 3.6, it will now apply
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Translate[2.4, 0.8, 5.2]

(Rotate[0, 0, 80.5]

(Rotate[0,−40.5, 0]

(Rotate[−124.7, 0, 0]

(Scale[2.0, 1.7, 1.0]

HexPrism[1, 1]))))

Figure 3.7: Canonicalization and λCAD synthesis of arbitrary object in 3D space.

max≤edit
to fs. Since fs contains only one λCAD program (shown in Figure 3.7), this will be

the output of synthesis.

3.4 Evaluation

Table 3.1 shows the result of running Reincarnate on 10 meshes downloaded from Thingi-

verse Thingiverse [2019]. Reincarnate reduces the size of the programs by 22% on average

and by up to 38.6%. Notice that for the TackleBox, there was no reduction in the size of

the program compared to the number of triangles in the input mesh, exposing a limitation

of Reincarnate— it produces only a flat program which can still be very long for repetitive

models. Chapter 4 will show a unique solution to this problem using equality saturation.

This section also demonstrates three case studies on which we ran Reincarnate. Two of

the case studies are downloaded from Thingiverse and one is our own design (Table 3.2).

They are representative of three of the most common tasks end users of 3D printers typically

tend to design for: tools parts, household items, and hobbyist designs Alcock et al. [2016].

In order to evaluate Reincarnate’s output, we define six tasks:

• scale components of a model, for example a hole inside a bigger part.

• translate components of a model with respect to each other.

• rotate a model as a whole or part of it about one or more axes.

• combine two models or add a new component to an existing model.

• remove a component from a model.
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Table 3.1: Results of running Reincarnate on 10 meshes downloaded from Thingiverse Thin-

giverse [2019]. # Tri shows the number of triangles in the mesh and cout the output costs,

i.e, AST size of programs generated by Reincarnate.

Id # Tri cout % Shrink

TackleBox 280 280 0

SDCardRack 236 206 12.7

CardFramer 200 172 14.0

CassetteStorage 172 141 18.0

CNCBitCase 268 219 18.3

RaspberryPiCover 332 271 18.4

ChargingStation 192 141 26.6

CircleCell 124 79 36.3

SingleRowHolder 320 198 38.1

HexWrenchHolder 516 317 38.6

Average 264.0 202.4 22.1

• change # sides in a regular polygon primitive. This could be for example changing a

hexagonal prism to a cylinder or a pentagonal prism.

We give examples of editing tasks from the above categories for each case study to discuss

the relative difficulty at both λCAD and mesh levels. Our overall conclusion is that editing

a model after generating λCAD using Reincarnate is always easier or the same level of

difficulty as editing the corresponding mesh using mesh editing tools. In several cases, editing

the mesh model is as difficult as manually editing the triangular faces which is usually not

recommended.

Table 3.2: Summary of case studies.

Benchmark Source Category

ICFP original hobby

Candle holder Thingiverse household

Hex wrench holder Thingiverse tool
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1 Difference

2 (Translate[1.5, -1.9, 0.5]

3 (Scale[3.0, 6.0, 1.0]

4 (Translate[-0.5, -0.5, -0.5]

5 Cube

6 )))

7 (Union

8 (Translate[2.5, -2.0, 0.5]

9 (Scale[1.0, 4.0, 1.0]

10 (Translate[-0.5, -0.5, -0.5]

11 Cube

12 )))

13 (Translate[0.5, -2.0, 0.5]

14 (Scale[1.0, 4.0, 1.0]

15 (Translate[-0.5, -0.5, -0.5]

16 Cube

17 ))))

Figure 3.8: λCAD program for I synthesized by Reincarnate. Rendered λCAD programs for

ICFP and CFP.

3.4.1 ICFP

This model (shown in Figure 3.8) was entirely generated by our tools. We designed it

in λCAD, compiled it to STL using our compiler (the mesh has approx. 150 faces), and

then synthesized a λCAD program using Reincarnate. The synthesized programs for the

individual letters I, C, F, P are 25, 16, 23, and 23 LOC respectively. The synthesized

CAD program for the model ICFP has 89 LOC. Figure 3.8 shows the λCAD program for I

synthesized by Reincarnate.

• Remove: Consider the task of removing a letter from the model. For example, one can

remove the I to model the acronym for Call For Papers shown in Figure 3.8. Figure 3.10

shows the λCAD program for CFP that we obtained by editing the program Reincarnate

synthesized for ICFP. The program is a union of the three letters. Since all the letters

are separated, this task should also be relatively easy to perform at the mesh level.

• Translate: Consider an edit where the user wants to increase the spacing between all

the letters uniformly. After running Reincarnate on the mesh, this task is easy: one

needs to simply change the translation vector that is used to separate the letters. At

the mesh level, this seemingly simple task can get confusing and tedious because the

user has to drag the letters around to make the spacing uniform.
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1 Difference

2 (Translate[0, 0, 0.5]

3 (Scale[2, 1.732, 1]

4 (Translate[-0, -0, -0.5]

5 (Scale[0.5, 0.57, 1.0]

6 HexPrism[1, 1]

7 ))))

8 (Translate[0.0, 0.0, 0.55]

9 (Scale[1.0, 0.998, 0.9]

10 (Translate[-0.0, -0.0, -0.5]

11 (Scale[0.5, 0.5, 1.0]

12 Cylinder[1, 1]

13 ))))

(a) Synthesized λCAD for the candle holder. (b) Rendered hex holder.

Figure 3.9: Figure 3.9a shows the λCAD program that Reincarnate synthesized for the candle

holder Thingiverse [2018a]. Figure 3.9b shows the hex wrench holder from Thingiverse Thin-

giverse [2018c].

3.4.2 Candle Holder

Our next example is the candle holder (shown in Figure 3.2 in Section 1.1) that we down-

loaded from Thingiverse Thingiverse [2018a]. This model is available in STL format, and

also in a specific CAD format Rhinoceros [2018], which is only useful for users who have that

CAD package. From a mesh with hundreds of triangular faces, Reincarnate produced a 20

line CAD program shown in Figure 3.9a.

• Comments from users Thingiverse [2018a] indicate that they were unsuccessful in mod-

ifying the mesh model to scale it only along z-axis using mesh editing tools—it would

also change the x and y dimensions. From the user’s comment, it seems like even though

in theory this task is possible using mesh editing tools Meshmixer [2018], Blender [2018],

it is much more tedious than editing the λCAD model where it is as simple as adding

a Scale affine transformation with the right vector (Scale[1, 1, δ] for example, would

suffice as Figure 3.3 shows).

• Rotating part of the mesh such as the cylindrical hole (about any axis perpendicular

to the length of the cylinder) is as difficult as editing the mesh manually because it

causes the triangular faces of the hole and the base to intersect with one another,

thereby breaking the mesh. This task can be easily done at the λCAD level using
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Rotate(x, 0, 0), Rotate(0, y, 0).

• Due to the same reason as above, combining the outer polygons to make a bigger base

for more than one candle is nearly impossible at the mesh level but very easy at the

λCAD level (using the Union operation).

• Changing the number of sides on the outer polygon is trivial at the λCAD level (it

only requires replacing the primitive at a single location in the program as shown in

Figure 3.1) but as difficult as manually editing the triangular faces at the mesh level.

3.4.3 Hex Wrench Holder

We were inspired to synthesize the CAD program for a hex wrench holder Thingiverse [2018c]

by a hobbyist maker who downloaded a hex wrench holder mesh and 3D printed it only to

find that his hex wrenches did not fit right due to the holes being oriented differently from

the shape of his wrenches. The hobbyist tried to used a mesh editing tool to rotate the holes

but it was impossible to do this edit because the triangulation of the mesh would break.

We synthesized λCAD for the holder using Reincarnate. The entire λCAD program has 196

LOC (the mesh has over 500 faces). Figure 3.10 shows a part of the λCAD program.

• One can use Rotate(0, 0, θ) as shown in Figure 3.10 to rotate the holes easily in λCAD,

but at the mesh level, it is very difficult.

• Scaling the holder holes is yet another task that is very tedious at the mesh level,

especially if it is non-uniform. It has the same problem as rotation in that it causes

the mesh to break due to intersections between faces.

• Adding or removing a hole are both very easy at the λCAD level because it requires one

to simply scale the cuboidal base of the holder and either subtract another hexagonal

prism (adding a hole) or union the model with a hexagonal prism of the right dimensions

(removing a hole). These tasks while not impossible at the mesh level, are extremely

tedious.

Notice that for repetitive models like this, the λCAD program Reincarnate synthesizes

is still long. For this particular model (Figure 3.9b) the holes in the hex holder are all made

using the same λCAD primitive, but they are separated by some distance and are scaled

differently. The next chapter (Chapter 4) shows how we can further shrink such repetitive

λCAD programs by inferring maps and folds automatically.
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Synthesized λCAD for hex holder:

1 Difference

2 (Translate[65.0, 15.0, 2.5]

3 (Scale[130.0, 30.0, 5.0]

4 (Translate[-0.5, -0.5, -0.5]

5 Cube

6 )))

7 (Translate[5.0, 23.0, 2.5]

8 (Scale[2.0, 1.7, 0.5]

9 HexPrism[1, 1]

10 ))

11 ...)

Adding rotation about Z on line 9:

1 Difference

2 (Translate[65.0, 15.0, 2.5]

3 (Scale[130.0, 30.0, 5.0]

4 (Translate[-0.5, -0.5, -0.5]

5 Cube

6 )))

7 (Rotate[0, 0, 15.0]

8 (Translate[5.0, 23.0, 2.5]

9 (Scale[2.0, 1.7, 5.0]

10 HexPrism[1, 1]

11 )))

12 ...)

1 Union

2 (Union

3 (* C *)

4 (Difference

5 (Translate[2.0, 0.5, 0.5]

6 (Translate[-0.5, -0.5, -0.5]

7 Cube ))

8 (Translate[2.175, 0.5, 0.5]

9 (Scale[0.65, 0.5, 1.0]

10 (Translate[-0.5, -0.5, -0.5]

11 Cube ))))

12 (* F *)

13 (Difference

14 (Translate[3.5, 0.5, 0.5]

15 (Translate[-0.5, -0.5, -0.5]

16 Cube ))

17 (Difference

18 (Translate[3.6, 0.4, 0.5]

19 (Scale[0.8, 0.8, 1.0]

20 (Translate[-0.5, -0.5, -0.5]

21 Cube )))

22 (Translate[3.4, 0.5, 0.5]

23 (Scale[0.4, 0.2, 1.0]

24 (Translate[-0.5, -0.5, -0.5]

25 Cube ))))))

26 (* P *)

27 (Difference

28 (Translate[5.0, 0.5, 0.5]

29 (Translate[-0.5, -0.5, -0.5]

30 Cube ))

31 (Union

32 (Difference

33 (Translate[5.15, 0.15, 0.5]

34 (Scale[0.7, 0.3, 1.0]

35 (Translate[-0.5, -0.5, -0.5]

36 Cube )))

37 Empty i)

38 (Difference

39 (Translate[5.05, 0.65, 0.5]

40 (Scale[0.5, 0.3, 1.0]

41 (Translate[-0.5, -0.5, -0.5]

42 Cube )))

43 Empty )))

Figure 3.10: The top left code fragment is part of the λCAD program for the hex holder

synthesized by Reincarnate. The bottom left code fragment shows an edit to a hole in the

hex wrench holder by rotating the hole by 15 degrees about the z-axis on line 9. The λCAD

program on the right shows the model for CFP that can be obtained from the λCAD program

of ICFP synthesized by Reincarnate by deleting the I.
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3.4.4 Limitations

Reincarnate’s implementation currently works on geometric shapes that do not have rounded

or sloped corners and edges. While this is not a limitation of the core synthesis algorithm, our

primitive matching oracle (Ωprim) is not capable of synthesizing features like chamfers and

fillets. Using approximate techniques (e.g., RANSAC Du et al. [2018]) can allow Reincarnate

to infer the shape underlying these features but further research is required for allowing

Reincarnate to automatically infer a chamfer or fillet from a mesh. Reincarnate also does

not use Hull. Hull is a powerful primitive; determining when its usage helps or hinders

producing editable CAD models is an interesting problem for future work.

3.5 Related work

There are numerous examples from other fields such as human computer interaction, compu-

tational geometry, mechanical engineering, computer vision, and design, that have explored

3D models, mesh generation, slicing, and user interfaces to help mitigate current limitations

in 3D printing. Below we highlight examples from other communities working on desktop

manufacturing. We also provide an overview of state-of-the-art in program synthesis research

and how it has been used for CAD in the recent years.

3.5.1 Recreating CAD Models

There are several tools for reverse engineering CAD from 3D scans Geomagic Design X [2018],

Powershape [2018], SpaceClaim [2018]. The goal of these tools is to help experts manually

(re-)create a CAD design. These tools enhance the traditional CAD workflow primarily by

enabling an engineer to “snap” features and dimensions to points from a scan or mesh. Some

of these tools also attempt to detect some features and suggest possible primitives (which

is similar to the role of Ωprim in our synthesis algorithm) or detect coplanar features. Since

these tools are proprietary, few details about their implementations are available. These

tools are designed to be interactively driven by an expert CAD engineer and do not produce

full CAD programs from meshes.

Thingiverse Customizer Thingiverse [2018b] is a tool that allows one to modify 3D models

uploaded on Thingiverse. It is however only useful for models that include the underlying

CAD file. The majority of Thingiverse models do not have an accompanying CAD file, and

consist only of mesh-level information in the form of STL files. Customizer cannot reverse

engineer CAD programs from the STL meshes, which is the novelty of Reincarnate.
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3.5.2 Applications

Desktop-class 3D printing has started to reach mainstream adoption. Its applications are

not only confined to rapid prototyping, and printing tool parts and aesthetic models. The

accessibility community has started to use democratized manufacturing to make society more

inclusive for people with disabilities Guo et al. [2017], Baldwin et al. [2017], Banovic et al.

[2013], Hofmann [2015], Hofmann et al. [2016b]. The Enable community The Future [2018]

uses 3D printing to print custom prosthesis. This has a huge impact in the developing world

where doctors and medical facilities are not available in abundance Hofmann et al. [2016a].

3.5.3 Program Synthesis

Program synthesis is applied to a wide range of applications such as super optimizations

for low power spatial architectures Phothilimthana et al. [2016, 2014], education Alur et al.

[2013] and end-user programming Wang et al. [2017]. Program synthesis can be inductive or

deductive. Inductive syntax-guided program synthesis techniques Solar-Lezama [2008a] fall

into the following categories: (1) enumerative search Udupa et al. [2013], (2) stochastic

search Schkufza et al. [2013], (3) symbolic Jha et al. [2010]. The main components of

these techniques are: a specification that is used to guide the synthesis, a search algorithm

to find a candidate program that satisfies the specification, and a feedback mechanism to

efficiently prune the search space. In deductive synthesis Joshi et al. [2002], the specification

is a reference implementation and the synthesis algorithm finds an optimal program that is

equivalent to the specification on all inputs. Unlike both traditional deductive and inductive

synthesis, neither meshes nor CAD programs take inputs or produce outputs.

Program synthesis for 2D and 3D designs

Du et al. Du et al. [2018] have developed a tool, InverseCSG, that can decompile low-level

polygon meshes for 3D models to CSGs. The tool uses program synthesis together with

domain specific computational geometric algorithms to discover structures in the meshes.

The synthesis technique used is CEGIS, i.e. Counter Example Guided Inductive Synthesis.

Specifically, the authors use Sketch Solar-Lezama [2008b]. A CEGIS system starts with a

specification for a program, uses a synthesiser to produce a candidate that may satisfy the

specification, and then verifies that the candidate actually satisfies the specification. If it

does not, then the system generates a feedback to guide the synthesiser to produce better

candidates. This feedback is typically a counterexample, i.e. an input where the candidate

does not satisfy the specification Bornholt [2019]. One of the crucial steps in any tool for re-

verse engineering CSGs from meshes is primitive detection. In InverseCSG, this is done using

a modification of the RANSAC algorithm that makes the detection more robust. RANSAC
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gives surface primitives from which the solid are constructed using geometric heuristics.

InverseCSG can handle noisy input meshes, performs various simplifications using equiva-

lence rules, and supports meta-parametrization, i.e. extracting common parameters to share

among shapes.

Tian et al. Tian et al. [2019] used machine learning to infer “3D shape programs” from

3D voxel representations in a tool called Shape2Prog. They refer to CSG based CAD pro-

grams as 3D shapes and propose a DSL for representing 3D shapes. Their language supports

for loops to capture repetitive structure in the programs. They train their model on syn-

thetic data that they produced. They use two LSTMs for learning the programs and 3D

convolution for detecting the shapes. One interesting feature of Shape2Prog is their use

of “self-supervised” learning. Shape2Prog has a program generator and a neural program

executor. The program generator generates 3D shape programs from 3D shapes represented

as voxels. The neural program executor takes the generated program and “executes” it to

generate a new 3D shape. The difference between the new 3D shape is back-propagated to

fine tune the learning process. This allows Shape2Prog to work on unlabeled data.

CSGNet Sharma et al. [2017] uses machine learning to generate flat CSG programs for

2D and 3D shapes. The input to CSGNet is an image of a 2D shape represented as pixels, or

a 3D shape represented by a voxel occupancy grid. The output is a CSG program. There are

three components of CSGNet. First a CNN takes an image as input and generates a feature

vector. The feature vector is then converted into a sequence of modeling instructions (a

visual program). Finally, a rendering engine renders the generated visual program as a CSG

tree. Their CNN model is trained on a synthetic dataset the authors generated. CSGNet

uses supervised learning. The input dataset is a tuple of images and their corresponding vi-

sual programs. The difference between CSGNet and Shape2Prog is that the latter supports

generating loops in programs and they use different neural network architectures.

To the best of our knowledge, Reincarnate is the first tool that automatically decompiles

full triangular meshes to synthesize CSG-based CAD programs. Reincarnate’s core algo-

rithm is search-based, similar to InverseCSG Du et al. [2018]. The main difference between

Reincarnate and InvereCSG is the use of evaluation context to guide synthesis in the for-

mer. The use of evaluation context leads to an efficient navigation of the vast search space

of CAD programs. In InverseCSG, the search is guided by a CEGIS strategy. Similar to

InverseCSG, Reincarnate also concludes with a “simplification” step where a set of purely

syntactic rewrites are applied to the CSG tree to get rid of redundant CAD operations.

InverseCSG’s primitive detection is more robust than Reincarnate’s—it uses RANSAC for

estimating the surface, which makes it resilient to more noisy inputs than Reincarnate.
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Compared to the machine learning based approaches like Shape2Prog and CSGNet, Rein-

carnate provides a stronger correctness guarantee that the synthesized CAD program is se-

mantically equivalent to the input mesh, modulo the oracles that are used for primitive

detection. Shape2Prog and CSGNet cannot provide any guarantee because they rely on

black box neural networks which are difficult to reason about.

3.6 Conclusions

This chapter presented a synthesis algorithm and tool, Reincarnate, that uses reverse engi-

neering and geometric oracles to automatically infer high-level CAD programs in a language,

λCAD, from low-level triangular surface meshes. It showed that Reincarnate can successfully

infer λCAD programs from real surface meshes downloaded from one of the most popular

online repositories for 3D models (Thingiverse), and significantly reduce program size. We

are optimistic that programming-language semantics can continue to provide clarity and

functionality in this space, positively affecting an emerging area of computing with potential

for mass adoption.
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Chapter 4

CSG TO STRUCTURED CAD WITH EQUALITY
SATURATION

Around the same time that our work Reincarnate (Chapter 3) was published (Nandi

et al. [2018]), the programming languages and machine learning communities developed

several other techniques to decompile Computer-Aided Design (CAD) models from low-

level numerical representations to Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) expressions Du et al.

[2018], Ellis et al. [2018], Tian et al. [2019], Sharma et al. [2017], Sherman et al. [2019],

Friedrich et al. [2019]. These techniques aim to help users modify designs shared in online

repositories Alcock et al. [2016], Hudson et al. [2016], Thingiverse [2019].

The program synthesis based tools Du et al. [2018], Nandi et al. [2018] decompile meshes,

i.e., sets of triangles defining an object’s surface, into equivalent CSG expressions. CSG

includes geometric primitives like cylinders, affine transformations like translate, and set

theoretic operators like union. Crucially, these existing mesh decompilers synthesize flat

output: CSG has no loops or functions (Figure 4.1, left). Therefore, CSG synthesized from

large meshes with repetitive features also tends to be large and repetitive. As in traditional

programming, repetition makes otherwise intuitive edits tedious and error-prone.

Mesh decompilation is under-constrained Du et al. [2018], Nandi et al. [2018], so past

tools rely on heuristics which cause them to exhibit two challenging features: (C1) they

synthesize equivalent but dissimilar CSG expressions for the same feature repeated under

different transformations, and (C2) they arbitrarily order CSG subexpressions. These two

features, (C1) and (C2) obfuscate high-level structure latent in synthesized CSG.

This chapter proposes a second decompilation stage that composes with prior work: given

a flat CSG expression, produce an equivalent, smaller, and more editable program with map

and fold operators for expressing repetition. we built Szalinski 1 (Figure 4.1), a tool which

combines semantics-preserving rewrites with simple solvers to synthesize structured CAD

programs in λCAD.

Szalinski is designed to robustly handle the noisy and unstructured outputs of existing

mesh decompilers. In many of these outputs, high-level structure is only apparent after a

set of CAD-specific rewrites have been judiciously applied (C1). Past work on Equality

1The protagonist in the hit movie Honey I Shrunk the Kids was named Dr.Szalinski. Our work shrinks
CADs rather than kids. Thanks to Dan Grossman for this name :)
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(Diff 
 (Translate [70, 15, 2] 
  (Scale [140, 30, 4] 
   (Translate [-0.5, -0.5, -0.5] 
    (Cuboid [1, 1, 1])))) 
 (Union 
  (Translate [6, 15, 2] 
   (Scale [6, 5.196, 4] 
    (Translate [0, 0, 0] 
     (Scale [0.5, 0.577, 1] 
      (HexPrism [1, 1]))))) 
  (Translate [125, 15, 2] 
   (Scale [20, 17.32, 4] 
    (Translate [0, 0, 0] 
     (Scale [0.5, 0.577, 1] 
      (HexPrism [1, 1])))))) 
  (Translate [102, 15, 2] 
   (Scale [18, 15.588, 4] 
    (Translate [0, 0, 0] 
     (Scale [0.5, 0.577, 1] 
      (HexPrism [1, 1])))))) 
  (Translate [81, 15, 2] 
   (Scale [16, 13.856, 4] 
…

 ~ 50 LOC, CSG

  facet normal 0 0 0 
    outer loop 
      vertex 9 15 0 
      vertex 7.5 17.5964 4 
      vertex 7.5 17.5964 0 
    endloop 
  endfacet 
  facet normal 0 0 0 
    outer loop 
      vertex 7.5 17.5964 4 
      vertex 9 15 0 
      vertex 9 15 4 
    endloop 
  endfacet 
  facet normal 0 0 0 
    outer loop 
      vertex 4.5 17.5964 0 
      vertex 7.5 17.5964 4 
      vertex 4.5 17.5964 4 
    endloop 
  endfacet 
…
 ~1600 LOC, Mesh

(Difference

  (Cuboid [140, 30, 4])

  (Fold Union

    (Tabulate (  8)

      (Translate [  + 10  + 6, 15, 2]

        (Cylinder [  + 3, 4])))))

i
i2 i
i

(Difference

  (Cuboid [140, 30, 4])

  (Fold Union

    (Tabulate (  4)

      (Translate [  + 38  + 6, 15, 2]

        (HexPrism [  + 3, 4])))))

i
i2 i

i

(Difference

  (Cuboid [140, 30, 4])

  (Fold Union

    (Tabulate (  10)

      (Translate [  + 10  + 6, 15, 2]

        (HexPrism [(  + 3) / 2, 4])))))

i
i2 i

i

edits

6 LOC, CAD!

(Difference

  (Cuboid [140, 30, 4])

  (Fold Union

    (Tabulate (i 8)

      (Translate [  + 10  + 6, 15, 2]

        (HexPrism [  + 3, 4])))))

i2 i
im

esh decom
piler

(Difference

  (Cuboid [140, 30, 4])

  (Fold Union

    (Tabulate (  6) 
      (Translate [20  + 20, 15, 2]

         (Rotate [0, 0, 45 ] 
           (Cuboid [12, 12, 4]))))))

i
i

i

Szalinski

Core 
CAD! E-graph CAD!

Solvers & 
Rewrites 3D

 Print

Figure 4.1: Existing mesh decompilers turn triangle meshes into CSG expressions. Szalinski

robustly synthesizes smaller, structured λCAD programs from CSG expressions. This can

ease customization by simplifying edits: small, mostly local changes yield usefully different

models. The photo shows the 3D printed hex wrench holder after customizing hole sizes.

Saturation Tate et al. [2009] suggests that Equality Graphs (E-graphs) Nelson [1980]—an

efficient data structure underlying SMT solvers De Moura and Bjørner [2008], Detlefs et al.

[2005] and program optimizers Joshi et al. [2002], Tate et al. [2009], Stepp et al. [2011],

Wu et al. [2019a]—would make a good fit for Szalinski because E-graphs can compactly

encode many of the equivalent ways to express a program with respect to a set of rewrites.

Unfortunately, reordering with associative and commutative rewrites can cause E-graphs to

blow up exponentially. This is known as the AC-matching problem Belkhir and Giorgetti

[2012], Kirchner and Moreau [2001], Clavel et al. [2007a]. It presents a significant challenge

for Szalinski because existing mesh decompilers typically output CSG features ordered by

heuristics (e.g., geometric proximity) rather than high-level structure (C2). To address

the AC-matching problem Szalinski uses inverse transformations, a novel way for solvers to

speculatively unify expressions in an E-graph which would be equivalent modulo reordering

or partitioning. Before unifying a result R with its input I, a solver can annotate R with

an inverse transformation which encodes how it manipulated I to find the more-profitable

R. Szalinski then uses syntactic rewrites to propagate and eliminate inverse transformations

when opportunities to use such results arise.

This chapter presents a library of 65 CAD rewrites and a prototype implementation of

Szalinski in 3,000 lines of Rust (Section 4.4.4). Section 4.5 shows how composing Szalinski

with Reincarnate (Chapter 3) qualitatively improves editability (sketched in Figure 4.1) and

describes an evaluation of Szalinski’s performance and correctness on real-world CAD models

downloaded from Thingiverse. Section 4.6 briefly surveys the most relevant related work and
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Section 4.7 concludes.

4.1 Second Stage Decompilation

The λCAD language (Figure 4.2) provides map- and fold-like functional list operators to ex-

press repetitive structure in CAD models, as well as a Core λCAD fragment that corresponds

directly to CSG (similar to Figure 3.4). The λCAD semantics fully unroll a program’s func-

tional list operators to produce a Core λCAD (CSG) expression. Szalinski “goes the other

way,” decompiling a Core λCAD expression to a λCAD program that aims to expose latent

repetitive structure. This section introduces a running example that subsequent sections

extend to illustrate challenges that arise when shrinking noisy, unstructured outputs from

existing mesh decompilers.

4.1.1 Core λCAD, λCAD, Equivalence

Core λCAD includes various primitives parametrized by dimensions— cuboids parametrized

by side length, spheres by radius, cylinders and hexagonal prisms by height and radius,

etc. λCAD also provides binary2 set theoretic operators Union, Difference, and Intersection, and

affine3 transformations like Translate, Rotate, and Scale that are parameterized by 3D vectors.

For example, (Translate [1,0,0] (Sphere 2)) shifts a sphere with radius 2 a single unit of distance

along the x-axis. TranslateSpherical (not present in Core λCAD or CSG) captures a common

pattern in models relying on translations in spherical rather than Cartesian coordinates.

Figure 4.3 gives semantics for the functional list operators λCAD provides on top of

Core λCAD. Tabulate takes pairs of variables and positive integers (x1 b1) ... (xn bn) as well

as a λCAD expression e, and returns the list of length Πbi generated by n nested loops

evaluating e over the variables x1 ... xn up to the bounds b1 ... bn:

(List e[0/x1]...[0/xn] . . . e[b1 − 1/x1]...[bn − 1/xn])

where e[i/x] denotes substituting all free occurrences (not bound by nested Tabulates) of x in

e with i. For example,

(Tabulate ( i 2) ( j 3) (Cuboid [2 × i + 2, 7, j + 1])) ⇒
( List (Cuboid [2, 7, 1]) (Cuboid [2, 7, 2]) (Cuboid [2, 7, 3])

(Cuboid [4, 7, 1]) (Cuboid [4, 7, 2]) (Cuboid [4, 7, 3]))

2 Note the use of syntactic sugar to present binary nested operators as left-associative over multiple
arguments, e.g., (Union a b c) means (Union (Union a b) c).

3 Here affine means that parallel lines remain parallel after transformation.
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op ::= + | - | × | / num ::= R | var | num op num

vec2 ::= [num, num] vec3 ::= [num, num, num]

affine ::= Translate | Rotate | Scale | TranslateSpherical

binop ::= Union | Difference | Intersection

cad ::= (Cuboid vec3 ) | (Sphere num)

| (Cylinder vec2 ) | (HexPrism vec2 ) | . . .

| (affine vec3 cad)

| (binop cad cad)

| (Fold binop cad-list)

cad-list ::= (List cad+) | (Concat cad-list+) | (Tabulate (var Z+)+ cad)

| (Map2 affine vec3-list cad-list)

vec3-list ::= (List vec3 +) | (Concat vec3-list+) | (Tabulate (var Z+)+ vec3 )

Figure 4.2: λCAD syntax. The Core λCAD (CSG) subset omits variables, list forms (those

using Fold), and TranslateSpherical.

For the frequent special case of (Tabulate (x n) e) when x is not free in e, we write (Repeat n e)

as syntactic sugar.

Map2 produces a list of Core λCAD expressions by applying an affine operator to a list of

transformation parameters and a list of CAD arguments. For example,

(Map2 Scale (List [2,2,2] [3,3,3]) (Repeat 2 (Sphere 1))) ⇒
( List (Scale [2,2,2] (Sphere 1)) (Scale [3,3,3] (Sphere 1)))

λCAD programs are equivalent iff they evaluate to equivalent Core λCAD programs. By

design, Core λCAD directly corresponds to CSG, whose semantics is given in Chapter 2.

Section 4.5 describes practically testing λCAD equivalence by evaluating programs to Core

λCAD, compiling them to meshes, and comparing Hausdorff distances.4

4.1.2 A Running Example for Shrinking λCAD

Figure 4.4a shows a simple CAD model of a ship’s wheel and Figure 4.4b shows the cor-

responding desired λCAD output from Szalinski. Figure 4.4b reifies repetitive structure:

making a change to all the spokes only requires a single edit instead of six coordinated

modifications in different locations.

4Informally, the Hausdorff distance between two meshes is small if every point on each mesh is near some
point on the other.
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e⇒ (List v1 ... vn) f1 = v1 fi = (binop fi−1 vi)

(Fold binop e)⇒ fn

e⇒ (List (List v1,1 v1,2 ...) (List v2,1 v2,2 ...) ...)

(Concat e)⇒ (List v1,1 v1,2 ... v2,1 v2,2 ...)

e[i1/x1]...[in/xn]⇒ v(i1, ... ,in)

(Tabulate (x1 b1) ... (xn bn) e)⇒ (List v(0, ... ,0) ... v(b1−1, ... ,bn−1) )

ps ⇒ (List [a1,b1,c1] [a2,b2,c2] ...) es ⇒ (List v1 v2 ...)

(Map2 affine ps es)⇒ (List (affine [a1, b1, c1] v1) (affine [a2, b2, c2] v2) ...)

e⇒ v to cartesian(r, φ, θ) = (x, y, z)

(TranslateSpherical [r, φ, θ] e)⇒ (Translate [x, y, z] v)

Figure 4.3: Big step semantics reducing well-formed λCAD programs to Core λCAD expres-

sions. e[i/x] denotes substituting all free occurrences of x in e with i. Additional rules (not

shown) also evaluate under List, affines, and binops.

When repetitive structure is easily exposed, as in the ideal Core λCAD of Figure 4.4c,

solvers can infer the arithmetic function relating instances of repeated design components.

Section 4.2 describes Szalinski’s rewrite-driven approach to infer such functions and shrink

programs by rerolling loops.

In practice, given a mesh representing Figure 4.4a, mesh decompilers can generate CSG

expressions equivalent to Figure 4.4c, but which obfuscate repetitive structure. Affine trans-

formations may be different or missing and, from a solver’s perspective, lists may be incon-

veniently ordered or partitioned. Comparing Figure 4.4c to 4.4d, Rotate [0,0,180] has been

replaced with an equivalent Scale [-1,-1,1], identity transformations have been omitted, the

Union has been reordered, and Scales and Translates have been inconsistently swapped. Sections

4.3 and 4.4 walk through progressively more challenging variants of Core λCAD inputs for

the ship’s wheel to illustrate how Szalinski uses E-graphs and inverse transformations to

robustly handle such variation.

4.2 Shrinking by Rerolling Loops

Szalinski shrinks repetitive λCAD programs by “rerolling loops”. First, rewrites find struc-

ture by separating affine operators from their parameters and CAD arguments under Map2s.
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(a) CAD model of ship’s wheel

(Union

( Cylinder [1, 5, 5])

(Fold Union

(Tabulate ( i 6)

(Rotate [0, 0, 60i]

( Translate [1,−0.5, 0]

(Cuboid [10, 1, 1]))))))

(b) λCAD program

(Union

(Cylinder [1, 5])

(Union

(Rotate [0, 0, 0] (Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cuboid [10, 1, 1])))

(Rotate [0, 0, 60] (Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cuboid [10, 1, 1])))

(Rotate [0, 0, 120] (Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cuboid [10, 1, 1])))

(Rotate [0, 0, 180] (Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cuboid [10, 1, 1])))

(Rotate [0, 0, 240] (Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cuboid [10, 1, 1])))

(Rotate [0, 0, 300] (Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cuboid [10, 1, 1])))))

(c) Ideal Core λCAD expression

(Union

(Rotate [0, 0, 120] (Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cuboid [10, 1, 1])))

(Scale [10, 1, 1] (Translate [0.1,−0.5, 1] (Cuboid [1, 1, 1])))

(Rotate [0, 0, 300] (Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cuboid [10, 1, 1])))

(Scale [5, 5, 1] (Cylinder [1, 1]))

(Translate [−1, 0.5, 0] (Scale [−1,−1, 1] Cuboid [10, 1, 1]))

(Rotate [0, 0, 240] (Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cuboid [10, 1, 1])))

(Rotate [0, 0, 60] (Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cuboid [10, 1, 1]))))

(d) Equivalent, structure obfuscating Core λCAD

Figure 4.4: (a) CAD model for a ship’s wheel. (b) λCAD features like Tabulate express

repeated design components. Such repetition can be obvious and exposed in an ideal Core

λCAD program (c), but existing mesh decompilers obfuscate structure (d).
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Binop Fold

(binop c1 c2 ...)  (Fold binop (List c1 c2 ...))

Structure Finding

( List (aff p1 c1) (aff p2 c2) ...)  (Map2 aff (List p1 p2 ...) (List c1 c2 ...))

Repeat

( List a a a ... n times)  (Repeat n a)

List Solve (single loop)

( List [fx(0), fy(0), fz(0)] ... [fx(n− 1), fy(n− 1), fz(n− 1)])

 (Tabulate (i n) [fx(i), fy(i), fz(i)])

Repeat over Map2

(Map2 aff (Repeat n p) (Repeat n c)  (Repeat n (aff p c))

Tabulate over Map2 where b = Πbi

(Map2 aff (Tabulate (x1 b1) ... p) (Tabulate (x1 b1) ... c))

 (Tabulate (x1 b1) ... (aff p c))

(Map2 aff (Tabulate (x1 b1) ... p) (Repeat b c))

 (Tabulate (x1 b1) ... (aff p c))

(Map2 aff (Repeat b p) (Tabulate (x1 b1) ... c))

 (Tabulate (x1 b1) ... (aff p c))

Figure 4.5: Rewrite rules for loop rerolling

This can expose program repetition as repetitive Lists. Next, arithmetic solvers find equivalent

closed form Tabulates for repetitive lists. These Tabulates generalize the program and provide

parameters that simplify future edits. Finally, rewrites restore structure by recombining

the (generalized) affine parameters and CAD arguments from Map2s into a single Tabulate.

Figure 4.5 shows this strategy’s key rewrites.

Because Szalinski uses an E-graph, these rewrites can actually be repeatedly applied in

any order and still efficiently yield the same final result. For simplicity, this section steps

through the ship’s wheel example assuming a particular fortuitous order of rewrites that just

so happens to nicely shrink the ideal Core λCAD input from Figure 4.4c.
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4.2.1 Finding Structure: A Bird’s-Eye View

Applying Binop Fold to the inner Union in Figure 4.4c produces:

(Union (Union (Union ...

(Rotate [0, 0, 0] cad1)

(Rotate [0, 0, 60] cad2)

(Rotate [0, 0, 120] cad3) ...)

I

(Fold Union ( List

(Rotate [0, 0, 0] cad1)

(Rotate [0, 0, 60] cad2)

(Rotate [0, 0, 120] cad3) ...))

A structure finder (detailed in Section 4.3) searches for a list of affine transformations

all using the same operator aff . Structure Finding separates the affine parameters and CAD

arguments out into two Lists under a Map2 with aff :

(Fold Union ( List

(Rotate [0, 0, 0] cad1)

(Rotate [0, 0, 60] cad2)

(Rotate [0, 0, 120] cad3) ...))

I

(Fold Union

(Map2 Rotate

( List [0, 0, 0] [0, 0, 60] [0, 0, 120] ...)

( List cad1 cad2 cad3 ...)))

The structure finder is applied repeatedly. Here it exposes lists of identical elements,

letting the Repeat rewrite produce:

(Fold Union

(Map2 Rotate

( List [0, 0, 0] [0, 0, 60] [0, 0, 120] ...)

(Map2 Translate

( List [1,−0.5, 0] ...)

( List (Cube [10, 1, 1]) ...))))

I

(Fold Union

(Map2 Rotate

( List [0, 0, 0] [0, 0, 60] [0, 0, 120] ...)

(Map2 Translate

(Repeat 6 [1,−0.5, 0])

(Repeat 6 (Cube [10, 1, 1])))))

4.2.2 Introducing Tabulate by Solving Lists

Once structure finding has isolated a List of vectors `, arithmetic solvers attempt to find

equivalent Tabulates. The current Szalinski prototype provides simple solvers for first- and

second-degree polynomials in both Cartesian and spherical coordinates.

Given ` = (List [x1, y1, z1] ... [xn, yn, zn]), these solvers infer independent functions fx,

fy, fz for the x, y, z components of ` respectively. In practice, running arithmetic solvers

on floating point numbers output by existing mesh decompilers requires accepting Tabulates

within some ε of `, especially for tools that rely on randomized algorithms Du et al. [2018]

like RANSAC Schnabel et al. [2007].
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For the Rotate parameters (List [0, 0, 0] [0, 0, 60] ... [0, 0, 300]), solvers find (Tabulate (i 6) [0, 0, 60i]).

List Solve then produces:

(Fold Union

(Map2 Rotate

( List [0, 0, 0] [0, 0, 60] [0, 0, 120] ...)

(Map2 Translate

(Repeat 6 [1,−0.5, 0])

(Repeat 6 (Cube [10, 1, 1])))))

I

(Fold Union

(Map2 Rotate

(Tabulate (i 6) [0, 0, 60i])

(Map2 Translate

(Repeat 6 [1,−0.5, 0])

(Repeat 6 (Cube [10, 1, 1])))))

In this example, the solvers relied on their input arriving in just the right order. Sec-

tion 4.4 shows how inverse transformations allow solvers to reorder their input to infer better

Tabulates while preserving equivalence.

4.2.3 The Final Squeeze: Recombining Map2s

Finally, since both the Repeats and Tabulate have matching bounds, Repeat over Map2 and

Tabulate over Map2 recombine the separated affine parameters and CAD arguments to produce

the desired output from the inner Union of Figure 4.4c:

(Fold Union

(Map2 Rotate

(Tabulate ( i 6) [0, 0, 60i])

(Map2 Translate

(Repeat 6 [1,−0.5, 0])

(Repeat 6 (Cube [10, 1, 1])))))

I

(Fold Union

(Tabulate ( i 6)

(Rotate [0, 0, 60i]

( Translate [1,−0.5, 0]

(Cube [10, 1, 1])))))

This section illustrated Szalinski’s core strategy: shrinking λCAD by rerolling loops.

However, the example relied on a specific rewrite order and Figure 4.4c as an unrealistically

ideal input. Subsequent sections show how E-graphs and inverse transformations enable

Szalinski to robustly shrink noisy and unstructured CSGs.

4.3 E-graphs and CAD Equality Saturation

Rewrites to shrink λCAD by rerolling loops must be applied in just the right order to pro-

grams that already make structure apparent as in Figure 4.4c. Simply interleaving additional

CAD rewrites to expose repetitive structure initially seems infeasible because the necessary

rewrites are not confluent and the space of possible orderings explodes exponentially. How-

ever, past work on Equality Saturation Tate et al. [2009] demonstrates how E-graphs Nelson
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[1980] can make this strategy efficient for many rewrite rules. This section shows how Szalin-

ski applies Equality Saturation in the CAD domain to robustly handle CSG variations when

shrinking λCAD programs. Chapter 1 (Section 1.1.2) provides an introduction to E-graphs

and equality saturation.

4.3.1 Rewrite Phase Ordering: What, When, Where

A slightly perturbed λCAD example for the spokes of the ship’s wheel omits Rotate [0, 0, 0]

and replaces Rotate [0, 0, 180] by the equivalent Scale [−1,−1, 1]:

(Fold Union ( List

( Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cube [10, 1, 1]))

(Rotate [0, 0, 60] (Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cube [10, 1, 1])))

(Rotate [0, 0, 120] (Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cube [10, 1, 1])))

(Scale [−1,−1, 1] (Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cube [10, 1, 1])))

(Rotate [0, 0, 240] (Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cube [10, 1, 1])))

(Rotate [0, 0, 300] (Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cube [10, 1, 1])))))

The three-phase loop rerolling strategy from Section 4.2 now breaks: Szalinski must

interleave its search with additional CAD rewrites (Figure 4.6) to expose the repeated affine

transformations as in Figure 4.4c. This phase ordering problem Touati and Barthou [2006],

Tate et al. [2009] makes it difficult to determine when to apply which rewrites and where.

Poor choices will only further obfuscate repetitive structure and no single strategy is best in

general.

Equality Saturation Tate et al. [2009] is a technique to mitigate phase ordering that uses

E-graphs to compactly represent equivalence relations over large sets of expressions. Instead

of destructively modifying a particular concrete term, rewrites extend the E-graph by adding

and unifying classes of expressions. This eliminates the need to choose any particular rewrite

ordering. By repeatedly applying the rules in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 to an E-graph and using

a structure finding heuristic (Section 4.3.4), Szalinski’s loop rerolling strategy can robustly

handle variations in how mesh decompilers synthesize affine operators.

4.3.2 E-graphs in Szalinski

Figure 4.7 shows how an E-graph can compactly represent equivalent expressions generated

by rewrites, in this case, one of the CAD rewrites needed to expose repetitive structure for

the ship’s wheel example.

We slightly generalize rewrites from two patterns to a pattern L and a function R that,

given a substitution φ, returns an expression to be added to the E-graph and unified with

the eclass that matched L. This generalization allows rewrites to implement rules which are
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Affine Identities

(Rotate [0, 0, 180] cad) ! (Scale [−1,−1, 1] cad)

(Rotate [0, 0, 0] cad) ! cad

( Translate [0, 0, 0] cad) ! cad

(Scale [1, 1, 1] cad) ! cad

Affine Interchanging

(Scale [a, b, c]

( Translate [d, e, f ] cad))
! ( Translate [ad, be, cf ]

(Scale [a, b, c] cad))

Affine Combination

(Scale [a, b, c]

(Scale [d, e, f ] cad))
 (Scale [ad, be, cf ] cad)

( Translate [a, b, c]

( Translate [d, e, f ] cad))
 ( Translate [a+ d, b+ e, c+ f ] cad)

Primitive-Affine Conversion

(Cuboid [x, y, z]) ! (Scale [x, y, z] (Cuboid [1, 1, 1]))

(Sphere r) ! (Scale [r, r, r] (Sphere 1))

( Cylinder [h, r]) ! (Scale [r, r, h] (Cylinder [1, 1]))

(Hexprism [h, r]) ! (Scale [r, r, h] (Hexprism [1, 1]))

Figure 4.6: Selected CAD identities. Bidirectional arrows indicates Szalinski has a rule for

each direction.
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(Scale [−1,−1, 1]

( Translate [1,−0.5, 0]

(Cube [10, 1, 1])))

I
(Rotate [0, 0, 180]

( Translate [1,−0.5, 0]

(Cube [10, 1, 1])))

Cube

Trans

[1,-0.5,0]

Scale

[-1,-1,1]

Cube

Trans

[1,-0.5,0]

Scale

[-1,-1,1]

Rotate

[0,0,180]

Figure 4.7: E-graph before and after a CAD rewrite. Boxes represent enodes and dashed

edges indicate equivalence (membership in the same eclass). Directed solid edges connect

enodes to their child eclasses. Both the original and transformed programs are represented

in the resulting E-graph.

not purely syntactic, like constant folding (ex: rewriting 2 + 3 to 5). Many of Szalinski’s

list-manipulating rewrites are implemented this way, which is convenient for rules like Repeat

which need to extract the length of a matched list pattern. This generalization also allows

Szalinski to integrate arithmetic solvers with the E-graph—Tabulate expressions returned by

solvers are unified with the eclass that matched the List Solve rule’s list pattern.

4.3.3 Equality Saturation in Szalinski

Szalinski implements Equality Saturation Tate et al. [2009] for λCAD (Figure 4.8). First,

an E-graph is created from the input Core λCAD expression. Then Szalinski expands the

E-graph by repeatedly applying rewrites. Searching the E-graph for a rewrite’s left-hand

side pattern results in a list of (eclass, substitution) pairs that indicate where and how a

pattern was matched. For each pair (c, φ), Szalinski generates an expression e by applying

the rewrite’s right-hand side function to φ, adding e to the E-graph yielding eclass c′, and

unifying c and c′. Szalinski continues applying rewrites until the E-graph saturates (reaches

a fixpoint where no rewrites further expand the E-graph), or a timeout is reached. In the

case of saturation, Szalinski has discovered all equivalences derivable from its rewrites.

Finally, Szalinski extracts the smallest λCAD program represented by the initial Core

λCAD input’s eclass in a simple bottom-up traversal of the E-graph. Szalinski uses program

size as a proxy for editability. Past work provides extraction strategies for various kinds of

cost functions Tate et al. [2009], Panchekha et al. [2015], but we leave further exploration

of CAD cost functions in Szalinski to future work. Chapter 5 discusses the use of genetic
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def Szalinski(csg : core_lambdaCAD):

egraph, root = make_egraph(csg)

while egraph.changed()

for (lhs, rhs) in SZALINSKI_REWRITES:

matches = egraph.search(lhs)

for (eclass, subst) in matches:

c = egraph.add(apply(rhs, subst))

egraph.unify(eclass, c)

return egraph.extract(root, min_size)

Figure 4.8: Equality Saturation for λCAD in Szalinski.

algorithms for extraction in the context of carpentry.

4.3.4 Structure Finding in E-graphs

Since Szalinski’s rewrites contain CAD identities that can fire in every iteration, the structure

finding procedure as presented in Section 4.2.1 must be enhanced. It must consider that

multiple affine transformations may be introduced in the same eclass by the CAD identities.

Given a list of eclasses e1, e2, ..., en, the structure finder aims to extract Map2s that remove

one level of structure. However, due to rules like Affine Combination from Figure 4.6, each eclass

may contain multiple equivalent enodes with the same affine operation. If eclass ei has 2

enodes with the Rotate operator, for example, the structure finder can choose from 2 different

Rotates at each of the n eclasses in the list. Each of these 2n Map2s has distinct children, and

will therefore be a distinct enode in the E-graph, all unified in the same eclass as the list

itself. Szalinski must operate on large lists of Core λCAD programs, but such an exponential

number of enodes would blow up the E-graph.

Szalinski instead capitalizes on the observation that it is not useful to pick different affine

enodes within similar-looking eclasses. Consider again the ship’s wheel example presented

in Section 4.3.1. After applying the two Rotate identities from Figure 4.6, the eclasses for the

top-level affines in the list contain the following enodes (one eclass per row, enodes shown

with their parameters for clarity):

a: (Translate [1,-0.5,0] x1) (Rotate [0,0,0] a)

b: (Rotate [0,0,60] x2) (Rotate [0,0,0] b)

c: (Rotate [0,0,120] x3) (Rotate [0,0,0] c)

d: (Scale [-1,-1,1] x4) (Rotate [0,0,0] d) (Rotate [0,0,180] x4)

e: (Rotate [0,0,240] x5) (Rotate [0,0,0] e)

f : (Rotate [0,0,300] x6) (Rotate [0,0,0] f)
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The structure finder calculates the affine signature of each eclass as the multiset of the

kinds of affine operators in the eclass. In the above example, eclass a’s affine signature

is {Translate, Rotate}, d’s is {Scale, Rotate, Rotate}, and the others all share the same signature:

{Rotate, Rotate}. A group is a set of eclasses that share the same affine signature. When trying

to extract a Rotate, the structure finder will not take the Cartesian product of the Rotates in

each eclass—doing so would lead to 25 possible ways to combine Rotate. Instead, it takes the

Cartesian product of affine choices for each group, and extends the same choice of affine over

all eclasses within the group (using the order of affines in the eclasses). In this example, the

only affine that can be extracted is Rotate, since the other affines do not appear in the affine

signature of all groups. For the Rotate affine, group a has one choice, group d has 2 choices,

and group b, c, e, f also has 2 choices. This reduces the number of (Map2 Rotate ...) expressions

introduced from 25 = 32 to 4.

4.4 Inverse Transformations

E-graphs and CAD rewrites allow Szalinski to expose repetitive structure and reroll loops

even when a Core λCAD input exhibits obfuscating variations (e.g., Scale [-1,-1,1] instead

of Rotate [0,0,180]). However, existing mesh decompilers tend to also order and group CAD

subexpressions by geometric proximity or other heuristics that, from Szalinski’s perspective,

make recovering high-level structure challenging. Unless the right reordering and regrouping

of subexpressions can be found, list solvers will fail to infer Tabulates and Szalinski will be

unable to reroll loops and shrink λCAD programs.

To address this challenge, we introduce inverse transformations, a novel way for solvers

to optimistically unify expressions in an E-graph that would be equivalent modulo reordering

or regrouping.

Figure 4.9 shows how far CAD rewrites combined with techniques from previous sections

get for the Figure 4.4d example. Unfortunately, Cylinder is still Unioned with Cuboids, preventing

the structure finder from pulling out the Rotate. Even if the Cylinder were removed, the list

order would prevent solvers from inferring a Tabulate for the Rotate parameters.

Unlike the previous section, adding more rewrites does not help.5 E-graphs do not com-

pactly represent equivalences due to reordering associative and commutative operators like

Union. This is known as the AC-matching problem Belkhir and Giorgetti [2012] (A stands

for associativity, and C for commutativity) and it prevents efficiently exploring all possible

reorderings and regroupings.

Szalinski addresses this with a new technique, inverse transformations, that allows solvers

to speculatively transform their inputs to allow for more profitable rewriting. A solver that

5 AC-matching is a problem both in theory and practice.
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(Fold Union ( List

(Rotate [0, 0, 120] ( Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cuboid [10, 1, 1])))

(Rotate [0, 0, 0] ( Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cuboid [10, 1, 1])))

(Rotate [0, 0, 300] ( Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cuboid [10, 1, 1])))

( Cylinder [1, 5])

(Rotate [0, 0, 180] ( Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cuboid [10, 1, 1])))

(Rotate [0, 0, 240] ( Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cuboid [10, 1, 1])))

(Rotate [0, 0, 60] ( Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cuboid [10, 1, 1])))))

Figure 4.9: Section 4.2 and 4.3 techniques find the “Rotate then Translate” structure from the

realistic Figure 4.4d. Without inverse transformations, loop rerolling now gets stuck.

cannot simplify input A may, for some transformation F , be able simplify F (A) to B. Inverse

transformations simply allows the solver to “wrap” B with F−1 before unifying it with A,

even though A and B are not equivalent.

Inverse transformations enable locally-reasoning solvers to register potentially profitable

regroupings and reorderings in an E-graph. Simple syntactic rewrites then propagate these

“hints” globally through the E-graph, allowing other solvers to try them, and contextually

eliminate inverse transformations when possible (e.g., under order-insensitive operations like

Fold Union).

4.4.1 Extended λCAD

Extended λCAD (Figure 4.10 and 4.11) adds inverse transformations that allow solvers to

record how they manipulated their input. These extended forms are only introduced in

the E-graph; Szalinski’s cost function ensures extraction produces regular λCAD programs.

Semantically, these constructs either undo the transformation performed by the solver to

recover the input, or perform the transformation on some other part of the program. Sort

and Unsort take a permutation p and a list `, imposing (respectively, undoing) p on `. Part

takes a partitioning P (a list of lengths) and a list `, breaking down ` into a list of sublists

according to P . Unpart takes a partitioning and a list of lists and flattens the latter; the

partitioning is only used to propagate information. TranslateSpherical and Unspherical take a 3D

vector c and a list of 3D vectors in spherical coordinates about c, returning a list of the

vectors in Cartesian coordinates (and vice versa).
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permutation ::= 〈 n, n, ... 〉 partitioning ::= 〈 n, n, ... 〉

inv ::= (Sort permutation *-list)

| (Unsort permutation *-list)

| (Part partitioning *-list)

| (Unpart partitioning *-list)

| (Spherical vec3 vec3-list)

| (Unspherical vec3 vec3-list)

Figure 4.10: Syntax of Extended λCAD.

e⇒ (List v1 v2 ... vn)

(Sort 〈i1, i2, ..., in〉 e)⇒ (List vi1 vi2 ... vin)

e⇒ (List vi1 vi2 ... vin)

(Unsort 〈i1, i2, ..., in〉 e)⇒ (List v1 v2 ... vn)

sum0 = 0 sublist i = (List vsumi−1
... vsumi

)

sum i = sum i−1 + li e⇒ (List v1 v2 ... vsumn)

(Part 〈l1, l2, ..., ln〉 e)⇒ (List sublist1 ... sublistn)

sum0 = 0 sublist i = (List vsumi−1 ... vsumi)

sum i = sum i−1 + li e⇒ (List sublist1 ... sublistn)

(Unpart 〈l1, l2, ..., ln〉 e)⇒ (List v1 v2 ... vsumn)

e⇒ (List v′1 v
′
2 ... v′n) vi = to spherical (center , v′i)

(Spherical n center e)⇒ (List v1 v2 ... vn)

e⇒ (List v′1 v
′
2 ... v′n) vi = to cartesian (center , v′i)

(Unspherical n center e)⇒ (List v1 v2 ... vn)

Figure 4.11: Big step semantics for Extended λCAD.
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4.4.2 Restructuring with Unpart and Unsort

Using inverse transformations, Szalinski can finally get the desired output given the realis-

tic input for the ship’s wheel (Figure 4.4d). Starting from Figure 4.9, Szalinski separates

the Cylinder from the Cuboids with partitioning and sorts the list of Cuboids on their Rotate

parameters, revealing repetitive structure similar to the ideal input (Figure 4.4c).

Partitioning Szalinski includes a partitioning solver that uses inverse transformations and

a set of heuristics to restructure lists in ways that group similar list elements together (e.g.,

by kind of geometric primitive). The partitioner can split up elements of a list by equivalence

class, individual components of 3D vectors, and kinds of affine transformations. In Figure 4.9,

the partitioner will split the list into:

(Fold Union

(Unpart 〈1, 6〉
( List ( Cylinder [1, 5]))

( List (Rotate [0, 0, 120] ( Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cuboid [10, 1, 1])))

(Rotate [0, 0, 0] ( Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cuboid [10, 1, 1])))

(Rotate [0, 0, 300] ( Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cuboid [10, 1, 1])))

(Rotate [0, 0, 180] ( Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cuboid [10, 1, 1])))

(Rotate [0, 0, 240] ( Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cuboid [10, 1, 1])))

(Rotate [0, 0, 60] ( Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cuboid [10, 1, 1])))))

The introduced Unpart is equivalent to Concat, but additionally stores partitioning hints.

Now that the Rotates are gathered uniformly in a list, the structure finder will rewrite the list

to:

(Map2 Rotate

( List [0, 0, 120] [0, 0, 0] [0, 0, 300] [0, 0, 180] [0, 0, 240] [0, 0, 60])

(Repeat 6 (Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cuboid [10, 1, 1]))))

The arithmetic solver from Section 4.2.2 cannot find a closed form for this list of Rotate

parameters. The solver could, however, find a closed form if it were free to sort the list (by

z-coordinate, in this case). The sorted list is not equivalent to the original. Since the solver

only rewrites locally, it does not know if the list appears under a Fold Union (which is AC)

or a Fold Diff (which is not AC). In the E-graph, both situations could actually hold due to

sharing. The solver cannot soundly rewrite the original list to the closed form Tabulate, but

it can soundly rewrite the list to:

(Unsort 〈1, 5, 0, 3, 4, 2〉 (Tabulate (i 6) [0, 0, 60i]))

The Unsort inverse transformation allows the solver to introduce the closed form Tabulate

in the E-graph, but Szalinski will never extract it or any other program using the inverse
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transformation forms from Extended λCAD. Instead, rewrites propagate inverse transforma-

tions between invocations of locally-reasoning solvers, and additional rules eliminate inverse

transformations in contexts invariant to the relevant transformation; these rules are shown

in Figure 4.12. The Map2 Unsort Params rewrite applies to the running example, producing:

(Unsort 〈1, 5, 0, 3, 4, 2〉 (Sort 〈1, 5, 0, 3, 4, 2〉
(Map2 Rotate

(Unsort 〈1, 5, 0, 3, 4, 2〉 (Tabulate (i 6) [0, 0, 60i]))

(Repeat 6 (Translate [1,−0.5, 0] (Cuboid [10, 1, 1]))))))

Semantically, this is no different, as (Unsort p (Sort p x)) = x, but since the Map2 is in the

same eclass as the original list of Rotates, the Sort Application rule can fire, communicating

the profitable ordering of the Rotate parameters to the outer list. Now, the structure finder

and arithmetic solver apply to the sorted list of Rotates, bringing the whole program to:

(Fold Union

(Unpart 〈1, 6〉
( List ( Cylinder [1, 5]))

(Unsort 〈1, 5, 0, 3, 4, 2〉
(Tabulate ( i 6)

(Rotate [0, 0, 60i ]

( Translate [1,−0.5, 0]

(Cuboid [10, 1, 1] ))))))))

From here an additional rewrite (elided from Figure 4.12) can lift the Unsort over the

Unpart:

(Fold Union

(Unsort 〈0, 2, 6, 1, 4, 5, 3〉
(Unpart 〈1, 6〉

( List ( Cylinder [1, 5]))

(Tabulate ( i 6)

(Rotate [0, 0, 60i ]

( Translate [1,−0.5, 0]

(Cuboid [10, 1, 1] ))))))))

Next, the Unsort Elimination rule removes the Unsort, since Fold Union is invariant to order.

Finally one additional rule that transforms a Union of an Unpart into a Union of Unions (not

shown), produces the desired λCAD output (Figure 4.4b).

4.4.3 Solving for Spherical Coordinates

Inverse transformations are not restricted to list manipulations. In addition to sorting,

Szalinski’s arithmetic solvers can convert lists to spherical coordinates Moon and Spencer
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Map2 Unsort Params - cads rule analogous

(Map2 affine

(Unsort perm params)

cads)

 

(Unsort perm (Sort perm

(Map2 affine

(Unsort perm params)

cads)))

Sort Application

(Sort 〈i1, ...in〉 (List x1 ... xn))  ( List xi1 ... xin)

Unsort Elimination

(Fold Union (Unsort perm l))  (Fold Union l)

(Unsort perm (Repeat n x))  (Repeat n x)

Map2 Unpart Cads - params rule analogous

(Map2 affine

params

(Unpart part cads))

 

(Unpart part (Part part

(Map2 affine

params

(Unpart part cads))))

Unpart to Concat

(Unpart part lists)  (Concat lists)

Unspherical Trans

(Map2 Trans

(Unspherical n center params)

cads)

 

(Map2 Trans

(Repeat n center)

(Map2 TranslateSpherical

params cads))

Figure 4.12: Representative set of rewrite rules for propagation and elimination of inverse

transformations.
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[1988]. The resulting list may be easier to find a closed form Tabulate for, but it is not

equivalent to the input. Therefore, the solver wraps the Tabulate in an inverse transformation,

Unspherical, before passing it to the E-graph for unification. If the Unspherical propagates under a

Translate, then the Unspherical Trans rule can replace it with TranslateSpherical form. This approach

allows Szalinski to solve for closed forms of lists in spherical coordinates without the solver

knowing whether or not it is solving for a list of Translate parameters.

4.4.4 Inverse Transformations, Broadly

This section and the evaluation show that inverse transformations are effective for shrinking

λCAD programs, but the technique could be applied more broadly to other uses of Equality

Saturation. The key insight is that solvers can remain simple because they only have to

reason locally. They are given the flexibility to speculate on potentially profitable ways

to transform their inputs. Rewrites can then propagate this information and contextually

eliminate the transformations. As in traditional Equality Saturation, these rewrites (and

now simple solvers) compose in emergent ways, leading to unexpectedly powerful outcomes,

that would have otherwise required more complicated solvers with deep, contextual reasoning

ability.

Implementation

Szalinski is implemented in 3000 lines of Rust and uses egg Willsey et al. [2021], an open

source E-graph library. Table 4.1 provides a break down of the LOC for each of Szalinski’s

components. Szalinski uses only simple, custom solvers for arithmetic and list partitioning.

Most of Szalinski’s 65 rewrites are syntactic and compactly expressed, and the remainder

either call out to the solvers or manipulate lists.

Table 4.1: Approximate LOC breakdown of Szalinski

λCAD Rewrites Solvers Main loop Validation

300 900 400 300 1100

Correctness To validate Szalinski’s correctness, we test that the initial and final λCAD

programs compile to similar meshes (Figure 4.13). Szalinski first evaluates a λCAD program

back to a flat Core λCAD program which is then pretty printed to a CSG program. This

evaluation uses the open source OpenSCAD OpenScad [2019] tool to compile the CSGs to

triangular meshes and then uses the CGAL CGAL [2018] library to compute the Hausdorff
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Figure 4.13: The Szalinski tool. The simplification process outputs a parameterized program

in the λCAD language. The validation step evaluates Szalinski’s output to Core λCAD,

pretty prints it to CSG and uses an open source CAD compiler to generate a mesh. The

input to Szalinski is also compiled to a mesh. The two meshes are then compared using

Hausdorff distance.

distance Munkers [2000], Du et al. [2018] between the two meshes. A Hausdorff distance less

than a small ε indicates equivalence (ideally it should be zero, but due to rounding errors, it

is sufficient to check against ε).

4.5 Evaluation

In evaluating Szalinski, we were interested in the following research questions:

• End-to-End. (Section 4.5.1) Does Szalinski compose with prior mesh decompilation

tools and find parametrizable programs from the flat CSG expressions generated by

the latter?

• Scalability. (Section 4.5.2) Does Szalinski scale to large flat CSGs? How fast can it

find equivalent smaller λCAD programs?

• Sensitivity analysis. How do the different components of Szalinski, in particular CAD

rewrites and inverse transformations, affect its results?

We ran the evaluation on a 6 core Intel i7-8700K processor with 32 GB of RAM.

4.5.1 End-to-End Experiments

To evaluate the composability of Szalinski with mesh decompilation tools, we ran Szalinski

on flat CSGs generated by the Reincarnate (Chapter 3) mesh decompiler. This required
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Table 4.2: End-to-end evaluation of Szalinski on the results of Reincarnate Nandi et al. [2018].

SCAD show LOC in original parametrized OpenSCAD implementations, # Tri shows the

number of triangles in the mesh, cin and cout are the input and output costs. The last two

columns indicate the cost of the output λCAD program when Szalinski does not apply any

CAD identities, and when inverse transformations are turned off, respectively.

Id SCAD # Tri cin cout No CAD No Inv

TackleBox 48 280 280 26 60 41

SDCardRack 13 236 206 26 57 49

SingleRowHolder 10 320 198 16 31 38

CircleCell 14 124 79 16 31 16

CNCBitCase 59 268 219 15 27 27

CassetteStorage 13 172 141 15 27 25

RaspberryPiCover 34 332 271 12 27 32

ChargingStation 45 192 141 18 27 29

CardFramer 11 200 172 42 83 42

HexWrenchHolder 13 516 317 16 31 52

Average 26.0 264.0 202.4 20.2 40.1 35.1

investigating what kinds of models Reincarnate supports; we found that it worked best on

models that do not contain round edges. We found 10 such models from Thingiverse Thin-

giverse [2019] and ran Reincarnate on their mesh files to get flat CSGs and converted those

to Core λCAD.

Given the Core λCAD inputs, Szalinski synthesizes λCAD programs (Figure 4.13). We

compared the parametrized programs synthesized by Szalinski from Reincarnate’s output

with manually written parametrized programs in OpenSCAD (column 1 in Table 4.2). For

four of the 10 models, we found a parametrized OpenSCAD implementation on Thingiverse.

For the other six, we manually wrote a parametrized implementation in OpenSCAD. Ta-

ble 4.2 shows the comparison of the lines of code at every stage of the end-to-end synthesis

process, and the cost of the flat input Core λCAD and the output λCAD. Szalinski was

able to reduce the cost of the programs by 86% on average. The last two columns report a

sensitivity analysis of Szalinski on Reincarnate’s output. It shows that both CAD identities

and inverse transformations contribute significantly to shrinking λCAD programs.

Compiling the λCAD programs to mesh resulted in meshes equivalent to the source

meshes (Hausdorff distance < 0.001). We also manually validated that all 10 inferred λCAD

programs are structurally similar to the parameterized input OpenSCAD programs.
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Figure 4.14: Summary of input AST size for Szalinski’s large scale evaluation.

4.5.2 Large Scale Evaluation on Thingiverse Models

Mesh decompilation tools have limitations. Reincarnate for example, works mainly on shapes

without rounded corners and edges (Chapter 3). Therefore, in order to evaluate Szalinski

further, we performed a larger scale evaluation on models from Thingiverse Thingiverse

[2019], a popular online model sharing website.

The goals for this part of the evaluation are: (1) to simulate the behavior of mesh

decompilation tools by flattening parametrized programs and perturbing them to reproduce

the challenges (C1) and (C2) (introduced earlier), and run Szalinski on these flat CSGs,

(2) to analyze the scalability, correctness and efficiency of Szalinski on large-scale real world

programs.

Data Collection We built a scraper that downloaded customizable models from Thingi-

verse. While most models in Thingiverse are shared as triangular meshes which are hard to

customize, models under the “Customizable” category Customizable [2019] are intended to

be editable, and are therefore more likely to be accompanied with higher-level programmatic

representation. The scraper found 12,939 OpenSCAD files from the “Customizable”. 912 of

these files were invalid, i.e. they were empty, could not be compiled, or used debug features.

We filtered out files using features we do not support (like linear extrusion), leaving 2,127

models. Similar to λCAD, the OpenSCAD language supports CSG and also has features

like for loops that can be used to write more parametrizable CAD programs. OpenSCAD

can compile these programs to flat CSG, which Szalinski then accepts as input. Figure 4.14

summarizes the AST sizes of these inputs.
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OpenSCAD primitives like spheres and cylinders are parameterized by their geometric

precision. The geometric precision indicates the quality of the mesh obtained when the

CSG is compiled. For example, a sphere with resolution 100 has a more fine-grained mesh

than a sphere with resolution 10. There were several examples where the precision of the

primitives was as high as 100. However, OpenSCAD’s compiler is slower when generating

finer resolution meshes. Since the verifier (Section 4.4.4) uses the OpenSCAD compiler, we

capped the precision of all primitives to 25.

Results Figure 4.15 shows the results with a 60 second timeout. The baseline result (left-

most) is slightly perturbed, as OpenSCAD represents affine transformations in an ambiguous

way in its CSG format (ex: the representation of Scale [-1,-1,1] and Rotate [0,0,180] are identi-

cal). The second result shows that Szalinski is fast; limiting it to 1 second has very little

effect on the result. The third result shows Szalinski is robust to reordering of the inputs.

The final two results show CAD rewrites or inverse transformations significantly contribute

to Szalinski’s performance. We validated all results by comparing the meshes of the original

programs against Szalinski’s output. All Hausdorff distances were under 0.01, except for 148

cases where CGAL failed to compute the distance and we visually compared the meshes.

Figure 4.15: Result of running Szalinski on 2,127 Thingiverse examples. Models are grouped

by AST size of initial Core λCAD input: 769 were tiny (AST size < 30), 786 small (30 <

size < 100), 374 medium (100 < size < 300), and 198 large (300 < size).

4.5.3 Case Studies and Editability

This section discusses three models from the end-to-end evaluation in Section 4.5.1 (a fourth

is illustrated in Figure 4.1) and three models from the large scale evaluation in Section 4.5.2.
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(Union (Difference

    (Cuboid [60, 120, 30])

    (Fold Union

      (Tabulate (i 5) (j 3)

        (Translate [12 * i + 2, 39.3 * j + 2, 2]

          (Cuboid [9.6 37.3 28])))))

  (Fold Difference

    (Map2 Translate

      (List [-67, -2, 0] [-65, 0, 2])

      (List (Cuboid [65, 125, 6])

              (Cuboid [60, 120, 4])))))


(Difference

  (Translate [-57, -3, 3]

    (Cuboid [117, 75, 175]))

  (Fold Union

    (Tabulate (i 10)

      (Translate [-51, -3, 16 * i + 6]

        (Cuboid [105, 58, 13])))))


(Difference

  (Cuboid [57, 30, 30])

  (Difference

    (Translate [0, 5, 1.5] (Cuboid [57, 25, 27]))

    (Fold Union

      (Map2 Translate

        (Tabulate (i 7) (j 2) [9 * i, 5, 28 - 26.5 * j])

        (Concat

           (List (Tabulate (i 6) (j 2)

                     (Cuboid [4.5, 25, j + 0.5]))

            (List (Cuboid [3, 25, 0.5])

                    (Cuboid [3, 25, 1.5]))))))))

(Fold Difference

  (List (Union

      (Cylinder [100, 80, 80])

      (Cylinder [50, 120, 120]))

    (Translate [0, 0, -1] (Cylinder [102, 25, 25]))

    (Fold Union (Tabulate (i 60)

        (Rotate [0, 0, 6 * i]

          (Translate [125, 0, 0]

            (Scale [2.5, 1, 1]

              (Rotate [0, 0, 45]

                (Translate [0, 0, 25]

                   (Cuboid [10, 10, 52]))))))))))

(Fold Union

  (Tabulate (i 12)

    (Translate [0, 13* i, 0]

      (Fold Difference

        (List

          (Cuboid [53.1 14.5 58])

          (Translate [1.5, 1.5, 1.5]

             (Cuboid [51.6, 11.5, 56.6]))

          (Translate [0 0 58]

            (Rotate [0, 45, 0]

             (Cuboid [101.5, 14.5, 100]))))))))


(Fold Union
  (Tabulate (i 10) (j 5)
    (Translate
        [12.2 * i + 12.2, 12.2 * j + 12.2, 0]
      (Difference
        (Cylinder [13, 7.1, 7.1])
        (Translate [0, 0, 3]
           (Cylinder [11, 5.1, 5.1]))))))

Figure 4.16: The first three are examples of end-to-end evaluation where Szalinski ran on the

flat CSG output of a mesh decompiler Nandi et al. [2018]. The last three are representative

examples that show the usefulness of Szalinski where the flat CSG was generated using

OpenSCAD and perturbed to simulate mesh decompilers.

The goal is to highlight some edits made easily possible by Szalinski, which in the flat CSG

(and mesh) are nearly impossible. Figure 4.16 shows a rendering of these models and the

parametrized λCAD program found by Szalinski. We discuss three categories of edits.

Adding or removing components : consider the gear shown in Figure 4.16. Changing the

tooth count in a flat CSG version of this model requires manually computing the position of

every tooth and ensuring that the spacing between them is still equal. The λCAD program

synthesized by Szalinski makes this modification trivial—it exposes a function (6 × i) for

Rotate and the number of teeth ( in Tabulate), which can both be easily changed to get a

different tooth count. Adding rows or columns of components is also easy in a parametrized

model. For example, in the first model in Figure 4.16, another set of compartments can be

added by changing the bounds of Tabulate.

Modifying the shape of multiple components : in the last model in Figure 4.16, the cylinders

can be all changed to Hexprism by changing it in two places only. These modification in the

flat CSGs require changing the shape of each cylinder individually, which is undesirable.

Figure 4.1 shows more examples of edits where the shape of the hex-wrench holder can be

changed by changing the parameters inferred by Szalinski.

Applying additional affine transformations to components : consider the SD card rack (the

second model) in Figure 4.16. This model can be easily customized in the λCAD program

to adjust the size of the slots. The λCAD program in the figure shows that in each iteration

(in Tabulate), two sizes of Cuboid are removed from the outer box. The dimensions of these

can be changed in the function inferred for the Cuboid parameters: (Cuboid [4.5, 25, j + 0.5]) to

change the slot size. Similarly, Figure 4.1 showed how an additional rotation can be easily

added to Cuboid to make an entirely different model.
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Performing these modifications in a flat CSG is tedious and error-prone because they

require manually recomputing many parameters for multiple components in the models.

Szalinski makes these modifications much easier by exposing different design parameters.

4.5.4 Limitations

Some mesh decompilation tools like InverseCSG synthesize flat CSG programs using enu-

merative synthesis and random sampling based algorithms like RANSAC Du et al. [2018].

Inferring structure from the output generated by these tools requires equivalence under

context using geometric reasoning that Szalinski’s prototype currently does not support. In-

verseCSG provides 50 benchmarks, on all of which we ran Szalinski. The majority of the

benchmarks lacked the repetitive structure Szalinski is intended to infer. For one of the mod-

els (benchmark 157, a gear), Szalinski was able to infer a TranslateSpherical function. However,

due to the structure of their outputs, we had to add rewrites like:

(Difference (Union a b) c)  (Union (Difference a c) b) which are unsound without a geometric solver

that can check that the intersection of b and c is empty. We manually applied this rewrite

to benchmark-157 but did not add these rewrites to Szalinski’s rule database due to their

unsoundness.

4.6 Related Work

E-graph based Deductive Program Synthesis E-graphs have been used extensively

in superoptimizers Joshi et al. [2002], Tate et al. [2009], Stepp et al. [2011], Bansal and

Aiken [2008], and SMT solvers De Moura and Bjørner [2008], de Moura et al. [2015], Detlefs

et al. [2005], Torlak and Bodik [2013]. Szalinski’s core algorithm is a generalized version of

equality saturation Tate et al. [2009]. Integrating linear solvers with compiler optimizers has

a long history with tools like Omega Calculator Pugh [1991], Pugh and Wonnacott [1992].

Szalinski’s approach of using syntactic rewrites and an arithmetic function solver to modify

the E-graph can be considered similar to Simplify Detlefs et al. [2005] which uses an E-graph

module for finding equivalent expressions containing uninterpreted functions, and a Simplex

module that is used for arithmetic computations.

However, unlike Szalinski, past work does not allow solvers to speculatively add po-

tentially profitable expressions in the E-graph. Inverse transformations allows Szalinski to

accomplish this while also mitigating the AC-matching problem for associative and commu-

tative operations like list reordering and regrouping.

2D and 3D Design Synthesis Chapter 3 already covers prior work on inferring high-

level CSG from low-level representations like meshes and pixels. This chapter compares
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Szalinski with prior work that focuses primarily on loop inference. Ellis et al. Ellis et al.

[2018] developed a tool that can automatically generate programs that correspond to hand-

drawn images. They first use machine learning to detect primitives in the drawings and

then use Sketch Solar-Lezama [2008b] to find loops and conditionals. Szalinski’s technique

is different from theirs in that they use enumerative search to explore all programs within a

given depth (their max AST depth is 3), based on a language grammar, a specification, and

a cost, whereas Szalinski uses a rewrite-based synthesis technique where the specification is

given as the initial CSG, and Szalinski constructs an E-graph and updates it using semantics

preserving rewrites. In order to compare Szalinski with Ellis et al.’s Ellis et al. [2018] tool,

we ported their 2D models to 3D and ran Szalinski on them. Szalinski’s results had similar

loop structure as theirs but further comparison is not possible since their DSL is different.

Another line of work Ellis et al. [2019] uses reinforcement learning to synthesize programs for

2D and 3D models. However, the programs inferred by these approaches are much smaller

compared to Szalinski.

In computer graphics and vision, symmetry detection Mitra et al. [2013] in 3D shapes is

a well studied topic. It can improve performance of geometry processing algorithms. The

ability to detect folds and maps in 3D models is more general than symmetry detection

because it can find patterns in models that have repetitive structure that is not symmetry.

A simple example of this is a union of n cubes increasing in size. In fabrication, Schulz et

al. Schulz et al. [2017b] developed algorithms for optimizing parametric CAD models using

interpolation methods.

4.7 Conclusions

This chapter addresses the challenge of synthesizing smaller high-level CAD models from the

noisy and unstructured outputs of existing triangle mesh to CSG decompilers. We devel-

oped Szalinski, a prototype tool to synthesize λCAD programs using semantics-preserving

rewrites and simple solvers to “reroll loops.” By adapting Equality Saturation to the CAD

domain, Szalinski can robustly handle common CSG variations exhibited by existing mesh

decompilers. Szalinski relies on novel inverse transformations to mitigate the AC-matching

problem that arises when reordering CAD operations: solvers annotate and merge terms

that are only equivalent modulo reordering, then propagate and eliminate such annotations

through an E-graph to expose repetitive structure and robustly enable loop rerolling. Inverse

transformations are not CAD-specific; we are excited to explore future work investigating

how they may be applied in other ordering-sensitive optimization problems, e.g., instruction

scheduling Tristan and Leroy [2008, 2009].

We performed a survey of 2,127 real-world CAD models from Thingiverse. The evaluation

shows that Szalinski can dramatically shrink many CAD models in seconds.
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In future work, it would be interesting to explore richer rewrites for contextual equivalence

(Section 4.5.4), more expressive cost functions for capturing richer notions of editability,

and connections to interactive CAD editing using direct manipulation tools like Sketch-n-

Sketch Chugh et al. [2016].
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Chapter 5

CARPENTRY COMPILER AND EQUALITY SATURATION

So far we have developed DSLs, compilers, and program synthesizers that operate at

the level of high-level designs and meshes. This chapter presents an equality saturation

backed optimizing compiler for the domain of subtractive manufacturing — specifically car-

pentry. The key insight here is that both designs and fabrication plans used in carpentry

are programs.

Next-generation manufacturing techniques are revolutionizing the on-demand fabrica-

tion of complex custom products. This has spurred important research advances to en-

able fabrication-oriented design optimization. In many applications, however, fabrication is

design-dependent, defined by a sequence of operations on multiple processes, where the or-

der of operations and choice of hardware can only be optimized for a specific design. This

scenario raises unexplored challenges since product design and fabrication instructions must

be coupled, even as they are separately optimized.

One of the most influential developments in computer architecture was the introduction

of instruction set architectures (ISAs) Amdahl et al. [1964] which define abstract models of

computers and serve as an interface between their software and hardware. This abstrac-

tion layer enabled the independent development of both hardware and software. This work

examines whether similar hardware and software decoupling can be achieved for manufac-

turing, while focusing The main focus is carpentry design and manufacturing for several

reasons. First is application scope. Carpentered items comprise the structures we live in

and the furniture they contain, and they are commonly personalized to fit spaces and func-

tions. Second, carpentry provides an appropriate level of complexity for initiating research

in this area. It combines multiple processes and assembly constraints within the confines of

a bounded problem. Finally, recent advances in mobile robotics allow automated carpentry

to occur outside factory floors, making the end-to-end design and fabrication of personalized

carpentry not only possible but an exciting and open area of research Lipton et al. [2018].

This chapter introduces Hardware Extensible Languages for Manufacturing (HELM), a

system that allows us to represent carpentry designs and fabrication instructions. It takes

inspiration from traditional compilers to propose two layers of abstraction, one high-level and

process-agnostic (HL-HELM) and the other low-level and process-specific (LL-HELM). HL-

HELM is a design language related to traditional parametric feature-based CAD languages

but focused on subtractive operations that can be mapped to physical woodworking pro-
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Figure 5.1: The HELM compiler converts high-level geometric designs made by users to low-

level fabrication instructions that can be directly followed to manufacture parts. The com-

piler performs multi-objective optimization on the low-level instructions to generate Pareto-

optimal candidates.

cesses. LL-HELM is a fabrication language. Programs in LL-HELM can be directly followed

to manufacture a part, where each operation in a program is drawn from an extensible set

of fabrication instructions. This work also propose a new compiler that verifies HL-HELM

code and optimizes fabrication instructions (LL-HELM code). Because the target language,

LL-HELM, is process-specific, we design an architecture that is extensible to new hardware.

In addition to the abstraction and compilation system, a key technical contribution of

HELM is a novel optimization algorithm for manufacturing enabled by the proposed pipeline.

Cut planning directly affects the precision of manufactured parts, material wastage, and pro-

duction time. Optimizing multi-process cuts is challenging because it involves a long sequence

of interdependent steps with multiple conflicting objectives, and if not done properly, it can

cause significant labor overhead. By representing the fabrication process as a program, we

can draw on ideas from compiler optimization to find an efficient sequence of operations that

meet user specifications by adapting search-based superoptimization techniques based on E-

graphs Joshi et al. [2002], Tate et al. [2009].1 E-graphs compactly represent (exponentially)

large equivalence classes of terms, support extensibility via simple syntactic rewrites, and

enable cooperation of various solvers through a common representation. However, apply-

ing E-graphs in the context of fabrication requires addressing several technical challenges:

fabrication operations are generally not linear,2 some operations do not map to standard

1A clarifying example for the use of E-graphs is arithmetic expression simplification Panchekha et al.
[2015]. Equivalences like commutativity and associativity are encoded as rewrite rules; a search engine
then explores the space of all possible rewrites in order to minimize the expression’s cost.

2Here “linear” is meant in the type-theoretic sense Wadler [1990].
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Figure 5.2: System pipeline. The input to HELM is a HL-HELM program designed by a user

in the IDE. The verifier first checks if the design is manufacturable. The compiler converts the

verified HL-HELM program to a LL-HELM program. Then the various optimizers populate

an E-graph by finding various equivalent optimal programs. Finally, the extractor performs

a multi-objective optimization to find the most optimal programs from the E-graph.

algebraic operations, some equivalences are difficult to express as syntactic rewrites, and ob-

jectives are multiple and conflicting. HELM overcomes these challenges by developing new

geometric solvers that communicate with E-graphs, and by extending E-graph extraction to

produce a set of Pareto-optimal candidate fabrication plans. The evaluation demonstrates

how the resulting fabrication instructions can be optimized to meet different user-specified

objectives, such as accuracy, fabrication time, and material cost.

5.1 Overview

Let us now consider the typical process of designing and fabricating a simple wooden part.

First, designers consider available materials and fabrication processes and use this informa-

tion to guide the first draft of their design. The design, typically modeled in a parametric

CAD system, is then used to iteratively explore possible variations. The designer uses feed-

back provided by the CAD tool as well as potential simulation plug-ins to iterate on the

design. Once satisfied with the resulting configuration, a specific way to fabricate the part

must be identified. For example, the fabricator chooses the stock to use for each part, the

cutting tools to maximize precision, the order of cuts to minimize the number of setups, or

when and how to stack parts to minimize the number of cuts. In a workshop, the designer
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and fabricator may be the same person; in a corporate setting, they may be different teams

in different companies or in different countries.

The above description of the typical pipeline has two important yet conflicting takeaways

in the design space and the fabrication space. First, decoupling design and fabrication could

advance computational tools that assist each process. On the other hand, it is essential to

take fabrication into account during design since it defines the space of what can be physically

realized. Mapping free-form designs to a fabrication plan will likely lead to approximations

that affect performance or impose unjustifiably high fabrication costs.

5.1.1 Design Philosophy

The proposed architecture accounts for both seemingly conflicting ideas noted above. The

goal is to ensure that design is driven by available fabrication options while providing ab-

stractions, similar to ISAs, that decouple design and fabrication. This allows advanced

algorithms to optimize designs that are fabrication independent and to optimize fabrication

that is hardware dependent.

Fabrication-Oriented Design HL-HELM is inspired by feature-based CAD languages,

which define a sequence of geometric operations that construct the shape bottom-up. The

advantage of this modeling technique is that it defines geometry as programs and has been

proven effective. The key difference is that this work defines fabrication-aware features.

Since carpentry is a subtractive process, the features perform subtractive operations on stock

instead of performing standard CSG operations. This ensures that the resulting programs can

be effectively verified and compiled to LL-HELM while preserving the process-independent

constructive geometry modeling paradigm that designers are accustomed to using.

Fabrication-Independent Design Optimization While it is important to ensure that

design is driven by manufacturing realities, this work also seeks abstractions that allow design

optimization without the need to compute low-level fabrication details. Two methods can

be used to search the design space: interactive exploration and automatic optimization.

For interactive exploration, it is important to efficiently verify that a program in HL-

HELM is feasible. One option would be to define a dense language, which ensures that all

programs in the language are valid, i.e., map to a valid fabrication plan. However, languages

constrained to be dense are typically less expressive and intuitive. HELM prioritizes the

latter attributes and develop a verifier that can validate a HL-HELM program in real-time.

Additionally, HELM has an IDE (Integrated Development Environment) for HL-HELM in-

spired by modern CAD systems that lets users intuitively explore the design space while

ensuring the validity of every design. Using this IDE, user interactions with a 3D model are
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n ::= Int | Float pt 2 ::= n n pt 3 ::= n n n catalog id ::= UID string

geom::= Point pt2 | Line pt2 pt2 | Circle pt2 n | Spline pt2 * | . . .

constraint::= Parallel geom geom | Concentric geom geom | . . .

query::= Query Face By Closest Point n n n | Query Vertex By Closest Point | . . .

sketch::= Make Sketch query geom∗ constraint∗

design op::= Make Stock n n n | Make Cut id sketch | Make Hole id sketch | . . .

hlhelm::= (Assign id∗ design op)∗;

face ::= uid edge ::= uid

setup op::= Setup Chopsaw angle angle offset | Setup Drill diameter | . . .

ref pt::= edge offset edge offset

fab op::= Lumber catalog id

| Sheet catalog id

| Stack id id

| Unstack id

| Chopsaw id face edge

| Bandsaw id face ref pt*

| Jigsaw id face ref pt*

| Drill id face ref pt*

| . . .

llhelm::= (setup op | Assign id∗ fab op)∗ Return id∗

Figure 5.3: Syntax of HL-HLEM and LL-HELM.
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automatically mapped to HL-HELM code, and constraints on valid programs are translated

to constraints on user interactions, guiding users in defining valid programs.

In addition to the interactive exploration of the feasible design space provided by the

verifier/IDE, HELM’s design system uses parametrization as a basis for automated opti-

mization. As in standard CAD tools, HELM’s feature-based system is parametric from

construction, defining a search space for physically-based optimization, as is done in the

previous work Schulz et al. [2017a].

Hardware-Dependent Fabrication Optimization The system’s back-end must define

a complete list of instructions that can be directly used for fabrication. Therefore, it must

define CAM operations for specific types of tools, each with pre-defined capabilities and

requirements on the workpieces they can accommodate. It is essential to provide an extensible

architecture because it would be impossible to define a language that explicitly represents

all existing (and emerging) fabrication processes. Extensibility is achieved by establishing a

list of verifier rules for each LL-HELM operation and a surjective mapping from HL-HELM

to LL-HELM operations. This allows establishing clear guidelines for incorporating new

processes into the language.

Finally, the proposed system must automatically generate fabrication plans for a given

design. HELM accomplishes this by means of a compiler that can generate LL-HELM code

from HL-HELM. The compiler has an optimizer that can handle multiple and conflicting

costs, for example, fabrication time, material cost, and accuracy. In summary, this work

presents an architecture with the following properties:

• HL-HELM represents subtractive feature-based modeling.

• HL-HELM validity is supported by a verifier and IDE.

• HL-HELM is parametric.

• LL-HELM and the verifier reference the available hardware.

• The full stack is easily extensible to new hardware.

• The compiler performs multi-objective optimization.

5.1.2 Design Processes

Before starting their design, users should import libraries of materials and tools so the com-

piler has feasible instructions for mapping the designs to specific hardware (Figure 5.4(a)).
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Figure 5.4: Design process: First, users import a library of materials and tools so that the

compiler can map design features to fabrication operations. Second, they create a design

in an intuitive interface. Third, at each step of the design process, HELM’s verifier checks

the manufacturability of the design; for example, in (c), the maximal radius of curvature

is too big for the part to be fabricable using any of the available processes in the library.

Fourth, the compiler generates a set of fabrication plans with different trade-offs. The

instructions generated without optimization are shown in orange, and the outputs of HELM

(i.e., optimized instructions) are shown in green.

Users then create designs with an intuitive interface that adheres to the same process as

standard parametric feature-based CAD systems; in fact, HELM is built as a plug-in for

FreeCAD Team [2019]. The key difference is that the allowed features map to subtractive

operations that correspond to carpentry operations: get stock, make poly-cuts, and make

holes (Figure 5.4(b)). The manufacturability of the designs is checked by the verifier, and

users are notified if any features are invalid. As in standard CAD tools, parametric modeling

lets users iterate on their designs while satisfying constraints (Figure 5.4(c)). Once designs

are finalized, an optimizing compiler generates a set of LL-HELM programs with different

trade-offs from which users can choose (Figure 5.4(d)).

5.2 Language and Compiler

This section describes the design language, compiler, and fabrication instruction language

that were designed based on the considerations and requirements discussed in Section 5.1.

High-level HELM Figure 5.3 (left) shows the grammar for HL-HELM programs. These

programs consist of a sequence of assignments that bind design ops to identifiers. design ops

are high-level fabrication operations which depend on a set of parameters. The proposed lan-

guage is inspired by standard feature-based CAD scripting languages FeatureScript [2019],

where features map to fabrication operations (e.g., get stock and make cut) as opposed to
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purely geometric operations (e.g., extrude and loft). As in CAD languages, 2D sketches are

used to specify the path of operations and are defined by a set of 2D parametric primitives and

constraints. Computationally, a HL-HELM program can be evaluated with an interpreter

that runs each assignment in sequence. To run an assignment, the interpreter evaluates the

operation to a B-rep (Boundary Representation) using a geometric kernel (OpenCASCADE

SAS [2019]) in the context of bindings resulting from previous assignments, referenced using

identifiers.

This work also draws ideas from CAD referencing schemes Baba-Ali et al. [2009], Bidarra

et al. [2005], using queries to reference part of the geometry (e.g., an edge or face) on top of

which operations can be defined. This approach allows consistent referencing of parts of the

model that, coupled with a direct specification of constraints, allow models to be consistently

regenerated after parameter updates. As in modern parametric modeling systems, it lets us

define and constrain the ways a model can vary, defining a parameter space that can be

used for design optimization Schulz et al. [2017a]. Note that programmers do not need to

manually write out complex query parameters since an IDE automatically creates queries

when users select a part—i.e., click on a part with the mouse.

Low-level HELM Figure 5.3 (right) shows the syntax of LL-HELM. A LL-HELM pro-

gram is a sequence of either setup ops or assignments that bind fab ops to identifiers.

fab ops are fabrication operations that explicitly reference available hardware and material.

These operations include taking a piece of lumber from a material catalog, performing cuts

with different tools, and stacking, i.e., placing parts together to allow operations to be ap-

plied simultaneously to improve fabrication efficiency. Some fabrication operations require

a setup that configures the tool to perform the task, e.g., setting the angles of a chopsaw.

A LL-HELM program is concluded by a Return statement which returns the resulting parts

obtained from fabrication operations.

Unlike HL-HELM, LL-HELM lacks the concept of queries because it is intentionally non-

parametric: the compiler finds the optimal fabrication plan for concrete design, as specified by

an instance of the parameters. References must be defined to allow the accurate positioning

of parts with respect to the cut blade. In LL-HELM, reference points for the cut operation

are defined by the intersection of two lines, where each line is specified by an offset from an

edge on the part.

There is an explicit surjective mapping from every feature in HL-HELM to an operation

in LL-HELM. This mapping is shown in Figure 5.5(b). There are three types of features

in HELM’s current implementation of HL-HELM which is easily extensible as Section 4

explains. In the figure, green denotes stock allocation, red denotes cuts, and yellow denotes

holes.
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Tool Precision x y z x’ Theta Phi R P C I

Jigsaw low (0, ∞) (0, ∞) (0, 1 ′′) (0, ∞) (0 , 180 ) 90 (1 ′′, ∞) T T T

Chopsaw high (0, 96 ′′) (0, 6 ′′) (0, 4 ′′) (0, 36 ′′) (-50, 60) (45, 135) - F F F

Bandsaw medium (0, 26 ′′) (0, 24 ′′) (0, 6 ′′) (0, 13 ′′) (0, 180) 90 (1 ′′, ∞) T T F

Tracksaw high (0, 96 ′′) (0, 48 ′′) (0, 1 ′′) (0, 36 ′′) 90 (45, 135) - F F F

Drill high (0, ∞) (0, ∞) (0, ∞) (0, ∞) - - dbit - - -

Table 5.1: Process characterization table for all tools in LL-HELM. dbit is the drill-bit diam-

eter. P: Partial, C: Curve, I: Internal.

Process Characterization To generate LL-HELM code, the compiler must understand

the capabilities and constraints on each fabrication process, e.g., the maximum depth of a

stock that can be set up on a chopsaw. It must also be able to measure the performance of

each process in order to optimize fabrication time and accuracy. As part of the architecture,

HELM retains for each process the set of constraints and performance measurements in

the form of process characterization. The process characterization enables the compiler to

measure feasibility, fabrication time, and accuracy for a given fab op in LL-HELM. For

example, it uses process characterization to determine that the accuracy of a chopsaw is

higher than a bandsaw.

Table 5.1 describes the process characterization for every operation in HELM’s pipeline.

The first fours rows summarize the saw operations. Tracksaw and chopsaw are the most

precise of all the cutting operations we support, followed by bandsaw and jigsaw. x and y

are the maximum lengths the tool can support the respective dimension. z is the maximum

height of the part that can be fit under the tool. x′ is the maximum distance between the

leftmost end of the tool’s platform and the part. In the case of jigsaws, the maximum x

and y dimensions are ∞ since the tool does not in any way constrain the part along x or y.

Due to the same reason, x’ is also not constrained. The values for the other tools are in the

table. The value of z is 1 inch for jigsaw and tracksaw. For chopsaw, it is 4 inches and for

bandsaw it is 6 inches. Theta represents the miter angle and phi represents the bevel angle.

R is the minimum curvature of a path that the tool can follow. For chopsaw and tracksaw

curved cuts are not possible, but for bandsaw and jigsaw the values are shown in the table.

Figure 5.5(a) illustrates these parameters. Both jigsaw and bandsaw support partial cuts

(P) and curves (C) whereas chopsaw and tracksaw do not. “Internal” (I) indicates whether

the tool can be used to make an internal cut on a part. Only jigsaws can be used to perform

such cuts.
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Figure 5.5: (a) Process characterization diagram for saws. (b) Surjective mapping from

HL-HELM to LL-HELM in the HELM compiler.

Compiler The compiler from HL-HELM to LL-HELM maps abstract, high-level fabrica-

tion operations to concrete, process-specific operations. The first step of this process is to

ensure that a valid mapping exists since it is possible to generate HL-HELM programs that

do not correspond to feasible instructions. Therefore, every assignment in HL-HELM can

be mapped to one or more sequences of assignments and setups in LL-HELM. For exam-

ple, Make Cut maps to Setup Chopsaw followed by Chopsaw, and also to Bandsaw, while

Make Hole maps to Setup Drill followed by Drill. HELM’s verifier sequentially attempts

to map each assignment of a HL-HELM program to the possible LL-HELM programs it can

be mapped to. It is essentially a simulator to evaluate context using 1) the same geometry

kernel used in the front-end, and 2) the process characterization to measure feasibility. If

this process can be executed to completion, the HL-HELM program is valid. This can be

done interactively and used to provide design feedback in the IDE. If the available hardware

changes, this process can automatically verify feasibility and map HL-HELM code to the

newly available resources.

Once the compiler generates a valid LL-HELM program, it considers different ways it

can be re-written to optimize the fabrication process. This multi-stage process is discussed

in Section 5.3.

Extensibility The surjective mapping from HL-HELM to LL-HELM along with the pro-

cess characterization allows this architecture to be easily extensible to new fabrication pro-

cesses. Adding a new process involves three steps: 1) adding a new LL-HELM operation and

(possibly) setup for the new process, 2) defining the process characterization, 3) defining a

mapping from HL-HELM to this process. The third step can be done either by assigning a

mapping from an existing design operation or defining a new one. Consider adding a table-

saw process. This requires defining the operation and its corresponding setup in LL-HELM
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Semantics
Cut 1, 2, 3 on 96" stock 

Semantics
Cut 1 on 24" stock 

Semantics
Cut 2, 3 on 96" stock 

Semantics
Cut 2 on 24" stock 

Semantics
Cut 3 on 24" stock 

U

U

Semantics
Cut 2, 1, 3 on 96" stock 

Semantics
Cut 3, 2 on 96" stock 

…

Figure 5.6: An example of an E-graph for a simple design that outputs three 20” long

two-by-four parts when the stock library has 96” and 24” stock lumber.

as follows:

Tablesaw id face edge, Setup Tablesaw angle offset ,

adding the process characterization for this tool to define the validity constraints and cost

functions, and extending the Make Cut operation in HL-HELM to also map to the tablesaw

process. Consider another example where a drill press with an arbitrary hole depth is added

to the language: DrillPress id face ref pt depth. In this case, the change in HL-HELM

involves adding a new operation to allow partial holes: Make Partial Hole id sketch n,

where n is the depth.

5.3 Fabrication Optimization

This section details how HELM’s compiler optimizes low-level fabrication plans to provide

diverse Pareto-optimal candidates trading off between material cost, fabrication time, and

precision.

5.3.1 E-graphs for Fabrication

Chapter 1 provides an overview of E-graphs. Using E-graphs in fabrication requires ad-

dressing three technical challenges. First, E-graphs were originally developed for automated

theorem proving in structural logics Nelson [1980], where there are no linearity constraints

on variable reuses. However, HELM’s E-graph engine needs to account for linearity in fab-

rication. For example, after a piece of lumber L is cut into two pieces, the fabrication

plan should no longer refer to L since it no longer exists. Second, the fabrication domain

requires new conditional rewrites, for example, encoding conditions under which cuts can
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be stacked. Third, since fabrication includes many different and often conflicting objec-

tives, HELM needs to generate several candidates (i.e., Pareto-front candidates) based on

user-defined multi-objective cost functions, rather than extracting a single solution from the

E-graph bottom-up.

HELM focuses on stock and union enodes. Stock enodes represent a series of subtractive

operations all applied on a single piece of stock, capturing both part layout and per-cut

fabrication process selection. Union enodes point to a set of child eclasses, each of which

contains stock enodes or (recursively) more union enodes. Each union enode thus represents

all the fabrication plans that can be built by selecting representatives from its children.

This partitioning into stock and union enodes enables encoding plans that reuse scrap, or

“offcuts”. Each enode in the root eclass represents a set of fully concrete fabrication plans,

corresponding either to a particular concrete set of layout and process choices (in the case

of a stock enode) or all the recursive combinations of plans from child eclasses (in the case

of a union enode). In the E-graph, equivalence is defined as producing identical output, and

so all programs that generate the same result will be represented in the same eclass.

Consider the illustration of an E-graph for a simple design that outputs three 20′′ long

2x4 parts, when two types of stock are available in the library: one is 24′′ long and the other

is 96′′ long (Figure 5.6). A sequence of cuts performed on a single stock is represented as a

stock enode, e.g., cutting parts 1 and 2 on a 24′′ stock. Since the union of cutting part 2

on a 24′′ stock and part 3 on a 24′′ stock is equivalent to cutting these two parts on a 96”

inch stock, these candidates are represented in the same eclass. Even in this simple example,

many different programs can be extracted from the E-graph as shown in the figure: all parts

on a 96′′ stock, each part on a 24′′ stock, or one part (part 1) on a 24′′ stock and the other

two on a 96′′ stock – and within each of these layout strategies many different fabrication

process selections are possible.

HELM uses geometric solvers to construct a set of eclasses and enodes in the E-graph,

supporting both linearity constraints and conditional rewrites (Sec. 5.3.2) and detail a new

method of E-graph extraction which supports the multi-objective optimization requirements

for fabrication (Sec. 5.3.3).

5.3.2 E-graph Construction

In general, defining a fabrication plan for making parts in a carpentry project involves the

following two major steps: 1) laying out parts on stock lumber and 2) choosing appropriate

cutting tools and the order to apply them. Constructing an E-graph that covers many of the

possible manufacturing plans is challenging because there are many different ways to assign

material, order cuts, and combine multiple tools, each of which results in a combinatorial

explosion. Combining all of them makes the space of programs even larger. To make the
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Figure 5.7: 2D shapes for birdhouse and their different orientations.

Figure 5.8: Comparison between traditional packing result (left) for minimizing bounding

volume and HELM’s packing result (right) for maximizing the number of shared edges.

space of programs tractable, HELM uses several pruning strategies that eliminate programs

that correspond to unrealistic scenarios and keep only those that are feasible in practical

carpentry.

Packing Pieces onto Stock At the first stage of HELM’s optimization pipeline, the parts

designed by users are assigned to stock lumbers, where orientation and degree-of-freedom

are also decided. This work provides a common library of stock lumber that can be readily

purchased at home improvement stores; the library can easily be extended with other cus-

tomized stock. HELM takes as input the bounding boxes of the parts and compares their

dimensions with the sizes of the available stock to evaluate the feasibility of an assignment.

HELM’s prototype implementation includes a library that consists of commonly used mate-
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rials, and the packing algorithm generates candidates for all stock lumber pieces on which

the parts fit. Since many cuts are straight and most parts are polygons, it is possible to

minimize the number of cuts by aligning multiple parts so that a single cut can be applied to

more than one part (example shown in Figure 5.8). As a result, unlike conventional packing

problems which primarily minimize the bounding volume Hopper and Turton [2001], Burke

et al. [2006], HELM also minimizes the number of cuts.

Unfortunately, packing problems have been shown to be NP-hard, and it is infeasible

to explore the space of all possible packing strategies due to combinatorial explosion. Parts

designed in carpentry are usually not arbitrary; HELM therefore targets the packing problem

by proposing a simple-yet-efficient algorithm in the cases of 1-DOF (1D packing) and 2-DOFs

(2D packing).

Given a set of shapes, e.g., the shapes for the birdhouse shown in Figure 5.7, the goal

is to pack them on to a sheet for cutting to maximize the number of aligned edges. To

start packing, the algorithm randomly picks an oriented shape and places it on the initial

rectangular sheet. This changes the shape of the remaining sheet, as shown in Figure 5.8.

To pack the next shape in the remaining sheet, the algorithm picks two edges of the sheet,

two edges of the shape, and solves a linear set of constraints to check if the pairs of edges

can be aligned. If they cannot be aligned, it continues to pick a different pair of edges from

the sheet and the shape. If there is no solution for any pair of edges, the algorithm randomly

picks one edge from the sheet and the shape and aligns them to minimize its volume, as is

done in standard cutting and packing algorithms Hopper and Turton [2001], Burke et al.

[2006]. The packing algorithm takes into account the dimension of the “kerf”, i.e., the parts

are separated from each other by the width of the saw blade.

This process is repeated for all the shapes in the design to obtain a candidate packing

on a stock, and further, HELM’s packing algorithm is repeated for all stock pieces in the

library. HELM organizes all of the packed results as stock enodes, and constructs E-graphs

simultaneously. Since HELM generates many packing strategies for every design, it use a

heuristic to prune some of the results. Packing solutions with more aligned edges are better

since they require fewer cuts. HELM therefore sort all solutions by the number of aligned

edges and keep the top n results.

Defining Cuts on Stock After arranging a set of parts on a piece of stock, we must select

the fabrication process for each cut and the order of cuts. Moreover, process-specific setups

and references need to be identified under tool constraints and workpiece constraints. For

instance, the process characterization of the chopsaw specifies that the maximum thickness

of a workpiece is 4′′. These constraints must be considered when selecting tools for each

operation. A cut may not be mappable to a fabrication instruction due to violation of

constraints. On the other hand, some cuts can be mapped to multiple feasible processes.
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Further, a cut can be either across the whole workpiece or only to a certain position (partial).

HELM automatically takes all these cases into account to generate a large family of equivalent

fabrication plans, which essentially creates more enodes for the eclasses that pointed to from

stock enodes, and populates the E-graphs. HELM uses two heuristic pruning strategies.

1. Some measurements are easier to accurately take than others. For example, in the

imperial system, distances are more precise and easier to measure if they are integer

factors of [1′′, 1/2′′, 1/16′′] as those corresponding to the demarcations of common mea-

suring tapes, and angles when they are integer factors of [45◦, 15◦, 1◦]. If HELM finds

multiple setups for the same process, it keeps only those that lead to the best measure-

ments and discards others; if any setup involves one of the above measurements then

all others are discarded; otherwise, the ones with values closest to some entry in the

above lists are kept.

2. HELM prefers complete cuts over partial cuts when possible because partial cuts are

difficult to perform, and they tend to be imprecise. For any instruction, if both partial

and full cuts are possible, The HELM compiler prunes away the partial cut candidates,

and keeps only the full cut candidates. However, if no full-cut solutions can be found,

the compiler will use a partial cut solution.

5.3.3 E-graph Extraction

Even with the pruning strategies described in the previous section, the E-graph can have up

toO(N×K) enodes, where N is the number of e-classes and K is the number of sub-programs

in each e-class. The total number of programs that can be generated by combinations of all

these sub-programs grows exponentially (i.e., O(2N×K)), so it is important to have efficient

ways of exploring this space for extraction.

Objectives HELM produces a set of optimized fabrication plans with respect to the fol-

lowing three objectives.

• Cost fc: Every assignment statement that uses stock, i.e., lumber or sheet is assigned

a cost depending on the type of the stock (plywood, two-by-four, two-by-three, etc.).

• Precision fp: The process characterization of a tool provides a precision value. For

example, when making straight cuts, a chopsaw is more precise than a bandsaw, which

is more precise than a jigsaw. fp is the product of a tool’s precision and the error

introduced while making a cut. A standard tape measure or ruler provides divisions of

an inch in increments of one-sixteenth. Therefore, the current implementation considers
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a measurement to have zero error if it is a multiple of one-sixteenth (or better, a whole

number). For other measurements, the error is the absolute value of its difference with

the closet marking on the tape measure. Due to the modular design of HELM, it is

also possible to plug in alternate implementations for error.

• Time ft: Different fabrication processes require different manufacturing time. For ex-

ample, it is easier to perform a chopsaw cut than a tracksaw cut in practice. Moreover,

a program that requires users to change the setup for every cut is worse than a program

that reorders and makes multiple cuts with the same setups. HELM’s time metric ft
considers the minimization of configuration switching on a single tool.

In summary, given a set of sub-programs constituting a complete fabrication plan, HELM

needs to compute all objectives efficiently. fc is computed by summing up the costs of a pro-

gram’s stock input. fp is defined as the average value of the sum of all errors (the deviation

from the lowest scale) scaled by the precision weight of the tool being used. Both of these ob-

jectives are modular, i.e., the best representative node for an eclass can be computed directly

from its children, and thus are straightforward to compute. However, to compute ft HELM

must measure the benefits of sharing setups across different operations within a program.

This requires analyzing and optimizing fully concrete fabrication plans, since considering

operations in isolation does not capture the global sharing benefits of a particular order-

ing of operations. Greedy algorithms are also insufficient for extracting efficient schedules

from the E-graph due to linearity: not every pair of statements can be re-grouped. Thus to

measure ft, HELM perform another optimization step that schedules cuts efficiently using a

vertex-collapsing-based optimization.

Graph algorithm for measuring time Time can be minimized in two ways: (1) By

setup elimination: when two instructions in a program use the same setup, they can be

reordered so that a single setup can be used for both instructions, as long as linearity is

not violated. (2) By stacking parts together: when two instructions use the same setup and

also use two separate pieces of lumber that do not depend on each other, the pieces can be

stacked together. HELM uses a new graph algorithm to minimize manufacturing time using

the above techniques.

For a set of sub-programs, this algorithm builds a dependency graph G by looking at the

input arguments and returned values of each statement. G is a directed graph and may have

multiple connected components, which correspond to different programs. G corresponds to a

valid program only if it has no cycles because a cycle indicates a violation of linearity. If two

nodes (a, b) have the same setups, the algorithm collapses them and checks that no cycle is

introduced in the graph (Figure 5.9). Interestingly, there are two cases that may arise after
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A1 A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

B1 B2 B3 B4

Figure 5.9: Vertex-collapsing algorithm to measure time. Each sub-program is a dependency

graph and can be represented by a directed graph. Assume two non-adjacent vertices A2

and B2 have the same setups, they can be stacked and cut at the same time if there is no

cycle after collapsing.

nodes are collapsed: if (a, b) are adjacent (i.e., there is a directed edge either from a to b or

from b to a), collapsing will result in setup elimination; if (a, b) are not adjacent, these two

statements can be performed at the same time (for example, stacking them on a chopsaw or

parallelizing cross multiple workers). HELM’s optimizer uses this graph algorithm to find a

program that minimizes time by minimizing the number of setups while respecting linearity.

This also reorders the sequence of instructions in a program to put two instructions which

partially share setups close to each other.

Multi-Objective Optimization For many simplification tasks Panchekha et al. [2015],

greedy approaches can be used to extract a program from an E-graph where it is traversed

bottom-up and the best enode from each eclass is chosen. This approach does not work

for optimizing manufacturing time since it is not an additive metric. Previous work on

E-graphs have used constraint solvers Joshi et al. [2002] to extract programs non-greedily,

but those approaches are expensive when extracting multiple programs. Further, the three

objectives used for E-graph extraction may be conflicting. For example, using more stock

would allow simultaneous scheduling of cuts that use the same setups but can increase the

cost of lumber. The HELM prototype addresses these problems by using a genetic algorithm

for multi-objective optimization.

In multi-objective optimization, genetic algorithms are one of the most common ap-

proaches, having been successfully adopted in many fields Zhang and Xing [2017]. HELM

uses the NSGA-II Deb et al. [2002] method in HELM’s implementation. The NSGA-II algo-

rithm can improve the fitness of a set of candidate solutions to a Pareto front bounded by
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a multi-objective function. It is an evolutionary process that has selection, mutation, and

crossover. The population is classified into a hierarchy of subgroups by diversity metrics for

selection. HELM encodes each individual as a tree Ti which is a subset of the E-graph. A

full program can be recovered by traversing Ti from top to bottom. Since HELM adopts

the tree representation, it is difficult to directly use off-the-shelf methods of crossover and

mutation. To solve this problem, HELM uses new mutation and crossover operations based

on equivalence relations encoded in the E-graph.

In mutation, the algorithm traverses all eclasses in Ti and mutates their enodes if rng <

pm, where rng is the random number generator that uniformly produces a probability in

[0, 1] and pm is the probability of mutation. HELM’s algorithm can also mutate an enode

to represent it by its argument e-classes. It therefore also randomly expands the e-classes

recursively since the leaf nodes of Ti must only be sub-programs.

In a crossover, the algorithm first randomly selects a pair of individuals (Ti, Tj) where Ti
and Tj have edges to the same e-classes. It switches each pair of same e-classes by exchanging

their enodes if rng < pc where pc is the probability of crossover.

5.4 Evaluation

This section evaluates HELM against the following criteria: expressiveness of HL-HELM,

the quality of the compiler-generated fabrication instructions, how HELM can be used for

end-to-end optimizations, and how designs can be physically realized by users following LL-

HELM fabrication plans. HELM is implemented in C++ and tested it on a PC with Intel

E5 2620 and 64GB RAM.

5.4.1 Expressiveness of HL-Helm

Figure 9 demonstrates HELM’s expressiveness by showing examples of a wide range of valid

designs made by three experienced woodworkers (with more than three years of experience)

using HL-HELM who were trained to use the HELM IDE. The three carpentry experts

generated the models in Figure 9 by using an iterative process, with their time split between

conceptual exploration and design. These same experts created the physical models shown

in Figure 5.1 and filled out a survey relating their experience with the tool and comparing

it to conventional CAD systems. Feedback from the woodworkers indicates that while it is

easier to produce arbitrary models in standard CAD systems, for carpentry items HELM was

faster and more intuitive. This is because HELM allows the designer to keep the fabrication

process in mind during the design process.
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Figure 5.10: A gallery of carpentry designs modeled in HELM. The design time for each

model is as follows. (A) Adirondack chair: 3:30 hr; (B) Drafting table: 2:16 hr; (C) Book

case: 1:00 hr; D) Bird house: 1:38 hr; E) Toy car: 0:45 hr; F) Dining room chair: 1:20 hr;

(G) Bench: 2:02 hr; (H) Coffee table: 0:56 hr; (I) Flower pot: 2:00 hr; (J) Z-table: 1:34 hr.

5.4.2 Optimized Fabrication Instructions

The HELM compiler ran on all of the designs shown in Figure 5.10, apart from 9.E because

it is too simple. The results show that the compiler successfully optimizes all the designs

sketched by the experts. To evaluate the quality of the optimized results, four recruited

woodworking experts came up with fabrication instructions by hand and then computed the

cost of their designs. Comparative results are shown in Figure 5.12

In eight out of the nine experiments, the system found solutions that Pareto-dominate

the expert fabrication plan. This result validates that the proposed approach is not only a

method that can help users with little expertise to find efficient fabrication plans but can also

discover solutions that behave better than the ones designed by experienced woodworkers.

This is most likely due to the high-dimensionality of the search space and the need to

simultaneously consider multiple conflicting objectives, which makes manual exploration

challenging. The added benefit of this approach, which is also shown in Figure 5.12, is that

it returns not one but multiple solutions with different trade-offs, allowing engineers to pick

the one that is more suitable for a specific application.

There was one model for which HELM did not find a solution that Pareto-dominates

the expert. It is interesting to note that the expert solution also does not dominate the

solutions of the system, but instead indicates a different trade-off that was not found by

HELM. This result indicates that while HELM can find good solutions that outperform or

match the experts, there are no guarantees that the solutions found are truly Pareto-optimal
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or that the full Pareto-front is found. Cut planning is a combinatorial problem and, while

the use of E-graphs and the pruning strategy make the problem tractable, it is possible that

(1) optimal designs are pruned and (2) the genetic algorithm does not discover the full front.

To further illustrate the different solutions and trade-offs, Figure 5.13 shows fabrication

plans. In the bookcase, example 9.C, the expert grouped similar cuts on individual pieces

of stock and cut them in order from left to right leading to high accuracy at the expense of

material cost and time. Solution (A) Pareto-dominates the expert. In this example, HELM

was able to significantly reduce the amount of material by using an optimal packing strategy

while slightly reducing fabrication time and maintaining the same accuracy. In solution (B),

HELM was able to significantly reduce fabrication time at the expense of higher precision

error and material cost.

For the flower pot, example 9.I, the differences between the optimized results generated

by HELM compared to the expert boils down to sheet packing. HELM made the same

tool selection and material choices as the expert. HELM, however, was able to reorder

and rearrange cuts to improve fabrication time and accuracy. On the other hand, the expert

optimized the utility of unused stock, which was not accounted for in HELM’s cost functions.

5.4.3 Design Optimization

Figure 5.11 shows how the parametric nature of HL-HELM is useful for design optimization

driven by high-level, fabrication-independent performance metrics. In this example, four

design parameters affect the geometry of the bookcase expressed in HL-HELM and the

performance metric to be optimized is stability. The figure illustrates different configurations

that can be achieved with different parameters and can be measured by the distance of the

projection of the center of mass to the convex hull of the contact points. This allows us

to optimize designs, which are independent of fabrication, while ensuring the designs before

optimization and after optimization are manufacturable using carpentry processes.

5.4.4 Physical Realization from LL-Helm

To evaluate the practicality of HELM’s optimizing compiler and languages, we provided the

three experts with the LL-HELM code for three models (bookcase, birdhouse, and toy car)

which are shown in Figure 5.1. HELM has a user interface (UI) to link the names of variables

in LL-HELM programs with correct geometric details, and enable users to interactively

visualize them in 3D space. They successfully manufactured all of these designs by following

the LL-HELM code step-by-step.
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Figure 5.11: Example of design optimization that is enabled by the parametric nature of HL-

HELM. The different shapes and corresponding design parameters and performance value

(stability) are shown and the optimal one is highlighted (right).

5.4.5 Limitations and Future Work

Developing programming languages techniques for carpentry is a new direction and this work

demonstrates the feasibility of this research avenue. However, there are still some limitations

that require further investigation.

First, the current HELM prototype does not support shapes involving free-form geome-

try. Even though these designs can be manufactured using subtractive techniques, additive

techniques are usually preferred. Since HELM currently does not support additive meth-

ods, such designs would require special treatment. Second, the compiler optimizations are

not complete because they do not capture all possible equivalences. As a consequence, the

compiler cannot perform optimizations that involve inserting additional cuts, or other tem-

porary operations which may sometimes be useful. Third, the compiler first populates the

E-graph with valid programs and then prunes it using heuristics to make the search more

tractable. While efficient, this may not always return the optimal fabrication plan. How-

ever, as the results show, the instructions generated automatically by HELM can already

match or improve upon plans manually developed by human experts. Fourth, the compiler

currently uses a fixed-sized kerf for cuts which may make the dimensions of cuts inaccurate.

Further, this work uses three simple metrics that were developed with the help of expert car-

penters to evaluate fabrication plans. While these metrics can effectively demonstrate the

capabilities of the multi-objective optimization pipeline, it would be interesting to investi-

gate richer cost models, for example, to take into account stackability, correlated errors, and
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Figure 5.12: Results of the Pareto-fronts discovered by HELM (red) as compared to fabri-

cation instructions hand-written by experts (green). For each example, the plots highlight

a point in the discovered front that Pareto-dominates the expert fabrication plan. The 2D

projections on the three main axes provide better visualization of the different trade-offs.
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Figure 5.13: The visualization results of auto-generated LL-HELM programs and the fabri-

cation plans hand-written by experts. Colors identify the process and numbers the order of

cuts. The costs are shown in the order: fc, fp, ft in square brackets below each figure.
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grain-orientation into the precision metric. Finally, while the HELM compiler can optimize

for precision, fabrication uncertainty can still affect the outcome. Figure 5.1 (toy car) shows

an example of fabrication error due to which the shape of the car’s window is different from

the original design. Accounting for fabrication error during design is a hard problem even

for single-process manufacturing because it depends on available processes. Typically this is

handled by having designers predetermine error tolerances which are later verified. Decou-

pling design from fabrication can let us minimize error, but it still does not let us take the

error into account at the design stage, for example, while performing finite element analysis.

5.5 Related Work

This section summarizes existing work in the area of carpentry, design, and optimizing

compilers.

Fabrication-Oriented Design Design for fabrication is gaining attention in the computer

graphics community Bickel et al. [2018]. Many newly proposed systems guide designers in

searching the space of possible designs to both meet user specifications and ensure manufac-

turability. For example, several works optimize for design appearance Lan et al. [2013], Dong

et al. [2010], deformation behavior Bickel et al. [2010], Ma et al. [2017], spinnability Bächer

et al. [2017], or buoyancy Wang and Whiting [2016] while ensuring fabricability with an

additive process. Other works focus on specific processes, such as interlocking quadrilateral

elements Skouras et al. [2015], plush toys Mori and Igarashi [2007], LEGO Luo et al. [2015],

or zippables Schüller et al. [2018]. These works all assume that a point in the design space

completely determines the fabrication method. In contrast, HELM’s approach decouples

fabrication from the design specification — a design is created and optimized in HL-HELM,

while the fabrication process is expressed and optimized in LL-HELM. This work presents

a new compiler that converts designs to fabrication instructions and verifies that a design

is manufacturable with the available processes. It optimizes instructions for multiple ob-

jectives like precision, time, and material cost and can thus generate different fabrication

plans depending on which objective is being optimized for. Thus, in HELM, a single de-

sign can generate multiple diverse fabrication plans that can be optimized to meet differing

requirements of the manufacturing facility.

Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM) Decades of CAM research focused on de-

veloping optimal fabrication plans for single specific fabrication processes, such as 5-axis

milling Zhao et al. [2018], sheet-metal stretching Konaković et al. [2016], and 3D printing Dai

et al. [2018], Alexa et al. [2017]. An important effort to create a multi-process representation

was STEP-NC NC [2019], which abstracts away from machine-specific G-code operations to
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make tool-type-specific machining operations. These operations are interpretable or compil-

able on different hardware, allowing for inter-machine operations and closed-loop control at

the tool-path level Brecher et al. [2006], Xu and Newman [2006]. Extensions to the STEP-

NC framework have permitted its expansion from multi-axis milling to other metal-working

processes, such as Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) Sokolov et al. [2006], sheet metal

forming Xie and Xu [2006], and 3D printing Um et al. [2017]. However, manual operations

are still needed to convert a CAD file to a STEP-NC fabrication plan. More importantly,

this task requires expert knowledge to select the fabrication process and verify that geom-

etry is properly mapped to tooling operations. In contrast, HELM is designed on top of

process-level abstractions; thus, it is compatible with many different processes. Its optimiza-

tion framework chooses the process for each part automatically, with no human intervention.

There are a few industrial CAM tools Čeli APS [2019], DDX [2019], Solutions [2019] that

can be used for carpentry.

Programming Languages for Geometric Modeling and Fabrication Geometric

modeling has a long-standing history of using domain-specific languages (DSLs) to describe

a sequence of operations that construct geometry. These include early constructive solid

geometry (CSG) approaches Laidlaw et al. [1986], modern CAD scripting languages Fea-

tureScript [2019], and many procedural modeling systems Prusinkiewicz et al. [1996], Müller

et al. [2006], Schwarz and Müller [2015]. These languages represent design as a process

and can be used for optimization as well as inverse design Du et al. [2018], Nandi et al.

[2018]. DSLs have also been used for describing fabrication for a single process, such as

multi-material 3D printing Vidimče et al. [2013a] and HELM draws on these ideas to define

DSLs for both design and multi-process fabrication. The languages are developed to allow a

compiler to efficiently validate a design and optimize the fabrication process.

Design and Fabrication for Carpentry This work is also related to computational

design approaches for carpentry and furniture. Fu et al. Fu et al. [2015] suggest using an

interlocking structure and Song et al. Song et al. [2017] extend these ideas to designs that can

be reconfigured. Umetani et al. Umetani et al. [2012] propose an interactive exploration tool

for furniture design, where structural stability is evaluated at interactive rates. Lau et al. Lau

et al. [2011] address the problem of converting a manually designed 3D model into parts and

connectors, while Li et al. Li et al. [2015] target the foldability problem. These works

propose fabrication-oriented design optimization, but they assume that a design uniquely

determines a fabrication process. This work builds upon those ideas, defining languages

where both design and fabrication can be optimized. In terms of fabrication optimization,

packing problems are well studied for material saving. More recently, Koo et al. Koo et al.

[2017] investigated this problem and proposed a guided tool for furniture design. The HELM
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optimizer considers the full fabrication processes, which involves not only material usage but

also type and order of operations. This is enabled by treating fabrication as a program and

defining a multi-objective optimization solution on top of a data structure (E-graphs) that

can represent all equivalent programs.

5.6 Conclusions

This work presents HELM, a system for making high-level, abstract designs and automat-

ically translating them to low-level, optimized fabrication plans. The key insight is that

fabrication plans are programs. Based on this insight, this work presents new domain-specific

languages for high-level (HL-HELM) designs and low-level (LL-HELM) plans, applied and ex-

tended compiler techniques to support multi-objective optimization, and demonstrated how

these components simultaneously enable fabrication-aware design and optimization while

shielding designers from fabrication details.

HELM’s compiler from HL-HELM to LL-HELM automatically verifies manufacturabil-

ity and provides novel optimizations to improve precision, and reduce material cost and

manufacturing time. In order to efficiently represent all programs obtained by various opti-

mizations that correspond to a particular fabrication plan, HELM leverages an E-graph data

structure from traditional programming languages and compilers. This work demonstrates

how to extract Pareto-optimal programs from the E-graph by performing multi-objective

optimization.

HELM opens many exciting avenues for future work. The initial prototype provides a

solid foundation for exploring interactions between subtractive processes, e.g., carpentry or

machining, and additive processes, e.g., 3D printing or welding. Such interactions will enable

even more flexibility in generating and optimizing low-level manufacturing plans and further

empower designers to take full advantage of the ever-increasing diversity of available fabri-

cation processes. It would also be interesting to exploit HL-HELM to create designs with

for-loops, which can be directly unrolled in a pre-processing step, and investigate solutions

for supporting recursions. Combining subtractive and additive processes will also enable er-

ror recovery when a user makes a mistake: for example, if a cut is made too short, a low-level

“program patch” could be generated automatically using program synthesis techniques Gul-

wani et al. [2017] to build the botched part back up and enable resuming execution of the

original plan rather than starting over from scratch. Cross-process fabrication plans could

also be automatically scheduled for tighter integration between available processes, e.g., us-

ing a robotic arm to embed magnets in a part as it is 3D printed or using available processes

to construct jigs that make otherwise-infeasible operations possible. Looking further ahead,

as more robotic fabrication processes become available, exploring the potential to automat-

ically schedule and optimize human-robot interaction in the fabrication setting will become
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essential in providing quality, efficiency, and safety in workshops of the future.

As manufacturing processes become increasingly sophisticated, and demand for cus-

tomization increases, designers, fabricators, and even end-users will need more frameworks

like HELM to support an increasingly automated and flexible idea-to-product pipeline.
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Chapter 6

RULES INFERENCE FOR AND BY EQUALITY SATURATION

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 showed two of the first uses equality saturation for program

synthesis and optimization for CAD and carpentry. While prior work has used equality

saturation for compiler optimizations Tate et al. [2009], we showed for the first time, how

it can be used as a efficient program synthesizer as well. While Szalinski relied on both

syntactic and semantic rewrites (custom solvers that introduced equivalent terms in the

E-graph), the HELM compiler relied primarily on domain specific solvers to populate the

E-graph. While working on Szalinski and HELM, we observed that one of the key challenges

of using E-graphs and equality saturation for program synthesis is coming up with the

rewrites rules themselves. This is a challenge not just of equality saturation, but any term-

rewriting based tool. Typically these rewrites are written by hand which is tedious and

error-prone. To address this challenge, this chapter investigates how rewrites rules used

in equality saturation can be automatically synthesized. The applications of rewrite rule

synthesis are more general than computational geometry and fabrication — this chapter

therefore introduces a fundamental technique for rewrite rule inference and shows how it

works on primitive domains like booleans, bitvectors, and rationals.

Several noteworthy projects have developed tool-specific techniques for checking or in-

ferring rules Bansal and Aiken [2006], Menendez and Nagarakatte [2017], Joshi et al. [2002],

Singh and Solar-Lezama [2016], but implementing a rewrite system still generally requires

domain experts to first manually develop rulesets by trial and error. Such slow, ad hoc,

and error-prone approaches hinder design space exploration for new domains and discourage

updating existing systems.

This chapter proposes a simple, domain-general approach that uses equality satura-

tion Tate et al. [2009], Willsey et al. [2021] as a rewrite system on the domain of rewrite

rules themselves to quickly synthesize effective rulesets. In the past, tool-specific techniques

to iteratively infer rewrite rules have implicitly adopted a common three-step approach, each

constructing or maintaining a set:

1. Enumerate terms from the given domain to build the term set T .

2. Select candidate rules from T × T to build the candidate set C.

3. Filter C to select a sound set of useful rules to build the rule set R.
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We identify and abstract this workflow to provide generic rule inference for user-specified

domains.

Our key insight is that what makes equality saturation successful in rewrite rule appli-

cation is also useful for rule inference. Equality saturation can simultaneously prove many

pairs of terms equivalent with respect to a given ruleset. We built Ruler, a framework that

uses equality saturation to shrink the set T of enumerated terms (lowering candidate gener-

ation cost) by merging terms equivalent under R, and to shrink the set C of candidate rules

(lowering candidate selection cost) by removing rules derivable by R. Thus, Ruler uses the

set R of rewrite rules to rewrite the next batch of candidate rewrite rules even as R is being

synthesized.

6.1 Implementing Rewrite Systems

To build a rewrite system for a target domain, programmers must develop a set of rewrite

rules and then use a rewrite engine to apply them, e.g., for optimization, synthesis, or

verification. Ruler helps automate this process using e-graphs to compactly represent sets

of terms and using equality saturation to filter and minimize candidate rules.

Developing Rewrite Rules Within a given domain D, a rewrite rule `! r is a first-

order formula consisting of a single equation, where ` and r are terms in D and all free

variables are ∀-quantified. Rewrite rules must be sound: for any substitution σ of their free

variables, ` and r must have the same semantics, i.e., Jσ(`)KD = Jσ(r)KD.

In many cases, rewrite rules must also be engineered to meet (meta)constraints of the

rewrite engine responsible for applying them. For example, classic term rewriting approaches

often require special considerations for cyclic (e.g., (x + y)  (y + x)) or expansive (e.g.,

x  (x + 0)) rules Baader and Nipkow [1998]. The choice of rules and their ordering can

also affect the quality and performance of the resulting rewrite system Whitfield and Soffa

[1997a]. Different ruleset variations may cause a rewrite system to be faster or slower and

may be able to derive different sets of equivalences.

To a first approximation, smaller rulesets of more general, less redundant rules are de-

sirable. Having fewer rules speeds up rule-based search since there are fewer patterns to

repeatedly match against. Having more general, orthogonal rules also increases a rewrite

system’s “proving power” by expanding the set of equivalences derivable after a smaller

number of rule applications. Avoiding redundancy also aids debugging, making it possible

to diagnose a misbehaving rule-based search or optimization by eliminating one rule at a

time. Automatic synthesis aims to generate rulesets that are sound and that include non-
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obvious, profitable rules that even domain experts may overlook for years.1 Ideally, ruleset

synthesis itself should also be fast; rapid rule inference can help programmers explore the

design space for rewrite systems in new domains. It can also help with rewrite system main-

tenance since rulesets must be rechecked and potentially extended whenever any operator

for a domain is added, removed, or updated, i.e., when the semantics for the domain evolves.

Applying Rules with Rewrite Engines Given a set of rewrite rules, a rewrite engine

is tasked with either optimizing a given term into a “better” equivalent term (e.g., for

peepholes McKeeman [1965] or superoptimization Massalin [1987]) or proving two given

terms equivalent, i.e., solving the word problem Bezem et al. [2003].

Classic term rewriting systems destructively update terms as they are rewritten. This ap-

proach is generally fast, but complicates support for cyclic or expansive rules, and makes both

rewriting performance and output quality dependent on fine-grained rule orderings. Past

work has extensively investigated how to mitigate these challenges by scheduling rules Der-

showitz [1982], Knuth and Bendix [1983], Borovanskỳ et al. [1998], Barendregt et al. [1987],

special casing cyclic and expansive rules Dershowitz [1987], Bachmair et al. [2000], Eker

[2003], Lucas [2001], and efficiently implementing rewrite rule-based search Visser [2001a,b],

Clavel et al. [2007b], Kirchner [2015]. Many systems still rely on ad hoc rule orderings and

heuristic mitigations developed through trial and error, though recent work Newcomb et al.

[2020] has demonstrated how reduction orders Baader and Nipkow [1998] can be automati-

cally synthesized and then used to effectively guide destructive term rewriting systems.

6.2 Ruler’s Algorithm

This section describes Ruler, a new equality saturation-based rewrite rule synthesis tech-

nique. Like other rule synthesis approaches, Ruler iteratively performs three steps:

1. Enumerate terms into a set T .

2. Search T × T for a set of candidate equalities C.

3. Choose a useful, valid subset of C to add to the ruleset R.

1 https://github.com/halide/Halide/pull/3719

https://github.com/uwplse/herbie/issues/261

https://github.com/apache/tvm/pull/5974

https://github.com/Z3Prover/z3/issues/2575

https://github.com/Z3Prover/z3/pull/4663

https://github.com/halide/Halide/pull/3719
https://github.com/uwplse/herbie/issues/261
https://github.com/apache/tvm/pull/5974
https://github.com/Z3Prover/z3/issues/2575
https://github.com/Z3Prover/z3/pull/4663
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1 def ruler (iterations):

2 T = empty_egraph()

3 R = {}
4 for i ∈ [0, iterations]:

5 # add new terms directly to the e-graph representing T

6 add_terms(T, i)

7 loop:

8 # combine e-classes in the e-graph representing T that R proves equivalent

9 run_rewrites(T, R)

10 C = cvec_match(T)

11 if C = {}:
12 break

13 # choose_eqs only returns valid candidates by using ’is_valid’ internally

14 # and it filters out all invalid candidates from C

15 R = R ∪ choose_eqs(R, C)

16 return R

Figure 6.1: Ruler’s Core Algorithm. The iterations parameter determines the maximum

number of connectives in the terms Ruler will enumerate.
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1 # R is the accepted ruleset so far, C is the candidate ruleset.

2 # Ruler’s implementation of choose_eqs is based on a more flexible choose_eqs_n.

3 def choose_eqs(R, C, n =∞):

4 for step ∈ [100, 10, 1]:

5 if step ≤ n:
6 C = choose_eqs_n(R, C, n, step)

7 return C

8

9 # n is the number of rules to choose from C, and step is a granularity parameter.

10 # A larger step size allows you to eliminate redundant rules faster.

11 def choose_eqs_n(R, C, n, step):

12 # let K be the list of "keepers" which we will return

13 K = []

14 while C 6= ∅:
15 # pick the best step candidate rules from C according to a heuristic

16 # that approximates rule "generality", including subsumption.

17 Cbest, C = select(step, C)

18

19 # add the valid ones to K

20 K = K ∪ {c | c ∈ Cbest. is valid(c)}
21

22 # remember all the invalid candidates in a global variable bad;

23 # Ruler uses this to prevent known-invalid candidates from entering C again (not shown)

24 bad = bad ∪ {c | c ∈ Cbest. ¬is valid(c)}
25

26 # stop if we have enough rules

27 if |K| ≥ n:
28 return K[0..n]

29

30 # try to prove terms remaining in C equivalent using rules from R ∪K
31 C = shrink(R ∪K, C)

32 return K

33

34 def shrink(R, C):

35 E = empty_egraph()

36 for (l! r) ∈ C:
37 E = add_term(E, l)

38 E = add_term(E, r)

39 E = run_rewrites(E, R)

40 # return the extracted versions of rules from C,

41 # leaving out anything that was proven equivalent

42 return {extract(E, l)! extract(E, r) | (l! r) ∈ C. ¬equiv(E, l, r)}

Figure 6.2: Ruler’s implementation of choose eqs, which aims to minimize the candidate set

C by eliminating subsets that the remainder can derive.
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Ruler’s core insight is that E-graphs and equality saturation can help compactly represent

the sets T , C, and R, leading to a faster synthesis procedure that produces smaller rulesets

R with greater proving power (Section 6.3.1).

6.2.1 Ruler Overview

Figure 6.1 shows Ruler’s core synthesis algorithm, which is parameterized by the following:

• The number of iterations to perform the search for (line 4);

• The language grammar, given in the form of a term enumerator (add terms, line 6),

which takes the number of variables or constants to enumerate over;

• The procedure for validating candidate rules, is valid (called inside choose eqs, Fig-

ure 6.2 line 20).

These parameters provide flexibility for supporting different domains, making Ruler a

rule synthesis framework rather than a single one-size-fits-all tool.

Ruler uses an e-graph to compactly represent the set of terms T . In each iteration, Ruler

first extends the set T with additional terms from the target language. Each term t ∈ T is

tagged with a characteristic vector (cvec) that stores the result of evaluating t given many

different assignments of values to variables. After enumerating terms, Ruler uses equality

saturation (run rewrites) to merge terms in T that can be proved equivalent by the rewrite

rules already discovered (in the set R). Next, Ruler computes a set C of candidate rules

(cvec match). It finds pairs (t1, t2) ∈ T×T where t1 and t2 are from distinct eclasses but have

matching cvecs and thus are likely to be equivalent. Thanks to run rewrites, no candidate in

C should be derivable from R. However, C is often still large and contains many redundant

or invalid candidate rules. Finally, Ruler’s choose eqs procedure picks a valid subset of C to

add to R, ideally finding the smallest extension which can establish all equivalences implied

by R ∪ C. Ruler tests candidate rules for validity using a domain-specific is valid function.

This process is repeated until there are no more equivalences to learn between terms in T ,

at which point Ruler begins another iteration.

We detail each of these phases in the rest of this section.

6.2.2 Enumeration Modulo Equivalence

Rewrite rules encode equivalences between terms, often as relatively small “find and replace”

patterns. Thus, a straightforward strategy for finding candidate rules is to find all equivalent

pairs of terms up to some maximum size. Unfortunately, the set of terms up to a given size

grows exponentially, making complete enumeration impractical for many languages. This
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challenge may be mitigated by biasing enumeration towards “interesting” terms, e.g. drawn

from important workloads, or by avoiding bias and using sampling techniques to explore

larger, more diverse terms. Ruler can support both domain-specific prioritization and random

sampling via the add terms function. While these heuristics can be very effective, they often

risk missing profitable candidates for new classes of inputs or use cases.

Term space explosion can also be mitigated by partitioning terms into equivalence classes

and only considering a single, canonical representative from each class. Similar to partial

order reduction techniques in model checking Peled [1998] this can make otherwise intractable

enumeration feasible. Ruler defaults to this complete enumeration strategy, using an E-

graph to compactly represent T and equality saturation to keep T partitioned with respect

to equivalences derivable from the rules in R even as they are being discovered.

Enumerating Terms in an E-graph E-graphs are designed to represent large sets of

terms efficiently by exploiting sharing and equivalence. For sharing, E-graphs maintain

deduplication and maximal reuse of subexpressions via hash-consing. If some term a is

already represented in an E-graph, checking membership is constant time and adding it

again has no effect. The first time (a + a) is added, a new eclass is introduced with only a

single enode, representing the + with both operands pointing to a’s eclass. If ((a+a)∗(a+a))

is then added, a new eclass is introduced with only a single enode, representing the ∗ with

both operands pointing to (a + a)’s eclass. Thus as Ruler adds expressions to T , only the

new parts of each added expression increase the size of T in memory.

On iteration i, calling add terms(T , i) adds all (exponentially many) terms with i connec-

tives to the E-graph. The first iteration calls add terms with an empty E-graph to add terms

with i = 0 connectives, thus specifying how many variables and which constants (if any) will

be included in the search space. Since these terms are added to an E-graph, deduplication

and sharing automatically provide efficient representation, but they do not, by themselves,

provide an equivalence reduction to help avoid enumerating over many equivalent terms.

Compacting T using R Ruler’s E-graph not only stores the set of terms T , but also an

equivalence relation (more specifically, a congruence relation) over those terms. Since the

children of an enode are eclasses, a single enode can represent exponentially many equivalent

terms. Initially, the E-graph stores no equivalences, i.e., each term is in its own equivalence

class.

As the algorithm proceeds, Ruler learns rules and places them in the set R of accepted

rules.2 At the beginning of its inner loop (line 9), Ruler performs equality saturation with

2 While Figure 6.1 shows R starting empty, the user may instead initialize R with trusted axioms if they
choose.
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the rules from R. Equality saturation will unify classes of terms in the E-graph that can be

proven equivalent with rules from R.

To ensure that run rewrites only shrinks the term E-graph, Ruler performs this equality

saturation on a copy of the E-graph, and then copies the newly learned equalities back to

the original E-graph. This avoids polluting the E-graph with terms added during equality

saturation.

Ruler’s inner loop only terminates once there are no more rules to learn, so the next iter-

ation (add terms, line 6) only enumerates over the canonical representatives from the equiv-

alence classes of terms with respect to R that have been represented up to that point. This

compaction of the term space makes complete enumeration possible for non-trivial depths

and makes Ruler much more efficient in finding a small set of powerful rules. Section 6.3.3

demonstrates how compaction of T is essential to Ruler’s performance.

Since R may contain rules that use partial operators, Ruler’s equality saturation im-

plementation only merges eclasses whose cvecs agree in at least one non-null way (see the

definition of match in Section 6.2.3). For example, consider that x/x! 1 ∈ R, and both
a+a
a+a

and a−a
a−a ∈ T . The pattern x/x matches both terms, but equality saturation will not

merge a−a
a−a with 1, since a−a

a−a is never defined. On the other hand, a+a
a+a

can merge with 1 since

the cvecs match.

Prior work Nötzli et al. [2019] on rule inference applies multiple filtering passes to min-

imize rule sets after they are generated. These filters include subsumption order, variable

ordering, filtering modulo alpha-renaming, and removing rules in the congruence closure of

previously found rules. Ruler eliminates the need for such filtering using equality saturation

on the E-graph representing T . Since enumeration takes place over eclasses in T , equivalent

terms are “pre-filtered” automatically.

6.2.3 Candidate Rules

Given a set (or in Ruler’s case, an E-graph) of terms T , rewrite rule synthesis searches T ×T
for pairs of equivalent terms that could potentially be a rule to add to R. The set of candidate

rules is denoted C.

The naive procedure for producing candidate rules simply considers every distinct pair:

C = {l! r | l, r ∈ T. l 6= r ∧ ∀σ. l[σ] = r[σ]}

This is prohibitively expensive for two main reasons. First, it will produce many rules

that are either in or can be proven by the existing ruleset R. In fact, the naive approach

should always produce supersets of C from previous iterations; accepting a candidate rule

from C into R would not prevent it from being generated in R in the following iteration.

Second, most of the candidates will be unsound, and sending too many unsound candidates
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to choose eqs burdens it unnecessarily, since it must search C for valid candidates by invoking

the user-supplied is valid procedure. Ruler’s use of an E-graph to represent the term set T

addresses both of the these inefficiencies with techniques called canonical representation and

characteristic vectors.

Canonical Representation Consider a situation where (x + y) ! (y + x) ∈ R and

both (a + b) and (b + a) are in T . When selecting terms from which to build a candidate

rule, considering both (a + b) and (b + a) would be redundant; any rules derived from one

could be derived from the other by composing it with commutativity of +. In some rewriting

systems, this composition of rewrites cannot be achieved since cyclic rules like commutativity

are not permitted. Equality saturation, however, handles and in many cases prefers such

compositional rules, since it results in fewer rules to search over the E-graph.

To prevent generating candidate rules which are already derivable by the rules in R,

Ruler only considers a single term from each eclass when building candidate rules. When

searching for candidate rules, Ruler considers only term pairs (l, r) where l 6= r and both are

canonical representatives of eclasses in T . This ensures candidate rules cannot be derived

from R; if they could have been, then l and r would have been in the same eclass after the

call to run rewrites.

Characteristic Vectors Canonical representation reduces C from T ×T to T ′×T ′ where

T ′ is the set of canonical terms from T , but it does not prevent a full O(n2) search of T ′×T ′
for valid candidate rules. Ruler employs a technique called characteristic vectors (cvecs) to

prevent this quadratic search by only considering pairs that are likely valid. Ruler associates

a characteristic vector vi with each eclass i. The cvec is the result of evaluating ti, the

canonical term in eclass i, over a set of inputs that serves as a “fingerprint”3 for the value of

that eclass. Stated precisely, let σj for j ∈ [1,m] be a predetermined family of m mappings

from variables in T to concrete values, and let eval be the evaluator for the given language.

The cvec for eclass i is:

vi = [eval(σj, ti) | j ∈ [1,m]]

Ruler computes cvecs incrementally and without redundancy during enumeration using

an eclass analysis Willsey et al. [2021] to associate a cvec with each eclass; let i be an eclass,

ti its canonical term, and vi its cvec:

• when ti = n for a constant n, vi is populated by copies of n;

3 Section 6.5 discusses prior work Jia et al. [2019], Bansal and Aiken [2006] that uses “fingerprints” for
synthesizing peephole optimizations and graph substitutions.
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• when ti = f(tj1 , . . . , tjn) for some n-ary operator f from the given language, vi is

computed by mapping f over the cvecs of the subterms: vi = map(f, zip(vj1 , . . . , vjn))

• when ti = x for a variable x, vi is populated by values from the target domain; choosing

values to populate the cvecs of variables can be done randomly or with a domain-specific

approach (Section 6.3.3 compares two approaches).

To support partial operators (e.g., division), cvecs may have a null value in them to

indicate failure to evaluate. We say that cvecs match if their non-null values agree in every

(and at least one) position, i.e., cvecs [a1, . . . , an] and [b1, . . . , bn] match iff:

∀i. ai = bi ∨ ai = null ∨ bi = null and ∃i. ai = bi ∧ ai 6= null ∧ bi 6= null

When eclasses in the E-graph representing T merge, they will have matching cvecs,

because they have been proven equivalent by valid rules. Ruler aborts if cvecs of merging

eclasses do not match; empirically, this helps avoid learning unsound rules even when is valid

is not sound (Section 6.3.3).

Section 6.3 and Section 6.3.2 discuss how cvecs are generated for different domains.

Characteristic vectors serve as a filter for validity: if i, j are eclasses and vi does not match

vj, (using the definition of match from Section 6.2.1) then ti! tj is not valid. This allows

Ruler to not consider those pairs when building C:

C = {ti! tj | i, j ∈ eclasses of T . match(vi, vj)}

The cvec match procedure (called at Figure 6.1, line 10) constructs C by grouping eclasses

from T based on their cvecs and then taking pairs of canonical terms from each of those

groups.

Validation The candidate set C contains rules that are likely, but not guaranteed, to be

valid. The choose eqs function (discussed in Section 6.2.4) must validate these before return-

ing them by using the user-supplied is valid function. The soundness of Ruler’s output, i.e.,

whether every rule in R is valid, depends on the soundness of the provided is valid proce-

dure. Many rule synthesis implementations Singh and Solar-Lezama [2016], Jia et al. [2019]

use SMT solvers to perform this validation. Ruler supports arbitrary validation procedures:

small domains may use model checking, larger domains may use SMT, and undecidable do-

mains may decide to give up a guarantee of soundness and use a sampling-based validation.

Section 6.3.3 compares validation techniques for different domains.
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6.2.4 Choosing Rules

After finding a set of candidate rules C, Ruler selects a valid subset of rules from C to

add to the rule set R using the choose eqs procedure (Figure 6.1, line 15). As long as

choose eqs returns a valid, non-empty subset of C, Ruler’s inner loop will terminate: the

number of eclasses with matching cvecs (i.e., the subset of T used to compute C) decreases

in each iteration since R is repeatedly extended with rules that will cause new merges in

run rewrites. Ideally, choose eqs quickly finds a minimal extension of R that enables deriving

all equivalences implied by R∪C ′ where C ′ is the valid subset of C. choose eqs also removes

invalid candidates from C; if it returns the empty set (i.e., none of the candidates in C are

valid), then Ruler’s inner loop will terminate in the next iteration due to line 11 in Figure 6.1.

The candidate rules in C are not derivable by R, but many of the candidate rules may

be able to derive each other, especially in the context of R. For example, the following

candidate set is composed of three rules from the boolean domain, and any two can derive

the third:

(ˆ x x) = false (& x false ) = false (& x false ) = (ˆ x x)

An implementation of choose eqs that only returns a single rule c ∈ C avoids this issue,

since adding c to R prevents those rules derivable by R ∪ {c} from being candidates in the

next iteration of the inner loop. However, a single-rule implementation will be slow to learn

rules, since it can only learn one at a time (Table 6.1 of our evaluation shows there are

sometimes thousands of rules to learn). Additionally, such an implementation has to decide

which rule to select, ideally picking the “strongest” rules first. For example, if a, b ∈ C and

R ∪ {a} can derive b but R ∪ {b} can not derive a, then selecting b before a would be a

mistake, causing the algorithm to incur an additional loop.

Ruler’s implementation of choose eqs, shown in Figure 6.2, is parameterized by a value

n with default of ∞. At n = 1, choose eqs simply returns a single valid candidate from C.

For higher n, choose eqs attempts to return a list of up to n valid rules all at once. This can

speed up Ruler by requiring fewer trips around its inner loop, but risks returning many rules

that can derive each other. To mitigate this, choose eqs tries to not choose rules that can

derive each other. In its main loop (line 14), choose eqs uses the select function to pick the

step best rules from C according to a syntactic heuristic.4 Ruler then validates the selected

rules and adds them to a set K of “keeper” rules which it will ultimately return. It then

employs the shrink procedure (line 34) to eliminate candidates from C that can be derived

be R∪K. This works similarly to run rewrites in the Ruler algorithm, but shrink works over

the remaining candidate set C instead of T .

4 Ruler’s syntactic heuristic prefers candidates with the following characteristics (lexicographically): more
distinct variables, fewer constants, shorter larger side (between the two terms forming the candidate),
shorter smaller side, and fewer distinct operators.
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Ruler’s choose eqs invokes the inner choose eqs n procedure with increasingly small step

sizes (step is defined on line 4). Larger step sizes allow shrink to quickly “trim down” C

when it contains many candidates. However, a large step also means that choose eqs may

admit step rules into K at once, some of which may be able to prove each other. Decreasing

the step size to 1 eliminates this issue.

Ruler uses n =∞ by default for maximum performance, and Section 6.3.3 measures the

effects of this choice on Ruler’s performance and output.

6.2.5 Implementation

We implemented Ruler in Rust using the egg Willsey et al. [2021] E-graph library for equality

saturation. By default Ruler uses Z3 De Moura and Bjørner [2008] for SMT-based validation,

although using other validation backends is simple (Section 6.3.3).

Ruler’s core consists of under 1,000 lines of code, allowing it to be simple, extensible, and

generic over domains. Compared to the rewrite synthesis tool inside the CVC4 solver Barrett

et al. [2011], Nötzli et al. [2019], Ruler is an order of magnitude smaller. Since Ruler’s core

algorithm does not rely on SMT, Ruler can learn rewrite rules over domains unsupported by

SMT-LIB Barrett et al. [2016], or for alternative semantics for those domains 5 (Section 6.3.3).

In the following sections, we provide various evaluations of three representative domains

on top of Ruler’s core. Each domain highlights a verification back-end and cvec generation

strategy Ruler supports:

• booleans and bitvector-4: these are small domains which Ruler can efficiently model

check and generate sound rules by construction — the cvecs are complete.

• bitvector-32: demonstrates that Ruler supports SMT-based verification for large, non-

uniform domains.

• rationals: demonstrates that random sampling is adequate for larger but continuous

domains. This domain also showcases Ruler’s support for partial operators like division.

The implementation of booleans, bitvectors, and rationals are in approximately 100, 400,

and 300 lines, respectively.

6.3 Evaluation

In evaluating Ruler, we are interested in the following research questions:

5For example, the Halide Ragan-Kelley et al. [2013] tool uses division semantics where x/0 = 0; this is
different from the SMT-LIB semantics, but it can easily be encoded using the ite operator.
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var ::= x | y | z

expr ::= literal | var

| ∼ expr

| expr & expr

| expr ^ expr

| (expr | expr)

(a) Boolean (bool) grammar.

var ::= x | y | z

expr ::= literal | var

| ∼ expr | − expr |
| expr + expr | expr − expr | expr × expr

| expr � expr | expr � expr

| expr & expr | (expr | expr)

(b) Bitvector grammar used for both bv4 and bv32. ∼
is bitwise negation; unary − is two’s-complement. We

use shift semantics where a � b = a � b = 0 when

b ≥ width.

Figure 6.3: The grammars used by both Ruler and CVC4 in our evaluation.

• Performance. Does Ruler synthesize rewrite rules quickly compared to other ap-

proaches?

• Compactness. Does Ruler synthesize small rulesets?

• Derivability. Do Ruler’s rulesets derive the rules produced by other methods?

• End-to-End. How well do the synthesized rules perform compared to rules generated

by experts in a real application?

• Sensitivity Analysis. How do the different components of Ruler’s core algorithm affect

performance and the synthesized rewrite rules?

• Validation Analysis. How do different validation strategies affect Ruler’s output?

We first evaluate performance, compactness, and derivability (Section 6.3.1) by comparing

Ruler against recent work Nötzli et al. [2019] that added rewrite rule synthesis to the CVC4

SMT solver Barrett et al. [2011]. We compose Ruler’s rules with Herbie Panchekha et al.

[2015] to show an end-to-end evaluation (Section 6.3.2). We then study the effects of different

choices in Ruler’s search algorithm (Section 6.3.3) and the different validation and cvec

generation strategies.
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Parameters Ruler CVC4 Ruler / CVC4

Domain # Conn Time (s) # Rules Drv Time (s) # Rules Drv Time Rules

bool 2 0.01 20 1 0.13 53 1 0.06 0.38

bool 3 0.06 28 1 0.82 293 1 0.07 0.10

bv4 2 0.14 49 1 4.47 135 0.98 0.03 0.36

bv4 3 4.30 272 1 372.26 1978 1 0.01 0.14

bv32 2 13.00 46 0.97 18.53 126 0.93 0.70 0.37

bv32 3 630.09 188 0.98 1199.53 1782 0.91 0.53 0.11

0.04 0.17

Harmonic Mean

Table 6.1: Ruler tends to synthesize smaller, more powerful rulesets in less time than CVC4.

The table shows synthesis results across domains, and number of variables in the grammar,

and maximum term size (in number of connectives, “# Conn”). The domains are booleans,

bitvector-4, and bitvector-32. For verification, Ruler uses model checking for booleans and

bitvector-4 and Z3 for bitvector-32. The “Drv” column shows the fraction that tool’s syn-

thesized ruleset can derive of the other’s ruleset; for example, the final row indicates that

Ruler’s 188 rules derived 98% of CVC4’s 1,782 rules, and CVC’s rules derived 91% of Ruler’s.

The final two columns show the ratios of synthesis times and ruleset sizes between the two

tools.

6.3.1 Comparison with CVC4

Both Ruler and the CVC4 synthesizer are written in systems programming languages (Rust

and C++, respectively), and both take a similar approach to synthesizing rewrite rules:

enumerate terms, find valid candidates, select rules and repeat.

At the developers’ suggestion, we used CVC4 version 1.8 with –sygus-rr-synth to synthesize

rules. We enabled their rule filtering techniques (–sygus-rr-synth-filter-cong, –sygus-rr-synth-

filter-match, –sygus-rr-synth-filter-order). We enabled their rule checker (–sygus-rr-synth-check)

to verify all synthesized rules. Additionally, we also disabled use of any pre-existing rules from

CVC4 to guide the rule synthesis (using –no-sygus-sym-break, –no-sygus-sym-break-dynamic).

Table 6.1 shows the results of the comparison. The following text discusses the results in

detail, but, in short, Ruler synthesizes smaller rulesets in less time that have more proving

power (Section 6.3.1).
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Benchmark Suite

We compare Ruler against CVC4 for booleans, bitvector-4, and bitvector-32. Figure 6.3

shows the grammars. Both Ruler and CVC4 are parameterized by the domain (bool, bv4,

or bv32), the number of distinct variables in the grammar, and the size of the synthesized

term.6 All benchmarks were single-threaded and run on an AMD 3900X 3.6GHz processor

with 32GB of RAM. Both Ruler and CVC4 were given 3 variables and no constants to start

the enumeration.

Derivability

A bigger ruleset is not necessarily a better ruleset. We designed Ruler to minimize ruleset

size while not compromising on its capability to prove equalities. We define a metric called

the deriving ratio to compare two rulesets. Ruleset A has deriving ratio p with respect to

ruleset B if set A can derive a fraction p of the rules in B (A � b means rule set A can prove

rule b):

p = |BA|/|B| where BA = {b | b ∈ B. A � b}

If A and B have deriving ratio of 1 with respect to each other, then they can each derive all

of the other’s rules.

We use egg’s equality saturation procedure to test derivability. To test whether A � b
(where b = bl! br) we add bl and br to an empty E-graph, run equality saturation using A,

and check to see if the eclasses of bl and br merged. We run egg with 5 iterations of equality

saturation. Since this style of proof is bidirectional (egg is trying to rewrite both sides at

the same time), derivations of bl = br can be as long as 10 rules from A.

Bitvector and Boolean Implementation

Ruler supports different implementations of the is valid procedure (Section 6.2.3) for different

domains. When the domain is small enough, Ruler can use efficient model checking. For

example, there are only (24)3 = 4096 assignments of bitvector-4 to three variables. By using

cvecs of that length to capture all possibilities, Ruler can guarantee that the cvec match

procedure returns only valid candidate rules, and is valid need not perform any additional

checking. Ruler uses model checking for booleans and bitvector-4, and it uses SMT-backed

verification for bitvector-32.

6 Size is measured in number of connectives, e.g., a has 0, (a+ b) has 1, and (a+(b+ c)) has 2. In CVC4,
this is set with the –sygus-abort-size flag.
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Results

Table 6.1 shows the results of our comparison with CVC4’s rewrite rule synthesis. On average

(harmonic mean), Ruler produces 5.8× smaller rulesets 25× faster than CVC4. Ruler and

CVC4’s results can derive most of each other. On the harder benchmarks (in terms of

synthesis times), Ruler’s results have a higher derivability ratio; they can prove more of

CVC4 rules than vice-versa.

6.3.2 End-To-End Evaluation

How good are Ruler’s rewrite rules? Can they be used with existing rewrite-based tools

with little additional effort? This section demonstrates how Ruler’s output can be plugged

directly into an existing rewrite-driven synthesis tool, Herbie.

Herbie Panchekha et al. [2015] is a widely-used, open-source tool for automatically im-

proving the accuracy of floating point expressions, with thousands of users and regular yearly

releases. Herbie takes as input a numerical expression and returns a more accurate expression.

It is implemented in Racket Racket [2021]. Herbie has separate phases for error localization

(by sampling), series expansion, regime inference, and simplification, which work together

to increase accuracy of numerical programs. The simplification phase uses algebraic rewrites

to simplify mathematical expressions, thereby also enabling further accuracy improvements.

These are applied using an equality saturation engine. In the past, the set of algebraic

rewrites has been the cause of many bugs; of 8 open bugs at the time of this writing, six

have been tagged “rules” by the developers Herbie [2021b]. Ruler was able to find rules that

addressed one of these issues.

Experimental Setup

We implemented rationals in Ruler using rational and bigint libraries in Rust Rust [2021a,b].

We then synthesized rewrite rules over rational arithmetic and ran Herbie with the resulting

ruleset.

The Herbie benchmark suite has 155 benchmarks; 55 of those are over rationals — i.e.,

all expressions in these benchmarks consist only of operators: +,−,×, /, abs, neg. At the

developers’ suggestion, we filtered out 4 of the 55 benchmarks because they repeatedly timed

out. We ran all our experiments on the remaining 51 benchmarks under four different

configurations:

• None: remove all the rational rewrite rules from Herbie’s simplification phase. Rational

rules are those which consist only of rational operators and no others. Note that all

other components of Herbie are left intact, including rules over rational operators
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Figure 6.4: Comparing Herbie results between four configurations. Each boxplot represents

the results from 30 seeds, where each data point is obtained by summing the value (average

error, AST size, time) over all 51 benchmarks. The columns dictate what rational rules

Herbie has access to: either none, its default rules, only Ruler’s rules, or both. Herbie’s

rational rules reduce AST size and speed up simplification without reducing accuracy, and

Ruler’s rules perform similarly (with or without Herbie’s rules).
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combined with other operators, and rules entirely over other operators. None is the

baseline.

• Herbie: no changes to Herbie, simply run it on the 51 benchmarks.

• Ruler: replace Herbie’s rational rules with output of Ruler.

• Both: run Herbie with both Ruler’s rational rules and the original Herbie rational rules.

Herbie has a default timeout of 180 seconds for each benchmark. It has a node limit of

5000 in its underlying equality saturation engine, i.e., it stops applying the simplification

rules once the E-graph has 5000 enodes. We ran our experiments with three settings —

(1) using the defaults, (2) increasing the timeout to 1000 seconds, and the node-limit to

10,000 to account for the addition of extra rules to Herbie’s ruleset, and (3) decreasing the

node limit to 2500 — we found that our results were stable and robust across all three

settings. Figure 6.4 shows the results for the default setting. For all four configuration

(None, Herbie, Ruler , Both), we ran Herbie for 30 seeds (because Herbie’s error localization

relies on random sampling).

We used Ruler to synthesize rational rules of depth 2 with 3 variables using random

testing for validation (“rational” under Table 6.2).7 Ruler learned 50 rules in 18 seconds,

all of which were proven sound with an SMT post-pass. Four rules were expansive — i.e.,

rules like (a! (a × 1)) whose LHS is only a variable. We removed these expansive rules

from the ruleset as per the recommendation of the Herbie developers. Herbie’s rules are

uni-directional — we therefore expanded our rules for compatibility, ultimately leading to

76 uni-directional Ruler rules.

Discussion

The Herbie simplifier uses equality saturation to find smaller, equivalent programs. The

simplifier itself does not directly improve accuracy; rather, it generates more candidates

that are then used in the other accuracy improving components of Herbie. While ideally,

Herbie would return a more accurate and smaller output, Herbie’s ultimate goal is to find

more accurate expressions, even if it sacrifices AST size. Herbie’s original ruleset has been

developed over the past 6 years by numerical methods experts to effectively accomplish this

goal. Any change to these rules must therefore ensure that it does not make Herbie’s result

less accurate.

7 For rationals, the add terms implementation enumerates terms by depth rather than number connec-
tives, since that matches the structure of Herbie’s existing rules.
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Figure 6.4 shows the results of running Herbie with rules synthesized by Ruler. Each

box-plot corresponds to one of the four configurations. The baseline (None) and Herbie in

Figure 6.4’s accuracy and AST size plots highlight the significance of rational rewrites in

Herbie — these expert-written rules reduce AST size without reducing accuracy. The plots

for Ruler show that running Herbie with only Ruler’s rational rules has almost the same

effect on accuracy and AST size as Herbie’s original, expert written ruleset. The plot for

Both shows that running Herbie together with Ruler’s rules further reduces AST size, still

without affecting accuracy. The timing plots show that adding Ruler’s rules to Herbie does

not make it slower. The baseline timing is slower than the rest because removing all rational

simplification rules causes Herbie’s other components take much longer to find the same

results.

In summary, Ruler’s rational rewrite rules can be easily integrated into Herbie, and they

perform as well as expert-written rules without incurring any additional overhead.

Derivability Herbie’s original rational ruleset consisted of 52 rational rules. Ruler syn-

thesized 76 uni-directional rational rules (50 bidirectional rules). We compared the two

rulesets for proving power, by deriving each with the other using the approach described

in Section 6.3.1. We found that Herbie’s ruleset was able to derive 42 out of the 50 Ruler

rules. It failed to derive the remaining 8. Ruler on the other hand, was able to derive all

52 rules from Herbie. We highlight two of the 8 Ruler rules that Herbie’s ruleset failed to

derive that concern multiplications interaction with absolute value: (|a × b|! |a| × |b|),
and (|a× a|! a× a).

Fixing a Herbie Bug The above two rules found by Ruler helped the Herbie team address

a GitHub issue Herbie [2021a]. In many cases, Herbie may generate large, complex outputs

without improving accuracy, which makes the program unreadable and hard to debug. This

is often due to lack of appropriate rules for expression simplification. The issue raised by

a user (Herbie [2021a]) was in fact due to the missing rule (|x| × |x|! x × x). The two

rules above, can together, accomplish the effect of this rule, thereby solving the issue. We

submitted these two rules to the Herbie developers and they added them to their ruleset.

6.3.3 Sensitivity Studies: Analyzing Ruler Framework Parameters

As a rewrite rule inference framework, Ruler provides parameters that can be varied to

support different user-specified domains. In particular, the “learning rate” parameter n

for choose eqs and the choice of validation method present potential tradeoffs in terms of

synthesis time, ruleset quality, and soundness.
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Figure 6.5: Search Profile. Time spent (in log scale) by Ruler in the various phases of

its algorithm for bitvector-4, bitvector-32, and rationals. Most of the time is spent in rule

validation (when applicable), then minimization. Notice that bitvector-4 does not have

an explicit validation time because the rules are correct by construction — the cvecs are

complete.
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In this section we evaluate how varying these parameters affects three representative

domain categories: (1) small domains like bitvector-4 where exhaustive model checking by

complete cvecs is feasible, (2) large domains like bitvector-32 with non-uniform behavior

that typically require constraint solving for validation, and (3) infinite domains like rationals

with uniform behavior where fuzzing may be sufficient for validation. We additionally profile

Ruler’s search to see the impact of run rewrites and compare cvec generation strategies.

Profiling Ruler Search, Varying choose eqs, and Ablating run rewrites

To help guide our study of Ruler’s search, we first profiled how much time Ruler spent in each

phase across our representative domains. Figure 6.5 plots the results using model checking

for bitvector-4 and SMT for both bitvector-32 and rationals. run rewrites (Figure 6.1) shows

time compacting the term space with learned rules, rule discovery (cvec match, Figure 6.1)

shows time discovering candidate rules, rule minimization (choose eqs, Figure 6.2) shows time

selecting and minimizing rules, and rule validation ( is valid , Figure 6.2) shows time validat-

ing rules. We ran each experiment in this section 10 times, for two iterations of Ruler, and

plot mean values.8

After validation (for applicable domains), Ruler spends most of its search time minimizing

candidate rules. This is expected because choose eqs minimizes the set of candidates C by

invoking equality saturation and |C| can reach roughly 106. Ruler uses a “learning rate”

parameter n in choose eqs to control how aggressively it tries to minimize rules (line 27,

Figure 6.2). When n = 1, Ruler selects only a single “best” rule, requiring more rounds of

selecting and shrinking candidate rules. By default, n = ∞, which causes Ruler to select a

minimized version of that iteration’s entire candidate ruleset.

Figure 6.6a shows how varying n affects overall search time and the resulting ruleset

size: more aggressive minimization at n = 1 is slower but produces smaller rulesets relative

to the default n = ∞. This is expected: since the set of candidate rules C is typically

small compared to the entire term E-graph T , it is more efficient to iteratively shrink C

than to repeatedly shrink T with only a few additional rules each time. These rulesets all

generally had equivalent inter-derivability (Section 6.3), with the minimum ratio of 0.92 due

to heuristics.

To understand how much shrinking the term E-graph T impacts search, we also compared

running Ruler with and without run rewrites. We set n = 1 for minimization as that setting

relies the most on run rewrites.9 As Figure 6.6b shows, run rewrites significantly improves

8 For rationals, Ruler iterations correspond to expression depth, while for bitvector-4 and bitvector-32
it corresponds to number of connectives. Relative standard deviation across all experiments was always
below 0.033.

9 We also conducted this experiment with the default n = ∞ and found less pronounced results as
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of Ruler’s performance across variations of the search algorithm.
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search time and ruleset size while simultaneously requiring less space to store T .

Sensitivity Analysis for Validation Methods

Figure 6.5 shows that Ruler spends most of its search time in rule validation when using

SMT. To investigate the relative performance and soundness of other validation methods, we

compared various strategies for constructing cvecs and applying increasing levels of fuzzing

during rule synthesis across our representative domains.

Table 6.2 shows that fuzzing can be used to synthesize surprisingly sound rulesets, with

only a single configuration (bitvector-4, C = 343, random = 10) producing any unsound

rules. This is because equality saturation tends to “amplify” the unsoundness of invalid rules.

Similar to inadvertently proving False in an SMT solver, unsound rules in equality saturation

quickly lead to attempted merges of distinct constants or eclasses with incompatible cvecs.

Ruler detects such unsound merge attempts and exits immediately after reporting an error

to the user along with the rule that triggered the bogus merge (which may or may not be the

rule ultimately responsible for introducing unsoundness in the E-graph). These “equality

saturation soundiness” crashes are indicated by “—” entries in Table 6.2. For the sole

configuration that found unsound results without crashing, we reran the experiment with

modestly increased resource limits and Ruler was able to detect the unsoundness without

SMT. Despite this encouraging result, we emphasize that fuzzing alone cannot guarantee

soundness in general.

For small domains like bitvector-4 with 3 variables, Ruler can employ exhaustive cvecs

to quickly synthesize small, sound rulesets. For larger domains like bitvector-32, exhaustive

cvecs are infeasible: even for 2 variables they would require cvecs of length (232)2. Larger

domains like bitvector-32 with subtly non-uniform behavior especially require verification or

good input sampling since, e.g., even if x > 0 it is possible to have x ∗ x = 0.

To mitigate this challenge, Ruler allows cvecs to be randomly sampled (R), or populated

by taking the Cartesian product (C) of sets of user-specified “interesting values”.For example,

the Ruler bitvector domains use values around 0, 1, MIN, MAX, rationals uses 0, 1, 2, -1, -2,
1
2
, . . . .

We found that for uniform domains like rationals, using small cvecs with some random

testing is sufficient for generating sound rules. For rationals, the low variability in the number

of rules learned across the different configurations is an artifact of Ruler’s minimization

heuristics and cvec matching — grouping eclasses based on cvecs (Section 6.2.3) to determine

which terms are matched to become potential rewrite rule candidates.

For bitvector-32, we found that seeding cvecs with interesting constants was more effective

expected.
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cvec random: 0 random: 10 random: 100 random: 1000 SMT

4-bit Bitvector

C 343 — — 49/2 0.1s 49/- 0.1s 49/- 0.1s 49/- 1.1s

C 1331 49/- 0.1s 49/- 0.1s 49/- 0.1s 49/- 0.1s 49/- 1.0s

C 4096 49/- 0.2s 49/- 0.2s 49/- 0.2s 49/- 0.2s 49/- 1.1s

R 343 49/- 0.1s 49/- 0.1s 49/- 0.1s 49/- 0.1s 49/- 1.0s

R 1331 49/- 0.1s 49/- 0.1s 49/- 0.1s 49/- 0.1s 49/- 1.0s

R 4096 49/- 0.2s 49/- 0.2s 49/- 0.2s 49/- 0.2s 49/- 1.1s

32-bit Bitvector

C 343 — — — — — — — — 46/- 13.6s

C 1331 46/- 0.1s 46/- 0.1s 46/- 0.1s 46/- 0.1s 47/- 13.2s

C 6859 46/- 0.2s 46/- 0.2s 46/- 0.2s 46/- 0.2s 47/- 13.3s

R 343 — — — — — — — — 37/- 7.6s

R 1331 — — — — — — — — 37/- 7.7s

R 6859 — — — — — — — — 37/- 7.8s

Rational cell format: #sound/#unsound time

C 27 — — 50/- 16.8s 50/- 20.6s 47/- 55.3s 50/- 122.4s

C 125 46/- 33.3s 46/- 32.7s 46/- 32.8s 46/- 34.3s 46/- 38.2s

C 729 52/- 342.3s 52/- 341.6s 52/- 357.2s 49/- 341.3s 52/- 349.5s

R 27 50/- 16.4s 50/- 16.5s 46/- 16.0s 48/- 17.4s 50/- 19.5s

R 125 49/- 64.0s 49/- 65.2s 48/- 65.1s 48/- 64.2s 49/- 68.5s

R 729 50/- 413.6s 49/- 311.5s 49/- 308.4s 50/- 414.0s 49/- 316.7s

Table 6.2: Comparing cvec generation and validation strategies. First column shows cvec

generation approach and length: C = Cartesian product of hand-picked values, R = ran-

domly sampled values. Middle columns correspond to validation by random testing over

varying number of samples, and the last column is for SMT based validation. We check

the rules for soundness with a separate, SMT-based post-pass and report the number of

sound/unsound rules and the synthesis time in seconds. A dashed cell indicates that Ruler

detected unsoundness and crashed.
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than random cvecs— due to the nonuniform nature of larger bitvectors, naively sampling

random cvec values was insufficient for uncovering all the edge cases during rule validation,

but when unsound rules were added, Ruler crashed due to “equality saturation soundiness”

violations.

Handling Domain Updates

An important potential application of automatic rewrite rule synthesis is in helping program-

mers explore the design space for rewrite systems in new domains or during maintenance of

existing systems to handle updates when a domain’s semantics evolves. To simulate such

a scenario, we took inspiration from the recent change in Halide’s semantics10 to define

x/0 = 0, and similarly changed the implementation of division for the rationals domain to

make the operator total.

Under the original rationals semantics where division by zero is undefined, Ruler learns

50 rules in roughly 123 seconds with SMT validation and 47 equivalent rules in roughly 21

seconds fuzzing 100 random values for validation (Table 6.2).

Making division total for the rationals domain in Ruler required changing a single line

in the rationals interpreter. After this change, we used fuzzing with 100 random values to

synthesize 47 rules in 18 seconds. Since fuzzing is potentially unsound, we also extended

SMT support in our modified version of rationals with an additional 12 line change. We

then synthesized 47 rules in 59 seconds using SMT validation and checked that both the new

fuzzing-inferred and new SMT-inferred rulesets could each completely derive the other (the

rulesets were identical).

Comparing the rulesets between the original and updated division semantics revealed ex-

pected differences, e.g., only the original rulesets contained x/x! 1 and only the updated

rulesets contained x/0 ! 0. Checking derivability between the old and new rulesets iden-

tified 5 additional rules that were incompatible between the semantics, shedding additional

light on the consequences of the change to division semantics.

6.4 Limitations and Future Work

Like any synthesis tool, Ruler uses limits, caps, and heuristics to achieve practical perfor-

mance. Of particular note are the heuristics in choose eqs — select for scoring candidate

rules, and the step size used to determine the number of rules to process at a time. select

uses syntactic, size-based heuristics to approximate richer concepts like subsumption. As

Section 6.3.3 showed, these heuristics can affect the size of the ruleset, though not signifi-

cantly.

10 https://github.com/halide/Halide/pull/4439
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While Ruler’s equality saturation approach eliminates α-equivalent rules, it does not

eliminate α-equivalent terms from the enumeration set T . Doing so could significantly reduce

the enumeration space and increase performance.

Ruler admits other implementations of term enumeration via add terms (Section 6.2),

but our default prototype implementation only explores complete enumeration. Stochastic

enumeration, potentially based on characteristics of a workload, could further improve scal-

ability. Ruler could also seed the initial term E-graph used for enumeration with expressions

drawn from interesting workloads, e.g., benchmark suites or traces from users. This seeding

could both speed up rule inference and improve the effectiveness of generated rules. Enu-

meration could also be limited to a semantically meaningful language subset; for example, it

is possible to learn a subset of rules over reals by learning rules over rationals — the latter

should be faster (as rationals have fewer operators), and the rational rules learned should

remain sound when lifted to operating over reals.

Ruler already provides limited support for partial operators like div by allowing the

interpreter to return a null value (Section 6.2). Ruler does not, however, infer the conditions

that ensure that partial operators succeed. Furthermore, some rewrites are total but still

depend on some condition being met: for example |x|! x only when x is non-negative. An

extension to Ruler could possibly to infer such side conditions based on “near cvec matches”

where only a few entries differ between two eclasses’s cvecs, building on prior work Menendez

and Nagarakatte [2017] that infers preconditions for peephole optimizations.

6.5 Related Work

This section discusses prior work on rewrite rule synthesis. Most of the work in this area

focuses on domain-specific rewrite synthesis tools, unlike Ruler, which is a domain-general

framework for synthesizing rules, given a grammar and interpreter. We also focus on other

framework-based approaches for rule synthesis and compare Ruler against them.

6.5.1 Rule synthesis for SMT solvers

Pre-processing for SMT solvers and related tools often involves term rewriting. Past work

has attempted to automatically generate rules for such rewrites. Recent work from Nötzli

et al. [2019] is the most relevant to Ruler. They present a partially-automated approach

for enumerating rewrite rules for SMT solvers. We provide a comparison with Ruler in Sec-

tion 6.3. The main commonality between our work and theirs is the use of sampling to detect

new equivalences; this is similar to cvec matching in Ruler. Ruler’s approach is unique in

its use of equality saturation to shrink both the candidate rules and the set of enumerated

terms. Nötzli et al. [2019] apply filtering strategies like subsumption, canonical variable
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ordering, and semantic equivalence; their term enumeration is based on Syntax-Guided Syn-

thesis (SyGuS). Their tool can be configured to use an initial set of rules from cvc4 Barrett

et al. [2011] to help guide their search for new rules. Ruler currently synthesizes generalized

rules from scratch. Like Nötzli et al. [2019], Ruler generates rules that do not guarantee a

reduction order, since it synthesizes rules like commutativity and associativity. To mitigate

exponential blowups when using such rules, one approach is limiting the application of these

rules Willsey [2021]. Chapter 4 has also demonstrated the use of inverse transformations to

mitigate the AC-matching problem. Newcomb et al. [2020] have recently explored how to

infer termination orders for non-terminating rules, which could be interesting future work

for Ruler as well.

SWAPPER Singh and Solar-Lezama [2016] is a tool for automatically generating formula

simplifiers using machine learning and constraint-based synthesis. SWAPPER finds candi-

date patterns for rules by applying machine learning on a corpus of formulae. Conditions in

SWAPPER are inferred by first enumerating all possible expressions from a predicate lan-

guage. Then, the right hand side of the rule is synthesized by fixing the predicate and using

Sketch Solar-Lezama [2008b]. Romano and Engler [2013] infer reduction rules to simplify

expressions before passing them to a solver, thereby reducing the number of queries sent to,

and subsequently time spent, in the solver. The rules are generated by symbolic program

evaluation, and validated using a theorem prover. Nadel [2014] used a combination of con-

stant propagation and equivalence propagation to speed up bit-vector rewriting in various

solvers. Several other papers Niemetz et al. [2018], Hansen [2012] propose algorithms and

tools for automatically generating rules for bit-vectors. Newcomb et al. [2020] recently used

program synthesis and formal verification to improve the rules in Halide. They focus only on

integer rules and rely on mining specific workloads to identify candidates for rewrites. Pre-

liminary experiments in Ruler indicate that supporting integers and even floats is achievable

with random sampling or other validation approaches.

6.5.2 Instruction Selection and Graph Substitutions

Several tools have been proposed to automatically synthesize rewrite rules for instruction

selectors. Buchwald et al. [2018] propose a hybrid approach called “iterative CEGIS”, com-

bining enumeration with counter-example guided inductive synthesis (CEGIS) to speed up

the synthesis of a rule library. As the authors describe in the paper, their tool does not

support division, and they also do not infer any rules over floats, since the SMT solvers they

rely on are not suitable for these domains. Ruler can be used to infer rules for domains not

supported by SMT or that have different semantics because its core algorithm does not rely

on SMT — it uses SMT for verifying rules for domains that are supported, but Section 6.3.3

shows that it is straightforward to use other validation techniques, or even change the se-
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mantics of the language and get a new set of rewrites. Dias and Ramsey [2010] proposed a

heuristic search technique for automatic generation of instruction selectors given a machine

description. Their work uses algebraic laws to rewrite expressions to expand the space of

expressions computable in a machine.

TASO Jia et al. [2019] is a recent tool that automatically infers graph substitutions for

optimizing graph-based deep learning computations. TASO automatically generates rules

and verifies them using Z3 De Moura and Bjørner [2008]. To generate the candidates, TASO

enumerates expressions from a grammar up to a certain depth and applies random testing

to find equivalences, similar to Ruler. To verify the rules, TASO uses a set of axioms that

express operator properties in first order logic. The axioms are used to prove that the

generated rules for graph substitution are correct. TASO uses subsumption to eliminate

rules that are direct special cases of other rules.

6.5.3 Theory Exploration

QuickSpec Claessen et al. [2010] is a tool that automatically infers specifications for Haskell

programs from tests in the form of algebraic equations. Their approach is similar to Ruler

in the sense that they too use tests to find potential equivalences between enumerated terms

and filter out equations that are derivable from others.

Equations generated by QuickSpec have been used in an inductive theorem prover called

HipSpec Claessen et al. [2013] to prove other properties about Haskell programs and also

integrated with Isabelle/HOL Johansson et al. [2014]. TheSy Singher and Itzhaky [2021]

uses a symbolic equivalence technique for theory exploration to generate valid axioms for

algebraic data types (ADTs). TheSy also uses E-graphs (specifically the egg library) to

find equivalences and filter out redundant axioms via term rewriting. Compared to other

tools Johansson et al. [2014], TheSy typically found fewer, more powerful axioms. Using

Ruler for theory exploration Johansson et al. [2010], especially for ADTs would be an inter-

esting experiment in the future.

6.5.4 Peephole Optimizations

The Denali Joshi et al. [2002] superoptimizer first showed how to use E-graphs for optimizing

programs by applying rewrite rules. Tate et al. [2009] first introduced equality saturation,

generalizing some of the ideas in Denali to optimize programs with complex constructs like

loops, and conditionals. Since then, multiple tools have used and further generalized equality

saturation as a technique for program synthesis, optimization, and verification Nandi et al.

[2020], Wang et al. [2020], Panchekha et al. [2015], Wu et al. [2019b], Premtoon et al. [2020],

Stepp et al. [2011]. All these tools rely on the implicit assumption that the rewrite rules

will be provided to the tool. These rulesets are typically written by a programmer and
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therefore can have errors or may not be complete. Several tools have automated peephole

optimization generation Davidson and Fraser [2004], Bansal and Aiken [2006], Menendez and

Nagarakatte [2017]. Bansal and Aiken [2006] presented a tool for automatically inferring

peephole optimizations using superoptimization, using exhaustive enumeration to generate

terms up to a certain depth, and leveraging canonicalization to reduce the search space. They

use fingerprints to detect equivalences by grouping possibly equivalent terms together based

on their evaluation on a few assignments. Grouping likely equivalent terms can eliminate

many invalid candidate rules from even being generated in the first place. Ruler’s use of

cvecs is similar to the idea of fingerprints.

Several other papers Sharma et al. [2015], Schkufza et al. [2014] have extended and/or use

STOKE for synthesizing superoptimizations. Alive-Infer Menendez and Nagarakatte [2017]

is a tool for automatically generating pre-conditions for peephole optimizations for LLVM.

Alive-Infer works in three stages: first, it generates positive and negative examples whose

validity is checked using an SMT solver. It then uses a predicate enumeration technique

to learn predicates, which are used as preconditions. Finally, it uses a boolean formula

learner to generate a precondition. Menendez et al. [2016] also developed Alive-FP, a tool

that automatically verifies peephole optimizations involving floating point computations.

Recently, Lopes et al. [2021] published Alive2, which provides bounded, fully automatic

translation validation, while handling undefined behaviour.

6.6 Conclusion

This chapter presented a new technique for automatic rewrite rule inference using equality

saturation. We identified three key steps in rule inference and proposed Ruler, an equality

saturation-based framework that can be used to infer rule-based optimizations for diverse

domains.

Ruler’s key insight is that equality saturation makes each of the three steps of rule

inference more efficient. We implemented rule synthesis in Ruler for booleans, bitvectors,

and rationals. We compared Ruler against a state-of-the-art rule inference tool in CVC4;

Ruler generates significantly smaller rulesets much faster. We presented a case study showing

how Ruler infers rules for complex domains like rationals. Our end-to-end results show that

Ruler-synthesized rules can replace and even surpass those generated by domain experts over

several years.

We hope that this work energizes the community around equality saturation and incites

further exciting research into equality saturation for rewrite rule synthesis.
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Chapter 7

FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS

Let’s revisit the thesis statement from Chapter 1

Viewing the computational fabrication pipeline as a compiler enables the use of (1) modern

PL theory to guide the systematic development and formal reasoning of this pipeline, and (2)

reverse compilation and compiler optimization techniques to build novel program synthesizers

and reliable compilers.

Chapter 2 validates (1), Chapters 3, 4, 5 validate (2). In Chapter 2, we saw how to for-

malize polygon meshes and CAD languages using denotational semantics. We developed a

compiler from our functional programming language, λCAD, to mesh and provided a sketch

of proof of correctness. By doing so, we laid the foundations for further work in the area

of verified compilation for 3D geometry. This formal foundations and reasoning has sev-

eral advantages including enabling the development of further tools to make computational

geometry more usable, reliable, and accurate.

Equipped with the formal foundations, we then moved on to Chapters 3 and 4 and

explored program synthesis and compiler optimization for geometric programs and fabrica-

tion. We developed new, general techniques to reverse engineer high-level λCAD programs

from low-level triangle meshes, thereby making thousands of mesh models shared in on-

line repositories Thingiverse [2019], GrabCAD [2019] significantly more editable / readable.

Chapter 5 explored optimizing compilers for carpentry. We developed a compiler that gen-

erates a Pareto-front of optimal instruction sets for carpentered objects thereby reducing

manufacturing time, material cost, and error.

The techniques in this thesis are applicable beyond fabrication and geometry and have

already been used in several other completed Yang et al. [2021], VanHattum et al. [2021],

Smith et al. [2021] and ongoing projects in other domains. Chapter 6 on automatic rewrite

rule inference developed as a natural next step and has already found application in numerous

domains. The main takeaways for readers of this thesis are that PL and compiler techniques

can (and should!) be applied in “non-traditional” domains to develop better understanding

and therefore, improved and more reliable systems for different domains. Over the years, I

have encountered skeptics who have questioned this approach but every project I have done

in this style has provided me with new insights, and led to novel ideas and new projects.
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Finally, it is not just the other domains that benefit from PL ideas. As we have seen in this

thesis, many novel PL ideas and tools with wide applications also emerge as a consequence.

7.1 Limitations

The work in this thesis did not account for every aspect of computational fabrication. For

example, the DSLs we built do not account for factors like tolerance — designs made for

manufacturing require tolerance so that they can be fabricated by different machines / tech-

niques / companies without affecting the functionality. Similarly, there are fabrication-level

properties that ultimately affect the final outcome (e.g., appearance, strength, stability)

even though they are traditionally not represented at the design level. Our design DSLs

could be extended to account for such properties allowing them to represent both design

and manufacturing constraints using similar abstractions. Recent work from our group is

already addressing these challenges for the domain of carpentry Zhao et al. [2021]. Finally,

humans play a significant role in fabrication — many finer-grained decisions regarding pre-

cision, orientation of the model, offsets, etc., are critical in manufacturing and are currently

not modeled in our DSLs. While Chapter 5 was a first attempt at addressing some of these

challenges, I hope future work (see Section 7.2) will pursue this direction further by exploring

how humans can be part of the synthesis and compilation loops.

7.2 Future Work

There are far too many ideas remaining to be explored in the space of PL/compilers for

fabrication. Some directions that I hope will get explored in the future, either by me or

others are summarized below. You can read more about several additional directions in our

SNAPL’17 paper Nandi et al. [2017].

• Parallel toolpaths. The primary use of extrusion-based desktop 3D printing is rapid

prototyping. Unfortunately, in practice, they are slow, often taking days to print some

models. A simple yet effective solution would be to add more extruders that can

simultaneously print parts of a large model. In fact, many 3D printers are equipped

with multiple toolheads Flashforge [2020], Ultimaker [2020], LeapFrog [2020], BNC3D

[2020] with varying configurations, and some are modular Snapmaker [2020], allowing

the extruder to be swapped by a cutter or a plotter. However, these multi-head printers

are intended for multi-material or multi-color printing. Some have been used for “ditto

printing” Repetier [2020], where two identical objects are simultaneously printed. Little

prior work on desktop printers has demonstrated the use of multiple toolheads to

simultaneously print the same object. This is partly due to the fact that while there
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has been a lot of recent research on optimizing single head, the space of algorithms

and design decisions for multiple heads has not been explored as much. It would be

interesting to extend the use of multi-head desktop 3D printers to support parallel

printing. Multi-head printers have varying configurations—the most widely available

ones have two connected extruders at a fixed distance that move in unison, others

may have three connected extruders, or extruders that are independent in one or more

axes. An early prototype we built Carton et al. [2021] shows that even for the “simple”

configuration with two extruders that are fixed distance apart, parallel printing can

have high impact. The challenge is to automatically generate machine instructions

(G-code) for a variety of different printer configurations. A potential approach would

be for the parallel toolpath compiler to be parametrized over the printer configuration,

i.e. it should generate machine instructions (G-code) specific to a printer and that

does not violate the constraints accompanying the printer. The G-code syntax and

semantics also depends on the printer (and its firmware) and therefore the compiler

must generate instructions from the right language.

• Combining Reincarnate and Szalinski in an E-graph. Chapters 3 and 4 showed two sep-

arate decompilation “phases” for synthesizing high-level λCAD from low-level triangle

meshes. The second phase used equality saturation to infer loops from the output of

the first phase. Performing these two decompilations as two separate passes simpli-

fies the problem and has shown promising results. A consequence of this separation,

however, is that the second phase’s search and therefore its output is constrained by

the output of the first phase. Performing both phases of decompilation together in an

E-graph may mitigate this problem by “keeping more programs around” and therefore

enabling the synthesis tool to find more diverse solutions. This will involve substantial

engineering — a geometry kernel similar to the one we developed for Reincarnate will

have to be used for the “dynamic rewrites” to find an equivalent λCAD from a mesh.

• Szalinski 2.0 aka Synthesizing generalized CAD from multiple flat CADs. Szalinski’s

success raises the question of whether this technique can be extended to automatically

generate a generalized program from multiple traces. Szalinski can be viewed as a

tool for finding a program from a single trace. What can it accomplish given multiple

traces? Would it be possible to learn library functions or infer a general parametrized

implementation of a program such that each trace is a concrete instantiation of that

function? How would it compare against other existing techniques for inferring tem-

plates Ellis et al. [2020], Kakarla et al. [2020]?

• Software engineering practices for CAD/CAM. While implementing λCAD, Reincar-
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nate, Szalinski, and HELM, we made several design decisions that were aimed at mak-

ing the code easy to test, robust to rounding errors, and easy to maintain. The majority

of our implementation is in OCaml. There are several core geometric components that

are relied upon by the rest of the tools. To account for such dependencies, for λCAD,

we used a full functorial design and functorized all modules over a Geometry module.

We also implemented several number system backends that were helpful for debugging

and identifying rounding errors.

For testing, we wrote our own infrastructure and quickly realized that writing good tests

for CAD/CAM is challenging—almost all geometric computations are over reals and

it is tedious to manually write good tests that cover all the edge cases. Further, com-

plex geometric functions (e.g. triangle-triangle intersection) rely on more fundamental

geometric functions (e.g. line-line intersection) which means that a bug in one of the

fundamental algorithms can lead to an error higher up in the pipeline. Floating point

related rounding errors only makes this problem worse. Techniques like property-based

testing Claessen and Hughes [2019] can make the development of geometry processing

libraries less tedious and provide insights on how to specify geometric operations used

in CAD/CAM frameworks.

• Interactive theorem proving and type systems. Formal verification using interactive

theorem provers like Coq and Lean has been massively successful Wilcox et al. [2015],

Mullen et al. [2016], Jang et al. [2012], Tatlock and Lerner [2010], Weitz et al. [2016],

Sergey et al. [2018], Leroy [2006], Chlipala [2010]. Verified implementations of compil-

ers, distributed systems, and web browsers now exist are becoming increasingly main-

stream Ringer et al. [2019]. Little prior work focuses on formal guarantees for compu-

tational geometry kernels. This is challenging because geometric operations generally

on reals which are approximated using floats that are hard to reason about; however

a formally verified geometry kernel can improve the reliability of CAD/CAM pipelines

and numerous other tools relying on geometry kernels. We hope that our work on

λCAD (Chapter 2), together with other recent work on formalizing geometry Sherman

et al. [2019] and verifying floating point optimizations in verified compilers Becker et al.

[2019] leads to further investigation in this direction, perhaps using a more mechanized

approach.

• Beyond CSGs and Meshes. All the tools in this thesis use CSGs and meshes as the core

data structures for representing 3D solids. In many commercial CAD tools, B-reps,

splines, and signed distance functions (SDFs) are the underlying representations. These

data structures are more effective than meshes for representing curves like spheres and

cylinders. In fact, meshes contain a subset of the information contained using these
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representations. Our semantics and compiler proof will not be directly applicable to

B-reps or splines. It would be very interesting to consider how to extend/update our

semantics to be able to reason about these more advanced data structures. Recent

work Sherman et al. [2019] can be used as an inspiration for this. Further, our high-

level synthesis algorithm supports decompilation of mesh-based models into a higher-

level representations like CSG. Extending it to support decompilation of B-reps and

SDFs to CSGs and perhaps other CAD representations (or translating between them!)

would make Reincarnate and Szalinski applicable to many more CAD packages and

models. This will be quite challenging — these non-mesh representations are complex

and contain much more information which might be hard to navigate. On the other

hand, using the additional information in these formats can also be used to inform the

synthesis algorithm in clever ways thereby making it faster and more scalable.

• Machine learning based tools. Recently, several tools have used machine learning for

2D primitive detection Ellis et al. [2018], automatically finding CSG trees from 2D and

3D images Sharma et al. [2017], and generating programs with loops from datasets

of 3D models Tian et al. [2019]. Their goals align with the goals of Reincarnate and

Szalinski but their approach uses neural networks. It would be interesting to compare

our tools with the ML-based tools. As a preliminary experiment, we have used CNNs

for shape detection on a synthetic dataset that we generated and found that while

primitive matching is easier to accomplish, complex shapes composed of two or more

primitives can be difficult to detect.

• Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). Tools like Reincarnate and Szalinski have direct

implications from a HCI perspective. These tools are intended to make the CAD/CAM

experience easier for end-users by providing a low-barrier to entry. Their goal is to

facilitate CAD modeling for everyone. It would be interesting to evaluate the extent to

which these tools reach this goal. We have already performed some preliminary user

studies to compare the benefits of Reincarnate with those of mesh editing tools like

Blender Blender [2018] and Meshmixer Meshmixer [2018] and found that customizing

pre-made models is much easier in Reincarnate but would like to perform a more

rigorous analysis of their usefulness and usability. Developing tools like Sketch-N-

Sketch Chugh et al. [2016] would also make the ideas in this thesis more usable for new

users and casual makers.
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